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iAbstract
Limit shape and fluctuations for exactly solvable inhomogeneous corner growth
models
We study a class of corner growth models in which the weights are either all ex-
ponentially or all geometrically distributed. The parameter of the distribution at site
pi, jq is ai ` bj in the exponential case and aibj in the geometric case, where paiqiě1 and
pbjqjě1 are themselves drawn randomly at the outset from ergodic distributions. These
models are inhomogeneous generalizations of the much studied exactly solvable models
in which the parameters are the same for all sites. Our motivation is to understand how
inhomogeneity influences the limit shape and the corresponding limit fluctuations. We
obtain a simple variational formula for the shape function and prove that it is strictly
concave inside a cone (possibly the entire quadrant) but is linear outside. This is in
contrast with the situation in the models with i.i.d. weights in which the shape function
is expected to be strictly concave under mild assumptions. For the directions inside
the cone, we show that the limit fluctuations are governed by the Tracy-Widom GUE
distribution and derive bounds for the deviations of the last-passage times above the
shape function. To obtain the shape result, we couple the model with an explicit family
of stationary versions of it. For the fluctuation and large deviation results, we perform
steepest-descent analysis on an available Fredholm determinant formula for the one-
point distribution of the last-passage time. We also develop a detailed appendix on the
steepest-descent curves of harmonic functions of two real variables and approximate the
contour integral of an arbitrary meromorphic function along such curves. This material
ii
can facilitate the steepest-descent arguments in the treatments of other related models
as well.
iii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The corner growth model
Stochastic models of planar growth have a long history in probabilistic research, dating
at least as far back as the Eden model [16] and the more general Richardson models [39].
One can interpret these models as describing the spread of an infection in a tissue of
cells over time. Each cell becomes susceptible to the infection under certain deterministic
conditions such as the presence of at least one infected neighbor. Individual cells vary
in resilience against the infection; therefore, the time period between the beginning of
the susceptible state and the infected state for each cell is assumed random.
Despite the randomness in the dynamics, the set of infected cells can look like a
deterministic limit shape after a long time. The first rigorous result of this sort is
perhaps due to D. Richardson [39]. It has been of interest to understand when a limit
shape exists and identify its features. Proceeding further, one can also inquire about
the fluctuations around the limit shape. Satisfactory progress on these problems has
been limited to specific rules of growth and the probability distributions governing the
randomness.
The topic of this work is one of the most studied stochastic growth models known as
the corner growth model, see [35], [45], [46]. The model is intimately connected to various
2other important models including the directed random polymer, directed last-passage
percolation, M/M/1 queues in series and the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process
(TASEP). Certain special cases of the model are known to be exactly solvable in the sense
that rather precise analysis can be carried out. For these cases (the classical examples of
which will be described below), it is known that the model is a member of the conjectural
KPZ (Kardar-Parisi-Zhang) universality class, a large collection of statistical models that
are expected to share certain universal behavior. For example, it is predicted that the
scaling exponent of the fluctuations of the interesting observables in the KPZ-models is
1{3 and the limit fluctuations are given by a Tracy-Widom distribution, see the survey
[12] and the references therein.
In this introductory section, we define the general version of the corner growth model
and allude to its connections to various other models. We also state the well-known shape
and fluctuation results that our work extends. A brief guide to the organization of the
material in the remainder of the text follows. Section 1.2 defines precisely the class of
corner growth models treated here. Section 1.3 includes a discussion of our main results.
Section 1.4 is a short survey of related works from the literature. The proof of the limit
shape result is given in Chapter 2, which is taken from [19]. Chapter 3 is an exposition
of the exact one-point distribution formula for the last-passage and appeared earlier in
[17]. Chapter 4 proves the fluctuation and large deviation results.
We now define the corner growth model. Represent a set of sites with N2, where
N “ t1, 2, 3, . . . u. At the outset, each site pi, jq P N is assigned a weight W pi, jq, a
randomly chosen nonnegative real number. In the general version of the model, the
joint distribution P of the weights tW pi, jq : i, j P Nu is an arbitrary (Borel) probability
measure on RN
2
` . The dynamics begins with all sites initially colored white at time
3t “ 0. Each site pi, jq changes color to red permanently after W pi, jq amount of time
has elapsed since the first time both of the following conditions hold.
• If i ą 1 then pi´ 1, jq is red.
• If j ą 1 then pi, j ´ 1q is red.
To relate to the story of an epidemic, imagine the sites as cells, white cells as healthy,
red cells as infected and the weights as the resilience of the cells. A healthy cell is
susceptible to the infection if its left and bottom neighbors (if they exist) are already
infected. Hence, the epidemic starts out from the corner p1, 1q and spreads to the entire
quadrant N2 over time.
For each pi, jq P N2, let Gpi, jq denote the time when the site pi, jq becomes red. Let
St denote the set of red sites at time t ě 0 i.e.
St “ tpi, jq P N2 : Gpi, jq ď tu for t ě 0. (1.1.1)
To understand the limit shape of red sites, it is helpful to study the random variables
tGpi, jq : i, j P Nu. The growth rule above translates to the recursion
Gpi, jq “ Gpi´ 1, jq _Gpi, j ´ 1q `W pi, jq (1.1.2)
Gpi, 0q “ Gp0, jq “ 0 (1.1.3)
for i, j P N. One can also picture the preceding recursion as a sequence of servers labeled
with i P N serving a sequence of customers labeled with j P N [24]. Each server delivers
service to the customers one by one in the order the customers arrive. Each customer
arrives the system by joining the queue at server 1. For each i, j P N, the amount of time
server i needs for the service of customer j is W pi, jq. When this service is completed,
4customer j immediately departs and joins the queue at the server i ` 1, and the server
i becomes available for the next customer j ` 1. We will not take advantage of this
viewpoint here and refer the interested reader to [35] and [46].
Another equivalent description of the last-passage times is in terms of directed paths.
A directed path pi is a finite sequence pi “ ppik, jkqq1ďkďl in Z2 such that
pik`1 ´ ik, jk`1 ´ jkq P tp1, 0q, p0, 1qu for 1 ď k ă l.
We say that pi is from pu, vq P Z2 to pu1, v1q P Z2 if pi1, j1q “ pu, vq and pil, jlq “ pu1, v1q.
See Figure 1. We have
Gpm,nq “ max
piPΠ1,1,m,n
ÿ
pi,jqPpi
W pi, jq for m,n P N, (1.1.4)
where Πu,v,u1,v1 denotes the set of all directed paths from pu, vq to pu1, v1q. Hence,
tGpi, jq : i, j P Nu are exactly the last-passage time variables of the directed last-passage
percolation. This connection seems to have been first observed in [36].
The first limit shape result for the corner growth model appeared in the pioneering
work of H. Rost [40], which studied the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process
(TASEP). This is a fundamental interacting particle system that can be viewed as a
toy model for single-lane traffic. In the version relevant to the present discussion, we
consider particles labeled with i P N residing at the sites of Z. Let σpi, tq P Z denote
the position of particle i P N at time t ě 0. Impose the jam (step) initial condition i.e.
σpi, 0q “ ´i for i P N. At the outset particles are equipped with independent Poisson
clocks with rate λ ą 0. The positions of the particles are updated as follows. A particle
currently at site j P Z jumps to j ` 1 when its clock rings provided that there is no
particle at j ` 1. This exclusion constraint, which disallows presence of two particles at
5p1, 1q
j
i
pm,nq
Figure 1: A directed path (red) from p1, 1q to pm,nq “ p6, 6q. Blue dots indicate sites.
the same site, is the interaction between otherwise independently moving particles. As
explained, for example, in [46, p 5], the distribution of tpi, jq P N2 : σpi, tq ď i` ju is the
same as the distribution of St in the exponential model, the corner growth model with
i.i.d. weights such that
PpW pi, jq ě xq “ e´λx for i, j P N and x ě 0. (1.1.5)
As a corollary of his results for TASEP, Rost obtained that
lim
nÑ8
Gptns u, tnt uq
n
“ p
?
s`?tq2
λ
for s, t ą 0 P -a.s. (1.1.6)
He also showed that the rescaled set of red sites
1
t
St “ tpi, jq P N2 : Gpt ti u, t tj uq ď tu (1.1.7)
converges P-a.s. as t Ñ 8 to the parabolic region ts, t P R` : ?s `
?
t ď ?λu in a
certain sense.
6There is also a discrete-time version of TASEP in which time variable t P Z`. Parti-
cles now carry independent coins with tails probability q P p0, 1q. For i P N and t P Z`,
the position of particle i at time t ` 1 is determined from the particle configuration at
time t as follows. Particle i flips its coin at time t. If heads comes up and the position
σpi, tq ` 1 is empty then σpi, t ` 1q “ σpi, tq ` 1; otherwise, σpi, t ` 1q “ σpi, tq. The
discrete-time TASEP with step initial condition is equivalent to the corner growth model
in which the weights are i.i.d. and
P pW pi, jq ě kq “ qk for i, j P N and k P Z` . (1.1.8)
For this geometric model, the limit shape has also been computed.
lim
nÑ8
Gptns u, tnt uq
n
“ q
1´ q ps` tq `
2
?
q
1´ q
?
st for s, t ą 0 P -a.s., (1.1.9)
[11], [31], [44].
The limit fluctuations corresponding to (1.1.6) and (1.1.8) were derived in the break-
through work of K. Johansson [27, Theorem 1.2]. For the geometric model, for r ą 0,
lim
nÑ8PpGptnr u, nq ď nγprq ` n
1{3σprqsq “ FGUEpsq for s P R, (1.1.10)
where
γprq “ qp1` rq ` 2
?
qr
1´ q , (1.1.11)
σprq “ 1
1´ q
´q
r
¯1{6 p?q `?rq2{3p1`?qrq2{3 (1.1.12)
and FGUE denotes the c.d.f. of the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution defined in Section
A.1. For the exponential model, (1.1.10) is also true with different explicit constants
γprq and σprq, [27, Theorem 1.6].
7Precise description of the limit shape and limit fluctuations such as (1.1.9) and
(1.1.10) for the corner growth model is presently only possible for the exponential and
geometric models, and their derivatives (an example of which is treated in this work).
It is expected that the model exhibit certain features that are universal, which are there
irrespective of the underlying weight distribution. For example, at least when P is i.i.d.
and satisfies mild conditions, the shape function is expected to be strictly concave and
differentiable. The limit fluctuations should be governed by the Tracy-Widom GUE
distribution as in (1.1.10).
1.2 Exponential and geometric models with inho-
mogeneous parameters
The class of models we study are inhomogeneous generalizations of the exponential and
geometric models. The parameters λ and q themselves will now be randomly chosen
for each site at the outset and then kept fixed throughout the dynamics. It turns out
that, for certain choices of the parameter distributions, the resulting models are still
amenable to precise analysis. Taking advantage of this situation, we find the analogues
of H.Rost’s limit shape result (1.1.6) and K.Johansson’s fluctuation result (1.1.10) for
these inhomogeneous models. The next section discusses in detail the contribution of the
present work. Here, we provide a precise description of the inhomogeneous exponential
and geometric models and allude to their aspects that lead to exact solvability.
For concreteness, let us construct the sample space of the weights as RN
2
` equipped
8with the Borel σ-algebra. Define W pi, jq as the projection map RN2` Ñ R` onto coordi-
nate pi, jq for i, j P N. Let a “ panqnPN and b “ pbnqnPN be stationary random sequences
with terms in p0,8q for the exponential model and in p0, 1q for the geometric model.
For the shape results, we will assume that the pair pa,bq is totally ergodic with respect
to the shifts pan, bnq ÞÑ pan`k, bn`lq for k, l P N, see Section 2.1. As an example, take a
and b as independent i.i.d. sequences. For the fluctuation results, the total ergodicity
assumption is weakened to ergodicity of a and b (i.e. these sequences are each ergodic
and no assumption is made on their joint distribution). Suppose that, given pa,bq,
the weights tW pi, jq : i, j P Nu are conditionally independent and the joint conditional
distribution Pa,b of the weights are given by
Pa,bpW pi, jq ě xq “ e´pai`bjqx for i, j P N and x ě 0 (1.2.1)
for the exponential model and
Pa,bpW pi, jq ě kq “ aki bkj for i, j P N and k P Z` (1.2.2)
for the geometric model.
Let P denote the (unconditional) joint distribution of the weights. Thus, PpBq “ş
Pa,bpBqµpd a, d bq for any Borel set B Ă RN2` , where µ is the joint distribution of pa,bq.
By stationarity of a and b, the weights are identically distributed under P. However,
there are nontrivial correlations among the weights since W pi, jq and W pi1, j1q are, in
general, not independent under P if i “ i1 or j “ j1.
We mention the key features that render these inhomogeneous models well-suited
for analysis. For the limit shape result, we exploit an explicit one-parameter family of
product probability measures Pza,b on the extended sample space R
Z2`` that project to
9Pa,b on RN
2
` , see (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) below. These measures satisfy a useful stationarity
property (Proposition 2.4.1) sometimes referred to as the Burke property that enables
exact computations. This approach was introduced in [44]. For the fluctuation results,
our starting point is that the probabilities Pa,bpGpm,nq ď kq can be represented as a
Fredholm determinant with a tractable kernel [28]. Derivation of this formula is discussed
at length in Chapter 3.
1.3 Main results
Our first result is the identification of the shape function in terms of a one-dimensional
variational problem. Some notation is needed to state it. Let α and β denote the
distributions of a1 and b1, respectively. (By stationarity of a and b, an and bn are
distributed as α and β, respectively, for n P N). For a Borel measure η on R, let
¯
η
and η¯ denote the left and right endpoints of the support of η (the complement of the
largest open η-null set). Extend α and β as Borel probability measures to R. Then the
support of α and β are contained in r0,8q with αpt0uq “ βpt0uq “ 0 for the exponential
model, and the supports are contained in r0, 1s with αpt0, 1uq “ βpt0, 1uq “ 0 for the
geometric model. Also,
¯
α and α¯ equal, respectively, the essential infimum and the
essential supremum of a1. Similarly for β.
The shape function is given by
gps, tq “ inf
zPr´
¯
α,
¯
βs
"
s
ż 8
0
αpdaq
a` z ` t
ż 8
0
βpdbq
b´ z
*
for s, t ą 0 (1.3.1)
for the exponential model. This will be restated as Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The
infimum above can be computed explicitly when α and β are uniform measures. For
10
example, if α and β are uniform on the interval r1{2, 3{2s then
gps, tq “ s log
ˆ
t` 7s`aps` tq2 ` 12st
4s
˙
` t log
ˆ
s` 7t`aps` tq2 ` 12st
4t
˙
.
(1.3.2)
for s, t ą 0. For this choice of α and β, Figure 2 below illustrates the limit shape result
when a and b are i.i.d. sequences. If
¯
α “
¯
β “ 0 then (1.3.1) reduces to
gps, tq “ s
ż 8
0
αpdaq
a
` t
ż 8
0
βpdbq
b
for s, t ą 0. (1.3.3)
In particular, g is a linear function if the above integrals are both finite, and is identically
infinite otherwise. For
¯
α`
¯
β ą 0, the following properties of g can be derived from (1.3.1),
see Corollary 2.2.3. There are critical values 0 ď c1 ă c2 ď 8 determined by α and β
such that, as a function of ps, tq, g is strictly concave for c1 ă s{t ă c2 but is linear for
s{t ď c1 or s{t ě c2. We have c1 “ 0 if and only if
ş8
0
pa ´
¯
αq´2αpdaq “ 8, and c2 “ 8
if and only if
ş8
0
pb ´
¯
βq´2βpdbq “ 8. Hence, the linear regions of g can be empty as is
the case in (1.3.2). Also, g is C1. Consequently, the graph of g does not have a sharp
corner along the critical lines s{t “ c1 and s{t “ c2. These features are depicted on the
level curve gps, tq “ 1 for a particular choice of α and β in Figure 3 below.
For the geometric model, we have similar results for the limit shape. The analogue of
(1.3.1) is stated as Theorems 2.2.6 and 2.2.7, and a closed form formula similar to (1.3.2)
can be derived when α and β have densities proportional to x ÞÑ 1{x. If α¯ “ β¯ “ 1
then g is linear or infinite. If α¯β¯ ă 1 then g is strictly concave inside the region
c1 ă s{t ă c2 and linear outside for some constants 0 ď c1 ă c2 ď 8 as exemplified in
Figure 3. Now c1 “ 0 if and only if
ş1
0
pα¯ ´ aq´2αpdaq “ 8, and c2 “ 8 if and only ifş1
0
pβ¯ ´ bq´2βpdbq “ 8.
11
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
s
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
t
Figure 2: The output of a simulation of the inhomogeneous exponential model up to time
t “ 2000. The sequences a and b are i.i.d, and α and β are uniform on r1{2, 3{2s. The red
region is the rescaled set of red sites t´1 St when t “ 2000. The black curve is the level set
gps, tq “ 1 for (1.3.2).
The next set of results concerns the fluctuations around the limit shape with respect
to Pa,b for a.e. realization of a and b. At present, we only study the fluctuations in
the strictly concave region c1 ă s{t ă c2 of the geometric model. We do not expect
difficulty in repeating the analysis here for the strictly concave region of the exponential
model. However, the treatment of the linear regions (in both models) seems to require
significant further work.
12
0.5 1.0 1.5
s
0.5
1.0
1.5
t
Figure 3: The level curve gps, tq “ 1 and the rays s{t “ c1 “ p´8 ` 12 log 2q{3 « 0.105922
and s{t “ c2 “ 4{p9 ´ 12 log 2q « 5.863092 for (1.3.1) when αpdaq “ 1t0ďaď1u 3a2da and
βpdbq “ 1t1ďbď2u 4pb´ 1q3db.
Our first result bounds the right tail deviations of the last-passage times i.e. de-
viations above the shape function. Fix r P pc1, c2q and set γprq “ gpr, 1q. Then, for
a.e. pa,bq, there are deterministic constants C, c ą 0, n0 “ na,b0 P N and a sequence
γn “ γa,bn converging a.s. to γ such that
Pa,bpGptnr u, nq ě nγn ` nsq ď Ce´cnps3{2^sq (1.3.4)
for s ě 0 and n ě n0. In particular, up to a constant, the decay rate of the exponential
bound is s3{2 and s for small and large values of s, respectively. In (1.3.4), the transition
occurs at s “ 1 although this point can be moved to any positive number by altering
13
the constants C, c. We state (1.3.4) in a slightly more general form as Theorem 4.2.1.
When α and β are delta masses then a and b are constant sequences a.s. In this case,
we also have γn “ γ for n P N, and (1.3.4) then becomes
PpGptnr u, nq ě nγ ` nsq ď Ce´cnps3{2^sq (1.3.5)
for s ě 0 and n ě n0 for some constants C, c ą 0 and n0 P N, where P is the i.i.d.
measure given by (1.1.8) with q “ a1b1. We point out that (1.3.5) is not new. Although
not recorded explicitly, it can be deduced from [27, Theorem 2.2, (2.17), (2.21)-(2.23),
Corollary 2.4]. For the exponential model, (1.3.5) (for small values of s) was previously
pointed out in [42, p. 622]. Our proof of (1.3.5) is quite different; it comes from a steepest-
descent analysis and does not involve computation of the right tail large deviation rate
function.
We also mention that (1.3.5) improves the following right tail bound that recently
appeared in [13, Lemma 2.2]. There exists M, δ, c ą 0 such that
PpGptnr u, nq ě nγ ` n1{3xq ď e´cx (1.3.6)
for M ď x ď δn1{3. In contrast, setting s “ n´2{3x in (1.3.5) yields
PpGptnr u, nq ě nγ ` n1{3xq ď Ce´cpx3{2^pn1{3xqq (1.3.7)
for x ě 0 and n ě n0. In the regime M ď x ď δn1{3 (where M is a large constant), we
have x ď x3{2 ď n1{3x. Thus,
PpGptnr u, nq ě nγ ` n1{3xq ď Ce´cx3{2 ď e´c1x3{2 (1.3.8)
for another constant c1 ą 0, and (1.3.6) follows.
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Another result we wish to highlight here is that the quenched limit fluctuations of the
last-passage times in the stricly concave region is governed by the Tracy-Widom GUE
distribution denoted FGUE below (see Section A.1 for its definition). More precisely,
lim
nÑ8Pa,bpGptnr u, nq ď nγn ` n
1{3σnsq “ FGUEpsq for s P R (1.3.9)
for a.e. pa,bq, where σn is a sequence (depending on a,b) converging to a deterministic
quantity σ ą 0. This result is contained Theorem 4.2.13. Note that due to continuity
of FGUE and the monotonicity of the left-hand side in s P R, (1.3.9) also holds if σn
is replaced with the limit value σ. We confirm via (1.3.9) that the inhomogeneous
geometric model behaves as a KPZ class model in the strictly concave region. This was
predicted in [20] on account of the expansion of the right tail rate functions and by
analogy with a similar result of J.Gravner, C.Tracy and H.Widom [25, Theorem 3] for
a related model known as Johansson-Seppa¨la¨inen model, which we elaborate on in the
next section.
Since limnÑ8 γn “ γ, (1.3.9) also implies n´1Gptnr u, nq “ γ in Pa,b-probability
a.s under the weaker hypotheses that a and b are each ergodic rather than jointly
totally ergodic. We expect that a.s convergence also holds but at present we only have
lim supnÑ8 n´1Gptnr u, nq ď γprq a.s., which follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma
using (1.3.4). An exponential bound for the left tail deviations in the i.i.d. setting is
known [4]. Obtaining the corresponding bound in the inhomogeneous setting is left for
future work.
The main strategy to prove the fluctuation and large deviation bound comes from
[25]. The distributions of the last-passage times admit a Fredholm determinant repre-
sentation with an explicit kernel depending on finitely many terms from a and b [28].
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This naturally leads to the consideration of the empirical distributions αn and βn ap-
proximating α and β, respectively. The sequence γnprq is, in fact, precisely the shape
function (1.3.1) computed with ps, tq “ pr, 1q and using αtnr u and βn in place of α and
β, respectively. The analysis of the kernel involves use of the steepest-descent curves
through the minimizer of the variational formula for γn. Since this minimizer is a saddle
point of order 2, the Airy kernel arises in the asymptotics. Because we work with in-
finitely many steepest-descent curves, sufficiently strong uniform control of these curves
is needed for various steps in the argument. In our case, such a control is afforded by
the ergodicity of a and b.
This work also attempts to go beyond the purpose of deriving the Tracy-Widom
limit for the inhomogeneous geometric model with various future applications in mind.
In Section A.2, we provide a short and largely self-contained treatment of the steepest-
descent curves of harmonic functions on C. These lemmas offer quantative bounds and
help describe rigorously the local and global nature of the steepest-descent curves. In
Section A.3, we approximate the contour integral of an arbitrary meromorphic function
along the steepest-descent curve of its (approximate) logarithm. We present an appli-
cation of this material in our derivation of the fluctuation results. Another immediate
use in a work in progress is to compute the right tail rate function.
1.4 Literature review
We give a brief overview of the literature in relation to the present work. By (1.1.6) and
(1.1.9), the shape functions of the exponential and geometric models satisfy
gps, tq “ mps` tq ` 2?σ2st for s, t ą 0, (1.4.1)
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where m and σ2 denote the common mean and the variance of the weights. Such explicit
description of the shape function for all directions ps, tq were not previously available
for other weight distributions. Our variational characterization of the shape function
furnishes new explicit formulas such as (1.3.2). J.Martin proved that, for i.i.d P and
assuming the weights have sufficiently light tail, (1.4.1) also holds up to an error of
order op?tq as t Ó 0. In particular, g cannot be linear near the axes in contrast with
the inhomogeneous setting where this is a real possibility, see Figure 3. For i.i.d. P, the
linear regions can appear away from the axes. For example, if the weights are bounded
and attain their maximum with probability larger than the critical probability for the
oriented site percolation then gps, tq “ s`t in a nontrivial cone [2], [15], [34]. Variational
formulas characterizing g have recently been derived for general i.i.d. weights with finite
2`  moments for some  ą 0 [23].
For the exponential model with i.i.d. a and constant b, [47] obtained a variational
description of g, which (1.3.1) includes as a special case. Asymptotics of g near the axes
are determined for more general P in [33]. Their Theorem 2.4 can be deduced from
(1.3.1) as well. Another direction of generalizing the exponential and geometric models
is to choose the parameters at site pi, jq as λ “ Λpi{n, j{nq and q “ Qpi{n, j{nq for
some deterministic functions Λ and Q that encode inhomogeneity. Then, under suitable
conditions, g can be characterized as the unique monotone viscosity solution of a certain
Hamilton-Jacobi equation [10].
The fluctuation exponents for the exponential model were identified as KPZ expo-
nents in [5]. The limit distribution for the rescaled last-passage times for the geometric
and exponential models were proved to be the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution by K.
Johansson in [27], see (1.1.10). [29] proved that suitably rescaled last-passage time
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process along the antidiagonal through pn, nq converges to the Airy process, [29]. The
measures Pa,b defined at (1.2.1) and (1.2.2) appeared earlier in [9] and [28], respectively,
and is closely related to the Schur measures introduced in [37]. This connection leads
to representations of the last-passage distributions in terms of Fredholm determinants
with explicit kernels, see the exposition in Chapter 3 and the references therein. [9] con-
sidered Pa,b in (1.2.1) such that paiqiąk and pbjqjąl are constant for fixed k, l P Z` and
identified the limit (in the sense of finite dimensional distributions) of the rescaled last-
passage process (the parameters ai, bj for i P rks and j P rls are also rescaled suitably)
along a certain line through pnr, nq as a generalization of the extended Airy process. For
similar setting with (1.2.2), [13] also determined the limit distribution of the rescaled
last-passage times.
In [25], J.Gravner, C.Tracy and H.Widom studied a similarly inhomogeneous version
of a variant of corner growth model known as oriented digital boiling or Johansson-
Seppa¨la¨inen model introduced in [43]. The recursion (1.1.9) is now replaced with
Gpi, jq “ Gpi´ 1, jq _ pGpi, j ´ 1q `W pi, jqq for i, j P N . (1.4.2)
The weights tW pi, jq : i, j P Nu are independent and each W pi, jq is Bernoulli-distributed
with parameter pj for some ergodic sequence ppjqjPN. The shape function in this model
has a constant, linear and strictly concave regions. A result from [25] is that, conditioned
on the parameters pj, suitably rescaled last-passage converge in distribution to the Tracy-
Widom GUE distribution. (1.3.9) is the analogue of this result for the inhomogeneous
geometric model and is derived through similar techniques.
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1.5 Notation and conventions
Some standard notation that appears in this note are listed below.
Table 1: A guide to the notation
Notation Definition
N the set of natural numbers t1, 2, 3, . . . u
Z` the set of nonnegative integers t0, 1, 2, . . . u
R` the set of nonnegative real numbers
H the set of z P C with =z ą 0.
i the imaginary unit
rns the set t1, . . . , nu for n P N
a_ b the maximum of a, b P R
a^ b the minimum of a, b P R
#S the number of elements in the set S
z the complex conjugate of z P C
tx u the largest integer less than or equal to x P R
rx s the least integer greater than or equal to x P R
|x| the Euclidean norm of x P Rd
Continued on next page
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Table 1 – Continued from previous page
Notation Definition
Dpz, rq the (open) disk of radius r centered at z P C
D1pz, rq the punctured disk Dpz, rqr tzu
Spz, rq the circle of radius r centered at z P C
Apz, r1, r2q the annulus tw P C : r1 ă |w ´ z| ă r2u
rz, ws the oriented line segment from z P C to w P C
δi,j the Kronecker delta function
η¯ the right endpoint of the support of a Borel measure η on R
¯
η the left endpoint of the support of a Borel measure η on R
x` the positive part maxtx, 0u of x P R.
sgnpxq the sign of x P R. Equals 0 if x “ 0 and x{|x| otherwise.
The direction of z P Crt0u is defined as z{|z|. Adjectives increasing and decreasing
are used in the strict sense. For convenience, we set 00 “ 1, 1{0 “ 8 and 1{8 “ 0.
In several computations, we will benefit from viewing R2 as C via the bijection
px, yq ÞÑ x ` iy. Under this identification, we have a dot product on C defined by
z ¨ w “ <tzwu for z, w P C, which corresponds to the usual dot product on R2.
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Chapter 2
Limit Shape
2.1 Introduction
Refer to Section 1.2 for the descriptions of the exponential and geometric model. Let
τk denote the shift map pcnqnPN ÞÑ pcn`kqnPN for k P Z`. We assume that the joint
distribution µ of pa,bq is totally ergodic with respect to the shifts τk ˆ τl for k, l P N.
This means µ is separately ergodic under the map τk ˆ τl for each k, l P N.
Our results are formally stated in Section 2.2. We sketch the existence and the basic
properties of g in Section 2.3. We discuss stationary versions of the exponential and
geometric models in Section 2.4. We prove (1.3.1) in Section 2.5.
2.2 Results
Let E denote the expectation under µ (the distribution of pa,bq). Recall that a “ a1
and b “ b1. It is convenient to break (1.3.1) into the next two theorems.
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose that
¯
α `
¯
β ą 0 in the exponential model. Then
gps, tq “ inf
zPp´
¯
α,
¯
βq
"
sE
„
1
a` z

` tE
„
1
b´ z
*
for s, t ą 0. (2.2.1)
Hence, g depends on pa,bq only through the marginal distributions α and β. Let
us write gα,β to indicate this. Replacing z with ´z in (2.2.1) reveals that gα,βps, tq “
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gβ,αpt, sq for s, t ą 0, which is expected due to the symmetric roles of a and b in the
model. In particular, if α and β are the same then gps, tq “ gpt, sq for s, t ą 0. Also,
(by dominated convergence) the infimum can be taken over r´
¯
α,
¯
βs in (2.2.1). When
¯
α “
¯
β “ 0, this interval degenerates to t0u and we expect that gps, tq “ sEr1{as`tEr1{bs
for s, t ą 0. Indeed, this is true.
Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose that
¯
α “
¯
β “ 0 in the exponential model. Then
gps, tq “ sE
„
1
a

` tE
„
1
b

for s, t ą 0.
We turn to the concavity and differentiability properties of g. In the case
¯
α`
¯
β ą 0,
define the critical values c1 “ Erpb` ¯αq
´2s
Erpa´
¯
αq´2s and c2 “
Erpb´
¯
βq´2s
Erpa`
¯
βq´2s . Note that 0 ď c1 ă
c2 ď 8. Also, c1 “ 0 if and only if Erpa ´
¯
αq´2s “ 8, and c2 “ 8 if and only if
Erpb´
¯
βq´2s “ 8.
Corollary 2.2.3. Suppose that
¯
α `
¯
β ą 0 in the exponential model. Then
(a) gps, tq “ sErpa´
¯
αq´1s ` tErpb`
¯
αq´1s for s{t ď c1.
(b) gps, tq “ sErpa`
¯
βq´1s ` tErpb´
¯
βq´1s for s{t ě c2.
(c) gpcs1 ` p1 ´ cqs2, ct1 ` p1 ´ cqt2q ą cgps1, t1q ` p1 ´ cqgps2, t2q for c P p0, 1q and
s1, s2, t1, t2 ą 0 such that c1 ă s1{t1, s2{t2 ă c2 and ps1, t1q ‰ kps2, t2q for any k P R.
(d) g is continuously differentiable.
By Schwarz inequality, if c1 ą 0 then Erpa ´
¯
αq´1s ă 8 and if c2 ă 8 then Erpb ´
¯
βq´1s ă 8. Hence, g is finite and linear in ps, tq in the regions s{t ď c1 and s{t ě c2.
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Proof of Corollary 2.2.3. Let Apzq “ Erpa`zq´1s for z ą ´
¯
α and Bpzq “ Erpb´zq´1s for
z ă
¯
β. Using dominated convergence, A and B can be differentiated under the expecta-
tion. Thus, A1pzq “ ´Erpa`zq´2s, B1pzq “ Erpb´zq´2s, A2pzq “ 2 Erpa`zq´3s, B2pzq “
2 Erpb ´ zq´3s, etc. Also, define A,B and their derivatives at the endpoints by sub-
stituting ´
¯
α and
¯
β for z in the preceding formulas. Then, by monotone conver-
gence, the values at the endpoints match the appropriate one-sided limits, that is,
Ap´
¯
αq “ limzÓ´
¯
αApzq “ Erpa´
¯
αq´1s, Bp
¯
βq “ limzÒ
¯
β Bpzq “ Erpb´
¯
βq´1s, and similarly
for the derivatives.
Since A1 and B1 are increasing and continuous on p´
¯
α,
¯
βq, the derivative z ÞÑ sA1pzq`
tB1pzq is positive if s{t ď c1, is negative if s{t ě c2 and has a unique zero if c1 ă s{t ă c2.
Hence, (a) and (b) follow, and if c1 ă s{t ă c2 then gps, tq “ sApzq ` tBpzq, where
z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq is the unique solution of the equation
´ B
1pzq
A1pzq “
s
t
. (2.2.2)
Since ´B1{A1 is increasing and continuous, it has an increasing inverse ζ defined on
pc1, c2q. Let s1, t1, s2, t2 be as in (c). Then ζps1{t1q ‰ ζps2{t2q, which implies the strict
inequality
ps1 ` s2qApzq ` pt1 ` t2qBpzq ą s1Apζps1{t1qq ` t1Bpζps1{t1qq
` s2Apζps2{t2qq ` t2Bpζps2{t2qq
“ gps1, t1q ` gps2, t2q
(2.2.3)
for any z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq. Note that c1 ă ps1` s2q{pt1` t2q ă c2. Setting z “ ζpps1` s2q{pt1`
t2qq in (2.2.3) yields gps1` s2, t1` t2q ą gps1, t1q` gps2, t2q, and (c) comes from this and
homogeneity. Since ´B1{A1 is continuously differentiable with positive derivative (as
A2, B1, B ą 0 and A1 ă 0 on p´
¯
α,
¯
βq), by the inverse function theorem, ζ is continuously
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differentiable as well. Using (2.2.2), we compute the gradient of g for c1 ă s{t ă c2 as
∇gps, tq “ pApζps{tqq, Bpζps{tqqq, which tends to pAp´
¯
αq, Bp´
¯
αqq as s{t Ñ c1 and to
pAp
¯
βq, Bp
¯
βqq as s{tÑ c2. Hence, (d).
When α and β are uniform distributions, we can compute the infimum in (2.2.1)
explicitly.
Corollary 2.2.4. Let λ, l,m ą 0. Suppose that α and β are uniform distributions on
rλ{2, λ{2` ls and rλ{2, λ{2`ms, respectively. Then, for s, t ą 0,
gps, tq “ s
l
log
˜
1` l
λ
` l
λ
¨ lt´ms`
aplt´msq2 ` 4stpλ` lqpλ`mq
2spλ`mq
¸
` t
m
log
˜
1` m
λ
` m
λ
¨ ms´ lt`
aplt´msq2 ` 4stpλ` lqpλ`mq
2tpλ` lq
¸
.
Proof. Since α and β are uniform distributions,
Apzq “ E
„
1
a` z

“ 1
l
log
ˆ
1` l
z ` λ{2
˙
Bpzq “ E
„
1
b´ z

“ 1
m
log
ˆ
1` m´z ` λ{2
˙
for z P p´λ{2, λ{2q. We compute the derivatives as
A1pzq “ ´ 1pz ` λ{2qpz ` λ{2` lq B
1pzq “ 1p´z ` λ{2qp´z ` λ{2`mq .
Because A1p´λ{2q “ ´8 and B1pλ{2q “ 8, we have c1 “ 0 and c2 “ 8. Also, (2.2.2)
leads to
ps´ tqz2 ´ pspλ`mq ` tpλ` lqqz ` sλpλ` 2mq{4´ tλpλ` 2lq{4 “ 0.
It follows from the discriminant formula that the solution in the interval p´λ{2, λ{2q is
z “ λ
2
spλ` 2mq ´ tpλ` 2lq
spλ`mq ` tpλ` lq `apsm` tlq2 ` 4stλpλ`m` lq .
Inserting this into gps, tq “ sApzq` tBpzq and some elementary algebra yield the result.
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The preceding argument can be repeated when l “ 0 or m “ 0. In these cases, α
and β are understood as point masses at λ{2. For instance, when l “ 0 and m ą 0, we
obtain
gps, tq “ 2sλ`ms`
apmsq2 ` 4stλpλ`mq
2λpλ`mq
` t
m
log
˜
1` m
λ
` m
λ
¨ ms`
apmsq2 ` 4stλpλ`mq
2tλ
¸
When l “ 0 and m “ 0, we recover (1.1.6).
We can also determine g along the diagonal when α and β are the same.
Corollary 2.2.5. Suppose that α “ β. Then gps, sq “ 2sE
„
1
a

for s ą 0.
Proof. We have pa ` zq´1 ` pa ´ zq´1 ě 2a´1 for |z| ď
¯
α with equality if only if z “ 0.
Therefore,
gps, sq “ s inf
zPp´
¯
α,
¯
αq
E
„
1
a` z `
1
a´ z

“ 2sE
„
1
a

.
We only report the analogous results for the geometric model.
Theorem 2.2.6. Suppose that α¯β¯ ă 1 in the geometric model. Then
gps, tq “ inf
zPpα¯,1{β¯q
"
sE
„
a{z
1´ a{z

` tE
„
bz
1´ bz
*
for s, t ą 0.
Theorem 2.2.7. Suppose that α¯ “ β¯ “ 1 in the geometric model. Then
gps, tq “ sE
„
a
1´ a

` tE
„
b
1´ b

for s, t ą 0.
Corollary 2.2.8. Let q P p0, 1q and 0 ă l,m ă ?q. Choose α and β as the distributions
with densities proportional to x ÞÑ 1{x on the intervals r?q ´ l,?qs and r?q ´m,?qs,
respectively. Then
gps, tq “ s
L
log
ˆ
1` l
?
q
1´ q `
l
1´ q
ly ´mx`?∆
2xp1`m?q ´ qq
˙
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` t
M
log
ˆ
1` m
?
q
1´ q `
m
1´ q
mx´ ly `?∆
2yp1` l?q ´ qq
˙
for s, t ą 0, where x “ slM , y “ tmL, L “ log
ˆ ?
q?
q ´ l
˙
, M “ log
ˆ ?
q?
q ´m
˙
and
∆ “ ply ´mxq2 ` 4xyp1`m?q ´ qqp1` l?q ´ qq
Corollary 2.2.9. Suppose that α “ β. Then gps, sq “ 2sE
„
a
1´ a

for s ą 0.
2.3 The existence of the shape function
Lemma 2.3.1. There exists a deterministic function g : p0,8q2 Ñ r0,8s such that
lim
nÑ8
Gptns u, tnt uq
n
“ gps, tq for s, t ą 0 P -a.s.
Furthermore, g is nondecreasing, homogeneous and concave.
Here, nondecreasing means that gps1, t1q ď gps, tq for 0 ă s1 ď s and 0 ă t1 ď t, and
homogeneity means that gpcs, ctq “ cgps, tq for s, t, c ą 0. In the exponential model, g is
finite if
¯
α`
¯
β ą 0. This is by the standard properties of the stochastic order [48, Theorem
1.A3]. Briefly, the i.i.d. measure P on RN
2
` under which each W pi, jq is exponentially
distributed with rate
¯
α `
¯
β stochastically dominates Pa,b and G is a nondecreasing
function of the weights. Thus, gps, tq does not exceed the right-hand side of (1.1.6) with
λ “
¯
α `
¯
β. Similarly, g is finite in the geometric model if α¯β¯ ă 1. Extend g to R2` by
setting gp0, 0q “ 0, gps, 0q “ limtÓ0 gps, tq and gp0, tq “ limsÓ0 gps, tq for s, t ą 0.
Lemma 2.3.1 can be proved using the ergodicity properties of P and superadditivity
of the last-passage times. As this is quite standard, we will leave out many details. For
k, l P Z`, let θk,l : RN2 Ñ RN2 be given by θk,lpωqpi, jq “ ωpi ` k, j ` lq for i, j P N
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and ω P RN2 . Note that P is stationary with respect to θk,l because Ppθ´1k,l pBqq “
E Pa,bpθ´1k,l pBqq “ E Pτkpaq,τlpbqpBq “ PpBq for any Borel set B Ă RN
2
` .
Lemma 2.3.2. P is ergodic with respect to θk,l for any k, l P N.
Proof. Suppose θ´1k,l pBq “ B for some Borel set B Ă RN
2
` . For n ě 1, let T n denote the
σ-algebra generated by An, the collection of W pi, jq with i ą kpn´ 1q and j ą lpn´ 1q.
Then B is in T “ ŞnPN T n. Also, T is the tail σ-algebra of the σ-algebras generated
by AnrAn`1. Because Pa,b is a product measure, by Kolmogorov’s 0–1 law, Pa,bpBq P
t0, 1u. Therefore, PpBq “ µpPa,bpBq “ 1q. On the other hand,
pτk ˆ τlq´1tPa,bpBq “ 1u “ tPτk a,τl bpBq “ 1u “ tPa,bpθ´1k,l pBqq “ 1u “ tPa,bpBq “ 1u.
Since µ is ergodic under τk ˆ τl, we conclude that PpBq P t0, 1u.
Proof of Lemma 2.3.1. Fix s, t P N and define, for integers 0 ď m ă n,
Zpm,nq “ ´Gppn´mqs, pn´mqtq ˝ θms,mt “ max
piPΠms`1,mt`1,ns,nt
ÿ
pi,jqPpi
W pi, jq.
Using the definition and Lemma 2.3.2, we observe that tZpm,nq : 0 ď m ă nu is a
subadditive process that satisfies the hypotheses of Liggett’s subadditive ergodic theorem
[32]. Hence, Zp0, nq{n “ Gpns, ntq{n converges P-a.s. to a deterministic limit, gps, tq.
The existence of the limit for all s, t ą 0 P-a.s. and the claimed properties of g follow
as in the case of i.i.d. weights [46, Theorem 2.1].
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2.4 Stationary distributions of the last-passage in-
crements
Let us extend the sample space to RZ
2`` . Now W pi, jq denotes the projection onto coor-
dinate pi, jq for i, j P Z`. Define the last-passage time pGpi, jq through recursion (1.1.2)
but with the boundary values pGpi, 0q “ řik“1W pk, 0q and pGp0, jq “ řjk“1W p0, kq for
i, j P N. We then have
pGpm,nq “ max
piPΠ0,0,m,n
ÿ
pi,jqPpi
W pi, jq for m,n P Z` . (2.4.1)
In the exponential model, for each value of pa,bq such that an ě
¯
α and bn ě
¯
β
for n P N (which holds µ-a.s.) and parameter z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq, define Pza,b as the product
measure on RZ
2`` by
Pza,bpW pi, jq ě xq “ expp´pai ` bjqxq Pza,bpW p0, 0q “ 0q “ 1
Pza,bpW pi, 0q ě xq “ expp´pai ` zqxq Pza,bpW p0, jq ě xq “ expp´pbj ´ zqxq
(2.4.2)
for x ě 0 and i, j P N. When
¯
α “
¯
β “ 0, we make definition (2.4.2) for z “ 0. Note
that the projection of Pza,b onto coordinates N
2 is Pa,b. For the geometric model, the
construction is similar. For z P pα¯, 1{β¯q and each value of pa,bq such that an ď α¯ and
bn ď β¯ for n P N, the measure Pza,b is given by
Pza,bpW pi, jq ě kq “ aki bkj Pza,bpW p0, 0q “ 0q “ 1
Pza,bpW pi, 0q ě kq “ aki {zk Pza,bpW p0, jq ě kq “ bkj zk
(2.4.3)
for k P Z` and i, j P N. When α¯ “ β¯ “ 1, definition (2.4.3) makes sense for z “ 1.
Introduce the increment variables as Ipm,nq “ pGpm,nq´ pGpm´1, nq for m ě 1 and
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n ě 0, and Jpm,nq “ pGpm,nq ´ pGpm,n ´ 1q for m ě 0 and n ě 1. We capture the
stationarity of the increments in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.1. Let k, l P Z`. Under Pza,b,
(a) Ipi, lq has the same distribution as W pi, 0q for i P N.
(b) Jpk, jq has the same distribution as W p0, jq for j P N.
(c) The random variables tIpi, lq : i ą ku Y tJpk, jq : j ą lu are (jointly) independent.
(1.1.2) leads to the recursion [46, (2.21)]
Ipm,nq “ Ipm,n´ 1q ´ Ipm,n´ 1q ^ Jpm´ 1, nq `W pm,nq
Jpm,nq “ Jpm´ 1, nq ´ Ipn, n´ 1q ^ Jpm´ 1, nq `W pm,nq
(2.4.4)
for m,n P N. Proposition 2.4.1 can be proved via induction using (2.4.4) and Lemma
2.4.2 below. We will omit the induction argument as it is the same as in [46, Theo-
rem 2.4].
Lemma 2.4.2. Let F : R3 Ñ R3 denote the map px, y, zq ÞÑ px´ x^ y ` z, y ´ x^ y `
z, x^ yq. Let P be a product measure on R3 with marginals P1, P2, P3. Suppose that one
of the following holds.
(i) P1, P2 and P3 are exponential distributions with rates a, b and a ` b, for some
a, b P p0,8q.
(ii) P1, P2 and P3 are geometric distributions with parameters a, b and ab, for some
a, b P p0, 1q.
Then P pF´1pBqq “ P pBq for any Borel set B Ă R3.
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In earlier work [46, Lemma 2.3] and [5, Lemma 4.1], Lemma 2.4.2 was proved by
comparing the Laplace transforms of the measures P and P pF´1p¨qq. We include another
proof below.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.2. We prove (i) only as the proof of (ii) is the discrete version of
the same argument and is simpler. Observe that F is a bijection on R3 with F´1 “ F .
It suffices to verify the claim for any open set B in R3. By continuity, F´1pBq is also
open. Furthermore, F is differentiable on the open set tpx, y, zq : x ą y or x ă yu and
its Jacobian equals 1 in absolute value. Hence, by the change of variables [41, Theorem
7.26],
P pF´1pBqq “ abpa` bq
ż
F´1pBq
e´ax´by´pa`bqzdxdydz
“ abpa` bq
ż
F´1pBq
e´apx´x^y`zq´bpy´x^y`zq´pa`bqpx^yqdxdydz
“ abpa` bq
ż
B
e´au´bv´pa`bqwdudvdw “ P pBq.
In the exponential and geometric models, respectively, define
gzps, tq “ sE
„
1
a` z

` tE
„
1
b´ z

for s, t ě 0 and z P r´
¯
α,
¯
βs
gzps, tq “ sE
„
a{z
1´ a{z

` tE
„
bz
1´ bz

for s, t ě 0 and z P rα¯, 1{β¯s.
Lemma 2.4.3. In the exponential model, let z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq if
¯
α`
¯
β ą 0, and let z “ 0 and
assume that Er1{a ` 1{bs ă 8 if
¯
α “
¯
β “ 0. In the geometric model, let z P pα¯, 1{β¯q if
α¯β¯ ă 1, and let z “ 1 and assume that Era{p1´ aq` b{p1´ bqs ă 8 if α¯ “ β¯ “ 1. Then
lim
nÑ8
pGptns u, tnt uq
n
“ gzps, tq for s, t ě 0 in Pza,b -probability for µ-a.e. pa,bq.
(2.4.5)
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In fact, the convergence in (2.4.5) is Pza,b-a.s. for µ-a.e pa,bq provided that ¯α`¯β ą 0
in the exponential model and α¯β¯ ă 1 in the geometric model [18, Theorem 4.3]. By
(1.1.4), (2.4.1) and nonnegativity of weights, Gpm,nq ď pGpm,nq for m,n P N. Then
Lemma 2.4.3 implies that gps, tq ď gzps, tq for any s, t ě 0. The main result of this paper
is that gps, tq “ infz gzps, tq.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.3. We will consider the exponential model only, the geometric model
is treated similarly. Note that pGptns u, tnt uq “ řtns ui“1 Ipi, 0q ` řtnt uj“1 Jptns u, jq for
s, t ě 0 and n P N. By Proposition 2.4.1, tJptns u, jq : j P Nu has the same distri-
bution as tJp0, jq : j P Nu under Pza,b. Hence, it suffices to show that
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ipi, 0q “ E
„
1
a` z

and lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
j“1
Jp0, jq “ E
„
1
b´ z

in Pza,b for µ-a.s. We will only derive the first limit above, for which we will show that,
for z ą ´
¯
α and for z “ ´
¯
α when Erpa´
¯
αq´1s ă 8,
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ipi, 0q “ E
„
1
a` z

in Qza µ-a.s., (2.4.6)
where Qza is the product measure on the coordinates Nˆt0u given by QzapW pi, 0q ě xq “
e´pai`zqx for i P N and x ě 0. It suffices to prove the convergence in distribution under
Qza µ-a.s. because the limit is deterministic.
The characteristic function of n´1
řn
i“1 Ipi, 0q under Qza is given by
nź
i“1
ˆ
1´ ix
npai ` zq
˙´1
“ exp
˜
´
nÿ
i“1
log
ˆ
1´ ix
npai ` zq
˙¸
for x P R,
where the complex logarithm denotes the principal branch. Hence, (2.4.6) follows if we
prove
lim
nÑ8´
nÿ
i“1
log
ˆ
1´ ix
npai ` zq
˙
“ ixE
„
1
a` z

for x P R µ-a.s.,
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Using the bound | logp1` ixq| ď |x| for x P R and the ergodicity of a, we obtain
lim sup
nÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
log
ˆ
1´ ix
npai ` zq
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď limnÑ8 |x|n
nÿ
i“1
1
ai ` z “ |x|E
„
1
a` z

for x P R µ-a.s.
Therefore, it suffices to prove the following for x P R µ-a.s.
lim
nÑ8´
nÿ
i“1
arg
ˆ
1´ ix
npai ` zq
˙
´ xE
„
1
a` z

“ lim
nÑ8
nÿ
i“1
arctan
ˆ
x
npai ` zq
˙
´ x
npai ` zq “ 0.
(2.4.7)
Since arctanx “ şx
0
p1` u2q´1du, we can rewrite the second sum above as
nÿ
i“1
xn´1pai`zq´1ż
0
du
1` u2 ´
x
npai ` zq “ ´
nÿ
i“1
xn´1pai`zq´1ż
0
u2 du
1` u2 “ ´
x
n
nÿ
i“1
pai`zq´1ż
0
x2v2 dv
n2 ` x2v2 ,
where we changed the variables via u “ vx{n. Pick M ą 0. The limsup as n Ñ 8 of
the absolute value of the last sum is bounded µ-a.s. by |x| times
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pai`zq´1ż
0
x2v2 dv
M2 ` x2v2 “ E
»—– pa`zq
´1ż
0
x2v2 dv
M2 ` x2v2
fiffifl ,
where the a.s. convergence is due to the ergodicity of a and the integrability ofż pa`zq´1
0
x2v2 dv
M2 ` x2v2 ď
1
a` z .
The last integral is monotone in x2 and vanishes as M Ñ 8. Hence, (2.4.7) holds for
x P R µ-a.s.
The next proposition relates gz to g through a variational formula.
Proposition 2.4.4.
gzp1, 1q “ sup
tPr0,1s
maxtgzp1´ t, 0q ` gpt, 1q, gzp0, 1´ tq ` gp1, tqu (2.4.8)
For z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq in the exponential model and for z P pα¯, 1{β¯q in the geometric model.
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Proof. Fix z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq in the exponential model. Since g ď gz and gz is linear, (2.4.8)
with ě instead of “ is immediate. For the opposite inequality, we adapt the argument
in [46, Proposition 2.7]. It follows from (1.1.4) and (2.4.1) that
pGpn, nq “ max
kPrns
maxt pGpk, 0q `Gpn´ k` 1, nq ˝ θk´1,0, pGp0, kq `Gpn, n´ k` 1q ˝ θ0,k´1u.
(2.4.9)
Let L P N and consider n ą L large enough so that rpi`1qn{L s ą r in{L s for 0 ď i ă L.
For any k P rns there exists some 0 ď i ă L such that r in{L s ă k ď rpi ` 1qn{L s, and
the weights are nonnegative. Therefore, (2.4.9) implies that
pGpn, nq ď max
0ďiăLmaxt pGprpi` 1qn{L s, 0q `Gptp1´ i{Lqn u, nq ˝ θr in{L s,0,pGp0, rpi` 1qn{L sq `Gpn, tp1´ i{Lqn uq ˝ θ0,r in{L su. (2.4.10)
By stationarity of P, we have the following limits in P-probability.
lim
nÑ8
Gptp1´ i{Lqn u, nq ˝ θr in{L s,0
n
“ g p1´ i{L, 1q
lim
nÑ8
Gpn, tp1´ i{Lqn uq ˝ θ0,r in{L s
n
“ gp1, 1´ i{Lq
(2.4.11)
Hence, these limits are P-a.s. and, consequently, Pa,b a.s. µ-a.s. if n Ñ 8 along a
suitable sequence pnkqkPN. Also, by Lemma 2.4.3, there is a subsequence pn1kqkPN in N
µ-a.s. such that Pza,b a.s.
lim
kÑ8
pGprpi` 1qn1k{L s, 0q
n1k
“ gzpi` 1{L, 0q lim
kÑ8
pGp0, rpi` 1qn1k{L sq
n1k
“ gzp0, i` 1{Lq
(2.4.12)
Because Pa,b is a projection of P
z
a,b, we can choose pa,bq such that (2.4.11) and (2.4.12)
hold Pza,b-a.s. Hence, we obtain from (2.4.10) that
gzp1, 1q ď max
0ďiăLmaxtgzppi` 1q{L, 0q ` gp1´ i{L, 1q, gzp0, pi` 1q{Lq ` gp1, 1´ i{Lqu
ď sup
0ďtď1
maxtgpt, 1q ` gzp1´ t, 0q, gp1, tq ` gzp0, 1´ tqu ` Erpa` zq
´1s ` Erpb´ zq´1s
L
.
Finally, let LÑ 8. The geometric model is treated similarly.
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2.5 Variational characterization of the shape func-
tion
We now prove Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The assumption
¯
α`
¯
β ą 0 is in force until the
proof of Theorem 2.2.2. We begin with computing g on the boundary. Recall that g is
extended to the boundary of R2` through limits. By homogeneity, it suffices to determine
gp1, 0q and gp0, 1q.
Lemma 2.5.1.
gp1, 0q “ E
„
1
a`
¯
β

gp0, 1q “ E
„
1
b`
¯
α

.
Proof. We have gp1, 0q ď gzp1, 0q “ Erpa` zq´1s for all z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq. Letting z Ò
¯
β yields
the upper bound gp1, 0q ď Erpa `
¯
βq´1s. Now the lower bound. Let  ą 0. By Lemma
2.3.1, (2.4.6) and since µpb1 ď
¯
β ` q ą 0, there exists pa,bq such that b1 ď
¯
β `  and
lim
nÑ8
Gpn, tn uq
n
“ gp1, q Pa,b -a.s. (2.5.1)
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ipi, 0q “ E
„
1
a`
¯
β ` 

in Q¯
β`
a -probability. (2.5.2)
(Qza is defined immediately after (2.4.6)). The distribution of tW pi, 1q : 1 ď i ď nu
under Pa,b stochastically dominates the distribution of tIpi, 0q : 1 ď i ď nu under Q¯β`a
as these distributions have product forms and ith marginals are exponentials with rates
ai ` b1 ď ai `
¯
β `  for i P rns. Therefore, for x P R and n ě 1{,
Pa,bpGpn, tn uq ě nxq ě Pa,b
˜
nÿ
i“1
W pi, 1q ě nx
¸
ě Q¯β`a
˜
nÿ
i“1
Ipi, 0q ě nx
¸
.
Set x “ Erpa`
¯
β`q´1s´ and let nÑ 8. By (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we obtain gp1, q ě x.
Sending  Ó 0 gives gp1, 0q ě Erpa`
¯
βq´1s. Computation of gp0, 1q is similar.
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We now extract g from (2.4.8). For this, we will only use the boundary values of g
provided in Lemma 2.5.1, and that Apzq “ Erpa ` zq´1s and Bpzq “ Erpb ´ zq´1s are
continuous, stricly monotone functions on p´
¯
α,
¯
βq.
Lemma 2.5.2. Let r be a positive, continuous function on r0, pi{2s. For z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq,
sup
0ďθďpi{2
tgpxpθq, ypθqq ´ gzpxpθq, ypθqqu “ 0,
where pxpθq, ypθqq “ prpθq cos θ, rpθq sin θq for 0 ď θ ď pi{2.
Proof. We can rewrite (2.4.8) as
Apzq `Bpzq “ sup
pi{4ďθďpi{2
tp1´ cot θqApzq ` gpcot θ, 1qu _ sup
0ďθďpi{4
tp1´ tan θqBpzq ` gp1, tan θqu
“ sup
pi{4ďθďpi{2
"ˆ
1´ xpθq
ypθq
˙
Apzq ` g
ˆ
xpθq
ypθq , 1
˙*
_ sup
0ďθďpi{4
"ˆ
1´ ypθq
xpθq
˙
Bpzq ` g
ˆ
1,
ypθq
xpθq
˙*
,
where we use that x and y are nonzero, respectively, on the intervals r0, pi{4s and
rpi{4, pi{2s. Collecting the terms on the right-hand side and using homogeneity, we obtain
that
0 “ max
"
sup
pi{4ďθďpi{2
1
ypθqt´xpθqApzq ´ ypθqBpzq ` gpxpθq, ypθqqu,
sup
0ďθďpi{4
1
xpθqt´xpθqApzq ´ ypθqBpzq ` gpxpθq, ypθqqu
*
.
(2.5.3)
The expressions inside the supremums in (2.5.3) are continuous functions of θ over closed
intervals. Hence, there exists θz P r0, pi{2s such that
0 “ ´xpθzqApzq ´ ypθzqBpzq ` gpxpθzq, ypθzqq “ sup
0ďθďpi{2
t´xpθqApzq ´ ypθqBpzq ` gpxpθq, ypθqqu,
where the second equality is due to g ď gz.
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Corollary 2.5.3.
Bpzq “ sup
0ďsă8
t´sApzq ` gps, 1qu for z P p´
¯
α,
¯
βq. (2.5.4)
Proof. Let S ą 0. The set tps, 1q : 0 ď s ď Su Y tpS, tq : 0 ď t ď 1u is the image of a
curve θ ÞÑ prpθq cos θ, rpθq sin θq for r0, pi{2s with continuous and positive r. Hence, by
Lemma 2.5.2,
0 “ maxt sup
0ďsďS
tgps, 1q ´ gzps, 1qu, sup
0ďtď1
tgpS, tq ´ gzpS, tquu. (2.5.5)
Using homogeneity and Lemma 2.5.1, we observe that
gpS, tq ´ gzpS, tq “ gpS, tq ´ SApzq ´ tBpzq ď Spgp1, 1{Sq ´ Apzqq Ñ ´8 as S Ñ 8.
(2.5.6)
Hence, the second supremum in (2.5.5) can be dropped provided that S is sufficiently
large, which results in 0 “ sup0ďsďStgps, 1q ´ gzps, 1qu. This equality remains valid if S
is replaced with 8 by (2.5.6) with t “ 1. Rearranging terms gives (2.5.4).
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. Define the function γ : R Ñ RYt8u by γpsq “ ´gps, 1q for
s ě 0 and γpsq “ 8 for s ă 0. By Proposition 2.3.1, γ is nonincreasing, continuous and
convex on r0,8q and completely determines g. Let γ˚ denote the convex conjugate of
γ, that is,
γ˚pxq “ sup
sPR
tsx´ γpsqu “ sup
sě0
tsx´ γpsqu for x P R . (2.5.7)
Let f be the function whose graph is the image of the curve z ÞÑ p´Apzq, Bpzqq. That
is, f is defined on the interval p´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq and is given by the formula fpxq “
B ˝ A´1p´xq. By Corollary 2.5.3,
fpxq “ sup
0ďsă8
tsx´ γpsqu for x P p´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq (2.5.8)
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Comparison of (2.5.7) and (2.5.8) shows that γ˚ coincides with f on p´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq.
Since γ is a lower semi-continuous, proper convex function on the real line, by the
Fenchel-Moreau theorem, γ equals the convex conjugate of γ˚, hence,
γpsq “ sup
xPR
tsx´ γ˚pxqu for s P R (2.5.9)
To prove the result, we need to show the supremum in (2.5.9) can be taken over the
interval p´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq instead of the real line. It is clear from (2.5.7) that γ˚ is
nondecreasing and is bounded below by ´γp0q “ gp0, 1q “ Bp´
¯
αq. Since γ˚ agrees with
f on p´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq,
Bp´
¯
αq ď γ˚p´Ap´
¯
αqq ď lim
xÓ´Ap´
¯
αq
fpxq
“ lim
xÓ´Ap´
¯
αq
B ˝ A´1p´xq “ lim
zÑ´
¯
α
Bpzq “ Bp´
¯
αq,
(2.5.10)
where we used continuity of A´1 and B. Hence, γ˚pxq “ Bp´
¯
αq for x ď ´Ap´
¯
αq. On
the other hand, if x ą ´Ap
¯
βq “ ´gp1, 0q then γ˚pxq “ 8 by (2.5.7) because
lim
sÑ8 sx´ γpsq “ limsÑ8 spx` gp1, 1{sqq “ 8.
Finally, we compute γ˚ at ´Ap
¯
βq. Being a convex conjugate, γ˚ is lower semi-continuous.
Since γ˚ is also nondecreasing, limyÒx γ˚pyq “ γ˚pxq for any x P R. Then, proceeding as
in (2.5.10),
γ˚p´Ap
¯
βqq “ lim
xÒ´Ap
¯
βq
fpxq “ Bp
¯
βq.
We conclude that the function x ÞÑ sx´ γ˚pxq is increasing for x ď ´Ap´
¯
αq and is ´8
for x ą ´Ap
¯
βq. Moreover, the left- and right-hand limits agree with the value of the
function at ´Ap
¯
βq and ´Ap´
¯
αq, respectively. Hence, by (2.5.9),
γpsq “ sup
sPp´Ap´
¯
αq,´Ap
¯
βqq
tsx´ γ˚pxqu “ sup
zPp´
¯
α,
¯
βq
t´sApzq ´Bpzqu “ ´ inf
zPp´
¯
α,
¯
βq
tsApzq `Bpzqu,
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which implies (2.2.1).
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2. Introduce δ ą 0 and let ϕ : RN` Ñ RN` denote the map pcnqnPN ÞÑ
pcn _ δqnPN. Because ϕ commutes with the shift τ1, ϕpaq and ϕpbq are stationary se-
quences in p0,8q. Moreover, for each k, l P N, the distribution µδ of pϕpaq, ϕpbqq is
ergodic with respect to τk ˆ τl. To see this, suppose that B “ pτk ˆ τlq´1pBq for some
k, l P N and Borel set B Ă RN`ˆRN`. Then pϕˆϕq´1pBq “ pϕˆϕq´1ppτk ˆ τlq´1pBqq “
pτk ˆ τlq´1ppϕ ˆ ϕq´1pBqq. Hence, by the ergodicity of µ, we get µδpBq “ µppϕ ˆ
ϕq´1pBqq P t0, 1u.
Let αδ and βδ denote the marginal distributions of ϕpaq and ϕpbq, respectively. Then
¯
αδ “
¯
βδ “ δ. Applying Theorem 2.2.1 gives
gαδ,βδps, tq “ inf
zPp´δ,δq
"
sE
„
1
a_ δ ` z

` tE
„
1
b_ δ ´ z
*
. (2.5.11)
Since Pa,b stochastically dominates Pϕpaq,ϕpbq, we have gαδ,βδps, tq ď gα,βps, tq for s, t ě 0.
Using this and (2.5.11), we obtain
gα,βps, tq ě inf
zPp´δ,δq
"
sE
„
1
a_ δ1 ` z

` tE
„
1
b_ δ1 ´ z
*
,
where we fix δ1 ą δ. Because the expression inside the infimum is continuous in z, letting
δ Ó 0 yields gα,βps, tq ě sErpa_ δ1q´1s ` tErpb_ δ1q´1s for s, t ě 0. Then, by monotone
convergence, letting δ1 Ñ 0 results in
gα,βps, tq ě sE
„
1
a

` tE
„
1
b

for s, t ě 0.
The opposite inequality is noted after Lemma 2.4.3.
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Chapter 3
One-point Distribution of the
Last-passage Time
3.1 Introduction
In this expository chapter, we derive a Fredholm determinant representation for the
probabilities Pa,bpGpm,nq ď kq based on the discussion in [28]; we refer the reader to
[6], [8], [30] for more detailed accounts. For a precise statement, we introduce some
notation. Define
F a,bm,n,xpzq “
śn
j“1p1´ zbjqśm
i“1pz ´ aiq
¨ zm`x for m,n P N, x P Z` and z P Crta1, . . . , amu
(3.1.1)
and the contour integral
Ia,bm,n,x “ 12pii
¿
|z|“1
F a,bm,n,xpzqdz for m,n P N and x P Z`, (3.1.2)
where the circle of integration is oriented counter-clockwise. Define the kernel as
Ka,bm,npx, yq “
8ÿ
l“0
Ia,bm,n,x`lI
b,a
n,m,y`l for m,n P N and x, y P Z` . (3.1.3)
The convergence of the series above will be verified at (3.3.2).
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Theorem 3.1.1. Let m,n P N. Then, for k P Z`,
Pa,bpGpm,nq ď kq “ 1`
nÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
x1,...,xlPZ`
xiěk
det
i,jPrls
rKa,bm,npxi, xjqs. (3.1.4)
3.2 One-point distribution of the last-passage time
One of the main tools utilized in the argument is the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK)
correspondence. To state it, some definitions are in order. A weak composition α “
pαiqiPN is a sequence in Z` with finitely many nonzero terms. Define the length and the
size of α as
lpαq “ maxti P N : αi ą 0u and |α| “
ÿ
i
αi,
respectively. A partition λ “ pλiqiPN is a nonincreasing weak composition. Each λi is
called a part of λ. To each partition λ, we associate a Young diagram
Y pλq “ tpi, jq P N2 : i ď λj and j ď lpλqu.
A semi-standard Young tableau (SSYT) of shape λ is a map P : Y pλq Ñ N such that
P “ P pi, jq is nondecreasing in i and (strictly) increasing in j. We write λ “ shapepP q.
Also, define the type of P as the weak composition
typepP q “ p#tpi, jq : P pi, jq “ kuqkPN.
See Figure 4 for a visualization of a Young diagram and an SSYT. A generalized permu-
tation ς (of length l P N) is a finite sequence ς “ ppik, jkqqkPrls in N2 that is nondecreasing
with respect to the lexicographic order (ik ď ik`1 and if ik “ ik`1 then jk ď jk`1 for all
1 ď k ă l). We write Lpςq for the maximal length of a nondecreasing subsequence of
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1 2 2 3
4 5
6 6
7
(b)
Figure 4: (a) The Young diagram Y pλq for λ “ p4, 2, 2, 1, 0, . . . q viewed as the set of unit
squares with upper-right corners at pi, jq P Y pλq. (b) An SSYT P of shape λ “ p4, 2, 2, 1, 0, . . . q.
The value P pi, jq is written inside the corresponding unit square. For example, P p1, 2q “ 4
and P p2, 3q “ 6. Note that the numbers are nondecreasing along rows and increasing along
columns. Also, typepP q “ p1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0, . . . q.
pjkqkPrls. Let P denote the set of all generalized permutations and T denote the set of
all pairs of SSYTs pP,Qq such that shapepP q “ shapepQq.
Theorem 3.2.1 (RSK correspondence). There exists a bijection RSK : P Ñ T with the
following property: If ς “ ppik, jkqqkPrls P P and pP,Qq “ RSKpςq then
typepP q “ p#tk : jk “ nuqnPN
typepQq “ p#tk : ik “ nuqnPN
Furthermore, if λ “ pλiqiPN “ shapepP q “ shapepQq then λ1 “ Lpςq.
For a proof, see [22], [49]. We will use the corollary below noted in [27]. For m,n P N,
define
Pm,n “ tppik, jkqqkPrls P P : ik P rms and jk P rns for k P rlsu
T m,n “ tpP,Qq P T : lptypepP qq ď n and lptypepQqq ď mu.
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Corollary 3.2.2. Let m,n P N. There exists a bijection fm,n : Zrmsˆrns` Ñ T m,n such
that if A P Zrmsˆrns` and pP,Qq “ fm,npAq then
(a) |λ| “ řmi“1 řnj“1Api, jq, where λ “ shapepP q “ shapepQq.
(b) typepP qj “ řmi“1Api, jq for j P rns.
(c) typepQqi “ řnj“1Api, jq for i P rms.
(d) λ1 “ maxpiPΠpm,nqřpi,jqPpi Api, jq, where λ1 is the largest part of λ in (a).
Proof. For each A P Zrmsˆrns` , define gm,npAq as the unique ς “ ppik, jkqqkPrls P Pm,n
such that each pi, jq P rms ˆ rns is repeated exactly Api, jq times in ς. Note that
gm,n is a bijection and l “ řmi“1 řnj“1Api, jq. Moreover, the lengths of the maximal
nondecreasing subsequences of pjkqkPrls are given by řpi,jqPpi Api, jq for various pi P Πm,n.
Hence, Lpςq equals the last-passage time maxpiPΠpm,nqřpi,jqPpi Api, jq. It follows from
Theorem 3.2.1 that the map RSK restricts to a bijection RSKm,n between Pm,n and
T m,n. Now, the composition fm,n “ RSKm,n ˝gm,n is a bijection between Zrmsˆrns` and
T m,n with properties (a)-(d).
We will also rely on the following generalization of the Cauchy-Binet identity [30,
Proposition 2.10].
Proposition 3.2.3. Let pX,µq be a measure space, n P N and fi, gi : X Ñ C be
measurable functions for i P rns such that figj is integrable for any i, j P rns. Then
det
i,jPrns
„ż
X
fipxqgjpxqµpdxq

“ 1
n!
ż
Xn
det
i,jPrns
rfipxjqs det
i,jPrns
rgipxjqsµpdx1q . . . µpdxnq.
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We next obtain a Fredholm determinant representation for the distribution of Gpn, nq
in the case of injective paiqiPrns and pbjqjPrns (terms do not repeat). A more general version
of the following proof can also be found in [8] and [30].
Theorem 3.2.4. Let n P N. Suppose that paiqiPrns and pbjqjPrns are injective sequences.
Define
Knpx, yq “
ÿ
i,jPrns
axi b
y
j
1´ aibj
ś
kPrns
p1´ aibkqp1´ akbjqś
kPrns
k‰i
pak ´ aiq ś
kPrns
k‰j
pbk ´ bjq for x, y P Z` . (3.2.1)
Then
PpGpn, nq ď kq “ 1`
nÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
x1,...,xlěk`n
det
i,jPrls
rKnpxi, xjqs for k P Z` . (3.2.2)
Proof. Let Φ denote the map that sends A P Zrnsˆrns` to the common shape of the corre-
sponding SSYT pair under the bijection in Corollary 3.2.2, and define Λ “ ΦprW pi, jqsi,jPrnsq.
Then PpGpn, nq ď kq “ PpΛ1 ď kq. Moreover, for any partition λ, we have
PpΛ “ λq “
ÿ
A:ΦpAq“λ
PpW pi, jq “ Api, jq for i, j P rnsq
“
ÿ
A:ΦpAq“λ
ź
i,jPrns
p1´ aibjqaApi,jqi bApi,jqj
“
ź
i,jPrns
p1´ aibjq
ÿ
A:ΦpAq“λ
ź
iPrns
a
ř
jPrns Api,jq
i
ź
jPrns
b
ř
iPrns Api,jq
j
“
ź
i,jPrns
p1´ aibjq
ÿ
P :shapepP q“λ
lptypepP qqďn
ź
jPrns
b
typepP qj
j
ÿ
Q:shapepQq“λ
lptypepQqqďn
ź
iPrns
a
typepQqi
i (3.2.3)
Note the inequality lptypepP qq ě lpshapepP qq for any SSYT P ; hence, (3.2.3) is zero
unless lpλq ď n.
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We now use the polynomial identity
ÿ
P :shapepP q“λ
lptypepP qqďn
ź
jPrns
X
typepP qj
j “
det
i,jPrns
rXλj´j`ni s
det
i,jPrns
rX´j`ni s
, (3.2.4)
either side of which is the Schur polynomial indexed by λ in n variables X1, . . . , Xn.
For a proof of (3.2.4), see [49, Chapter 7]. Since paiqiPrns and pbjqjPrns are injective, the
Vandermonde determinant
det
i,jPrns
rX´j`ni s “
ź
1ďiăjďn
pXi ´Xjq
is nonzero when evaluated by setting Xi “ ai for i P rns or Xi “ bi for i P rns. Hence,
by (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), we obtain
PpΛ “ λq “ Z´1n det
i,jPrns
raλj´j`ni s det
i,jPrns
rbλj´j`ni s, (3.2.5)
where the normalization constant is given by
Zn “
ś
1ďiăjďnpai ´ ajqpbi ´ bjqś
i,jPrnsp1´ aibjq
. (3.2.6)
The probability PpΛ1 ď kq can then be written as
PpΛ1 ď kq “ 1
Zn
ÿ
λ:λ1ďk
lpλqďn
det
i,jPrns
raλj´j`ni s det
i,jPrns
rbλj´j`ni s
“ 1
n!Zn
ÿ
m1,...,mnPZ`
mjďk`n´1
det
i,jPrns
ramji s det
i,jPrns
rbmji s. (3.2.7)
For the last equality, first change the summation index from λ to the decreasing sequence
pmjqjPrns “ pλj ´ j ` nqjPrns in Z` with m1 ď k ` n ´ 1. (Note that λ is uniquely
determined from pmjqjPrns because lpλq ď n). Then remove the ordering of pmjqjPrns,
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which introduces the factor 1{n! Finally, allow repeats in pmjqjPrns, which does not alter
the sum because the added terms are all zero.
It remains to turn (3.2.7) into the desired form. For any l P Z`, by Proposition 3.2.3,
ÿ
m1,...,mnPZ`
miďl
det
i,jPrns
ramji s det
i,jPrns
rbmji s “ n! det
i,jPrns
«
lÿ
m“0
ami b
m
j
ff
“ n! det
i,jPrns
«
1´ al`1i bl`1j
1´ aibj
ff
.
(3.2.8)
Letting k Ñ `8 in (3.2.7) and l Ñ `8 in (3.2.8) yield
Zn “ det
i,jPrns
« 8ÿ
m“0
ami b
m
j
ff
“ det
i,jPrns
„
1
1´ aibj

. (3.2.9)
Since Zn ‰ 0 by (3.2.6), the matrix C “ rp1´ aibjq´1si,jPrns is invertible, and
PpΛ1 ď kq “
det
i,jPrns
“
Cpi, jq ´ř8m“k`n ami bmj ‰
det
i,jPrns
rCpi, jqs
“ det
i,jPrns
«
δi,j ´
nÿ
p“1
C´1pi, pq
8ÿ
m“k`n
amp b
m
j
ff
“ det
i,jPrns
«
δi,j ´
8ÿ
m“k`n
bmj hipmq
ff
,
where hipmq “ řnp“1C´1pi, pqamp . Then, applying Proposition 3.2.3 twice, we obtain
PpΛ1 ď kq “ 1`
nÿ
q“1
p´1qq
q!
ÿ
i1,...,iqPrns
det
r,sPrqs
« 8ÿ
m“k`n
bmishirpmq
ff
“ 1`
nÿ
q“1
p´1qq
q!
nÿ
i1,...,iq“1
1
q!
ÿ
m1,...,mqěk`n
det
r,sPrqs
rbmris s detr,sPrqsrhispmrqs
“ 1`
nÿ
q“1
p´1qq
q!
ÿ
m1,...,mqěk`n
1
q!
nÿ
i1,...,iq“1
det
r,sPrqs
rbmris s detr,sPrqsrhispmrqs
“ 1`
nÿ
q“1
p´1qq
q!
ÿ
m1,...,mqěk`n
det
r,sPrqs
«
nÿ
i“1
hipmrqbmsi
ff
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“ 1`
nÿ
q“1
p´1qq
q!
ÿ
m1,...,mqěk`n
det
r,sPrqs
«
nÿ
i“1
nÿ
p“1
amrp C
´1pi, pqbmsi
ff
. (3.2.10)
Finally, we compute the inverse of C. Note that Ci,j, the i, j-minor of C, has the
same structure (in terms of entries) as C; therefore, by (3.2.6) and (3.2.9),
detCi,j “
ź
k,lPrns
k‰i
l‰j
1
1´ akbl
ź
k,lPrns
kăl
k,l‰i
pak ´ alq
ź
k,lPrns
kăl
k,l‰j
pbk ´ blq
“ detC
1´ aibj
ź
kPrns
p1´ aibkqp1´ akbjq
¨ p´1qi`j
ź
kPrns
k‰i
pai ´ akq´1
ź
kPrns
k‰j
pbj ´ bkq´1
Then, by Cramer’s rule,
C´1pi, jq “ p´1qi`j detC
j,i
detC
“ 1
1´ ajbi
ś
kPrns
p1´ ajbkqp1´ akbiqś
kPrns
k‰i
pbk ´ biq ś
kPrns
k‰j
pak ´ ajq . (3.2.11)
Inserting (3.2.11) into (3.2.10) completes the proof.
Note that the assumption of independent weights distributed as (1.2.2) is crucial
in the preceding proof to obtain (3.2.3), the representation of the distribution of the
last-passage times in terms of the Schur polynomials. The probability measure (3.2.5)
on the space of partitions is an example of a Schur measure introduced in [37].
Another probability measure of interest derived from (3.2.5) is the distribution of
the random set S “ tΛj ´ j ` n : j P rnsu, which is given by
PpS “ Sq “ 1
n!Zn
det
i,jPrns
ramji s det
i,jPrns
rbmji s (3.2.12)
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for any S “ tm1, . . . ,mnu Ă Z`. By a general fact from the theory of point processes,
for any distinct x1, . . . , xq P Z`,
Pptx1, . . . , xqu Ă Su “ det
r,sPrqs
rKnpxr, xsqs. (3.2.13)
In the language of the theory, S can be viewed as a determinantal point process on Z`
with correlation kernel Kn. Since Gpn, nq “ Λ1 “ maxS ´n`1, a restatement of (3.2.2)
is that
PpmaxS ď k ` n´ 1q “ 1`
nÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
x1,...,xlěk`n
Pptx1, . . . , xlu Ă Sq for k P Z`,
which is an application of the inclusion/exclusion principle. This furnishes a probabilistic
interpretation of (3.2.2). For a proof of (3.2.13) and a detailed discussion of the notions
in this paragraph, we refer the reader to [7], [8], and [30].
A useful conclusion from (3.2.13) is that
det
r,sPrqs
rKnpxr, xsqs ě 0 for any x1, . . . , xq P Z` . (3.2.14)
Moreover, this determinant equals 0 if q ą n. One can also make these observations
more directly using Proposition 3.2.3; we have
det
r,sPrqs
rKnpxr, xsqs “ det
r,sPrqs
»– ÿ
i,jPrns
axri C
´1pj, iqbxsj
fifl
“ 1pq!q2
ÿ
i1,...,iqPrns
ÿ
j1,...,jqPrns
det
r,sPrqs
raxris s detr,sPrqsrC
´1pjs, irqs det
r,sPrqs
rbxrjs s
(3.2.15)
“ 1
q!
ÿ
i1,...,iqPrns
ÿ
j1,...,jqPrns
det
s,rPrqs
raxris s dets,rPrqsrb
xr
js
s
q! det
s,rPrqs
rCpjs, irqs , (3.2.16)
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where the last equality requires q ď n; otherwise the determinants in (3.2.15) are zero.
For each choice of i1, . . . , iq and j1, . . . , jq, the summand is a probability by (3.2.12) and,
hence, the sum is nonnegative.
3.3 Contour integral representation of the kernel
For the purposes of asymptotics as well as to extend Theorem 3.2.4 to the case of nonin-
jective parameters, it is useful to express (3.2.1) as a contour integral. Let max1ďiďm ai_
max1ďjďn bj ă ρ ă 1. Then, deforming the contour in (3.1.2), we obtain
Ia,bm,n,x “ 12pii
¿
|z|“ρ
F a,bm,n,xpzqdz. (3.3.1)
Using the identity p1´ zwq´1 “ ř8l“0 zlwl and Fubini-Tonelli theorem, we can rearrange
(3.1.3) as
Ka,bm,npx, yq “ 1p2piiq2
¿
|w|“ρ
¿
|z|“ρ
8ÿ
l“0
F a,bm,n,x`lpzqFb,an,m,y`lpwq dz dw
“ 1p2piiq2
¿
|w|“ρ
¿
|z|“ρ
F a,bm,n,xpzqFb,an,m,ypwq
1´ zw dz dw, (3.3.2)
where the circles of integration are oriented counterclockwise.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. If paiqiPrns and pbiqiPrns are injective, then for each u P Dp0, 1q
the only singularities of the functions z ÞÑ F
a,b
n,n,xpzq
1´ zu and w ÞÑ
Fb,an,n,ypwq
1´ wu inside Dp0, 1q are
simples poles at a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn, respectively. Therefore, by Cauchy’s residue
formula and (3.2.1),
Ka,bn,npx, yq “
ÿ
i,jPrns
Resai F
a,b
n,n,x Resbj F
b,a
n,n,y
1´ aibj
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“
ÿ
i,jPrns
ax`ni b
y`n
j
1´ aibj
ś
kPrns
p1´ aibkqp1´ akbjqś
kPrns
k‰i
pak ´ aiq ś
kPrns
k‰j
pbk ´ bjq
“ Knpx` n, y ` nq
for x, y P Z` provided that paiqiPrns and pbiqiPrns are injective. Then, by Theorem 3.2.4,
PpGpn, nq ď kq “ 1`
nÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
x1,...,xlPZ`
xiěk
det
i,jPrls
rKa,bn,npxi, xjqs for k P Z` . (3.3.3)
We claim that both sides of (3.3.3) are continuous in parameters paiqiPrns and pbiqiPrns.
Then (3.3.3) holds even if paiqiPrns or pbiqiPrns has repeats. In particular, setting ai “ 0
for m ă i ď n and bj “ 0 for n ă j ď m, we obtain the result. To prove the claim,
note that PpGpn, nq ď kq is continuous because it can be written as the finite sum of
probabilities
PpW pi, jq “ Api, jq for i, j P rnsq “
ź
i,jPrns
p1´ aibjqaApi,jqi bApi,jqj (3.3.4)
over matrices A P Zrnsˆrns` for which maxpiPΠpm,nq
ř
pi,jqPpi Api, jq ď k, and (3.3.4) is con-
tinuous. Pick δ ą 0 small so that
max
1ďiďn ai _ max1ďjďn bj ă ρ´ δ, (3.3.5)
where ρ is as in (3.3.2). Then there exists C ą 0 (which depends on n and δ) such that
Ka,bn,npx, yq ď Cρx`y for any x, y P Z`, which leads to the bound
det
i,jPrls
rKa,bn,npxi, xjqs “
ÿ
σPSl
sgnpσq
lź
i“1
Ka,bn,npxi, xσpiqq ď l!C lρ2
řl
i“1 xi ,
which is summable over x1, . . . , xl ě k. Hence, the inner sum in (3.3.3) converges
uniformly on the set r0, ρ´ δq2n. This and continuity of Ka,bn,n imply that the right-hand
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side of (3.3.3) is also continuous on r0, ρ ´ δq2n. Since ρ ´ δ can be chosen arbitrarily
close to 1, the claim is proved.
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Chapter 4
Fluctuations and Right Tail
Deviations
4.1 Introduction
Recall the description of the model from Subsection 1.2. Let Θ : p0, 1qN Ñ p0, 1qN
denote the shift map pcnqnPN ÞÑ pcn`1qnPN. In Chapter 2, we computed P-a.s. limit of
n´1Gptnr u, nq as n Ñ 8 for r ą 0 when a and b are random and satisfy this total
ergodicity assumption.
The pair pa,bq is ergodic with respect to Θk ˆΘl separately for each pk, lq P N2.
(4.1.1)
In particular, a and b are ergodic (with respect to Θ). Let α and β denote the common
marginal distributions of each term in a and b, respectively. To describe the a.s. limit,
define
gpz, rq “ r
ż
p0,1q
aαpdaq
z ´ a `
ż
p0,1q
bzβpdbq
1´ bz for z P Crr0, α¯sr r1{β¯,8q. (4.1.2)
Use (4.1.2) also to define the values of g for z “ α¯ and z “ 1{β¯. (These values equal 8
precisely when
ş
p0,1qpα¯ ´ aq´1αpdaq “ 8 and
ş
p0,1qpβ¯ ´ bq´1βpdbq “ 8). Let
γprq “ inf
zPrα¯,1{β¯s
gpz, rq. (4.1.3)
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Then (see Theorems 2.2.6 and 2.2.7)
lim
nÑ8
Gptnr u, nq
n
“ γprq for r ą 0 P -a.s. for a.e. pa,bq. (4.1.4)
In the case α¯β¯ ă 1, introduce the critical values
c1pα, βq “
ş1
0
bp1´ bα¯q´2βpdbqş1
0
apα¯ ´ aq´2αpdaq c2pα, βq “
ş1
0
bpβ¯ ´ bq´2βpdbqş1
0
ap1´ aβ¯q´2αpdaq . (4.1.5)
By the strict convexity of g on pα¯, 1{β¯q, there exists a unique minimizer ζprq P rα¯, 1{β¯s
in (4.1.3). Moreover, ζ “ α¯ if r ď c1, ζ “ 1{β¯ if r ě c2 and ζ P pα¯, 1{β¯q otherwise. As a
consequence, γ is strictly concave for c1 ă r ă c2, and is linear for r ď c1 or r ě c2, see
Corollary 2.2.3.
4.2 Results
In this section, we list the recurring assumptions imposed on the model throughout,
introduce some notation and then give the formal statements of our main results.
We replace (4.1.1) with the weaker assumption that
a and b are random and ergodic. (4.2.1)
In particular, the joint distribution of a and b is not relevant in contrast with Chapter
2 and [20]. Various limit statements and bounds below are valid for a.e. realization of a
and b. We next assume that
α¯β¯ ă 1. (4.2.2)
Hence, the critical values c1pα, βq ă c2pα, βq in (4.1.5) are defined. For i, j P N, we have
EW pi, jq “ aibjp1´ aibjq´1 and, by (4.2.1),
lim sup
iÑ8
ai
a.s.“ α¯ and lim sup
jÑ8
bj
a.s.“ β¯. (4.2.3)
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Therefore, an assumption equivalent to (4.2.2) is supi,jPNEW pi, jq ă 8 a.s. We will
restrict attention to the strictly concave region of the shape function i.e. assume that
c1pα, βq ă r ă c2pα, βq. (4.2.4)
Hence, ζprq P pα¯, 1{β¯q. The analysis of this case is simpler mainly because ζ is bounded
away from the zeros and poles of the integrands in (3.1.2).
Define
σprq “
ˆ
1
2
ζprq2B2zgpζprq, rq
˙1{3
“ ζprq2{3
¨˚
˝r ż
p0,1q
aαpdaq
pζprq ´ aq3 `
ż
p0,1q
b2βpdbq
p1´ bζprqq3
‹˛‚
1{3
.
(4.2.5)
For m,n P N, introduce the empirical distributions
αm “ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
δai βn “ 1n
nÿ
j“1
δbj . (4.2.6)
The statements of our results involve quantities γ, ζ and σ computed with αm and βn
in place of α and β, respectively, and r “ m{n. In this case, we will put m,n in the
subscripts for distinction, and omit r. Now, (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) specialize to
gm,npzq “ 1
n
mÿ
i“1
ai
z ´ ai `
1
n
nÿ
j“1
bjz
1´ bjz for z P Crta1, . . . , am, 1{b1, . . . , 1{bnu (4.2.7)
γm,n “ inf
aiăză1{bj
iPrms,jPrns
tgm,npzqu , (4.2.8)
respectively. Note that (4.2.7) also extends the domain Crr0,maxiPrms aisrrminjPrns 1{bj,8q
of gm,n in (4.1.2). We have (4.2.2) and, due toż
p0,1q
pα¯m ´ aq´1αmpdaq “
ż
p0,1q
pβ¯n ´ bq´1βnpdbq “ 8, (4.2.9)
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(4.2.4) as well for αm and βn. Therefore, ζm,n P pmaxiPrms ai,minjPrns 1{bjq. Finally,
definition (4.2.5) takes the form
σm,n “ pζm,nq2{3
˜
1
n
mÿ
i“1
ai
pζm,n ´ aiq3 `
1
n
nÿ
i“1
b2j
p1´ bjζm,nq3
¸1{3
. (4.2.10)
Let mk, nk P N such that limkÑ8mk{nk “ r and nk Ñ 8. Also, for k P N and s P R,
define
pkpsq “ tnkγmk,nk ` n1{3k σmk,nks u (4.2.11)
For brevity, we will sometimes only write k in place of the pair mk, nk in the subscripts.
Our first main result is a right tail bound for the last-passage times.
Theorem 4.2.1. There exist (deterministic) constants C, c ą 0 such that, for a.e.
pa,bq, there exists k0 “ ka,b0 such that
Pa,bpGpmk, nkq ě nkγa,bmk,nk ` nksq ď Ce´cnkps
3{2^sq (4.2.12)
for s ą 0 and k ě k0.
Let us write FGUE for the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution, see Section A.1.
Theorem 4.2.2.
lim
nÑ8Pa,bpGpmk, nkq ď nkγ
a,b
mk,nk
` n1{3k σa,bmk,nksq “ FGUEpsq for s P R for a.e. pa,bq.
(4.2.13)
Preceding results are based on suitable estimates and a scaling limit of the correlation
kernel defined in (3.1.3). We present some of the results on the correlation kernel here
as well. Let
Pkpxq “ x3{2` ^ px`n1{3k q. (4.2.14)
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Theorem 4.2.3. Let s0 ě 0. There exist (deterministic) constants C, c ą 0 such that,
for a.e. pa,bq, there exists k0 “ ka,b0 such that
det
i,jPrls
rKa,bmk,nkppa,bk psiq, pa,bk psjqqs ď C lll{2n´l{3k e´c
řl
i“1 Pkpsiq
for l P N, k ě k0 and s1, . . . , sl ě ´s0.
Theorem 4.2.4. Let s0 ě 0.
lim
kÑ8 deti,jPrls
rKa,bmk,nkppa,bk psiq, pa,bk psjqqspσa,bmk,nkqlnl{3k “ deti,jPrlsrApsi, sjqs
uniformly in s1, . . . , sl P r´s0, s0s and l P N for a.e. pa,bq.
4.3 Steepest-descent analysis
A main step in our approach to obtain the results in Section 4.2 is to understand the
behavior of the contour integrals (3.1.2) with m “ mk, n “ nk and x “ pkpsq,
Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq “
1
2pii
¿
|z|“1
F a,bmk,nk,pkpsqpzqdz, (4.3.1)
as k grows large. Following the standard ideas in the method of steepest-descent [14],
we seek a suitable deformation of the contour |z| “ 1 to simplify the analysis. More
specifically, we would like the absolute value of the integrand |Fmk,nk,pkpsq| to have a
unique maximizer on the new contour and the ratio of |Fmk,nk,pkpsq| to its maximum
value to decay exponentially as we move away from the maximizer along the contour.
Then the main contribution to the integral should come from a small neighborhood of
the maximizer. The construction of a contour with such properties naturally leads to
the consideration of the steepest-descent curves (see Definition A.2.2) of log |Fmk,nk,pkpsq|.
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The preceding discussion motivates us to define
fm,npzq “ ´ 1
n
mÿ
i“1
logpz ´ aiq ` 1
n
nÿ
j“1
logp1´ zbjq `
ˆ
γm,n ` m
n
˙
log z (4.3.2)
for z P Crp´8,maxiPrms ais r rminjPrns 1{bj,8q, where the logarithms are principal
branches. The real and the imaginary parts of fm,n are, respectively, given by
um,npzq “ ´ 1
n
mÿ
i“1
log |z ´ ai| ` 1
n
nÿ
j“1
log |1´ zbj| `
ˆ
γm,n ` m
n
˙
log |z| (4.3.3)
vm,npzq “ ´ 1
n
mÿ
i“1
argpz ´ aiq ` 1
n
nÿ
j“1
argp1´ zbjq `
ˆ
γm,n ` m
n
˙
arg z. (4.3.4)
We also compute the derivative
f 1m,npzq “ ´ 1n
mÿ
i“1
1
z ´ ai ´
1
n
nÿ
j“1
bj
1´ zbj `
ˆ
γm,n ` m
n
˙
1
z
. (4.3.5)
Extend the domains of um,n and f
1
m,n to Crt0, a1, . . . , am, 1{b1, . . . , 1{bju through the
formulas in (4.3.3) and (4.3.5), respectively. It follows from the identity ∇plog |z|q “ 1
z
for z P Crt0u and the chain rule that
∇um,npzq “ f 1m,npzq for z P Crt0, a1, . . . , am, 1{b1, . . . , 1{bju. (4.3.6)
Let us make the utility of (4.3.2) more clear. For s P R and k P N, define
p1kpsq “ pkpsq ´ nkγmk,nk
n
1{3
k σk
“ tnkγmk,nk ` n
1{3
k σks u´nkγmk,nk
n
1{3
k σk
, (4.3.7)
which is a bounded sequence because |p1kpsq| ď |s| ` n´1{3k σ´1k and σk has a positive
limit (see Lemma 4.4.2 below). Hence, fmk,nk captures the leading order behavior of
Fmk,nk,pkpsq since
Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq “ exptnkfmk,nkpzq ` n1{3k σkp1kpsq log zu (4.3.8)
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for z P Crp´8,maxiPrms aisr rminjPrns 1{bj,8q. We also have
|Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq| “ exptnkumk,nkpzq ` n1{3k σkp1kpsq log |z|u (4.3.9)
for z P Crt0, a1, . . . , am, 1{b1, . . . , 1{bnu. The last equality leads us to study the steepest-
descent curves of umk,nk , which should presumably approximate well the steepest-descent
curves of log |Fmk,nk,pkpsq| for large k.
Fix m,n P N and the sequences a and b. The nature of the steepest-descent curves
of um,n depends on the poles Pm,n “ t0, a1, . . . , am, 1{b1, . . . , 1{bnu and the zeros Zm,n
of ∇um,n “ f 1m,n. The next lemma locates the zeros.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let paˇiqiPrmˇs and pbˇjqjPrnˇs denote the distinct terms of paiqiPrms and
pbjqjPrns in increasing order. f 1m,n has a zero of order 1 in each of the intervals paˇi, aˇi`1q
for 1 ď i ă mˇ and p1{bˇj`1, 1{bˇjq for 1 ď j ă nˇ. f 1m,n has a zero of order 2 at ζm,n. There
are no other zeros.
Proof. Note from (4.2.7) and (4.3.5) that
zf 1m,npzq “ ´gm,npzq ` γm,n. (4.3.10)
Since ζm,n is the minimizer of (4.2.8),
f 1m,npζm,nq “ f2m,npζm,nq “ 0. (4.3.11)
Let mˇi and nˇj be the multiplicities of aˇi and bˇj in paiqiPrns and pbjqjPrms, respectively. We
have
zf 1m,npzq “ γm,n ` 1´ 1n
mˇÿ
i“1
mˇiaˇi
z ´ aˇi ´
1
n
nˇÿ
j“1
nˇj
1´ bˇjz (4.3.12)
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“ P pzq
mˇś
i“1
pz ´ aˇiq
nˇś
j“1
p1´ bˇjzq
, (4.3.13)
where P is a polynomial of degree mˇ ` nˇ that is nonzero at 0 (since (4.3.12) equals
γm,n`m{n ą 0 for z “ 0), aˇi for i P rmˇs and 1{bˇj for j P rnˇs. Hence, the zeros of (4.3.12),
P and f 1m,n are the same. There is at least one zero of P in each of the intervals paˇi, aˇi`1q
and p1{bˇj`1, 1{bˇjq. This is because (4.3.12) is continuous and real-valued on RrPm,n,
and its limits at the endpoints of each of these intervals are infinities with opposite signs.
Hence, we have counted (with multiplicity) at least 2` mˇ´ 1` nˇ´ 1 “ mˇ` nˇ “ degP
zeros of P . Hence, these are the all zeros.
Note from (4.3.3) that um,n is harmonic since it equals the linear combination of
various functions obtained from the harmonic function z ÞÑ log |z| via translations and
dilations. In the remainder of this section, we will rely heavily on Subsections A.2.1
and A.2.2, which develop precisely the notion of steepest-descent curves of harmonic
functions that emanate from a point.
Using (4.3.10) and (4.3.11), we compute
f3m,npζm,nq “ ´
g2m,npζm,nq
ζm,n
“ ´2σ
3
m,n
ζ3m,n
ă 0. (4.3.14)
Take u “ um,n, f “ fm,n, a “ ζm,n and ξ “ eipi{3 in the appendix, see the paragraph
preceding (A.2.14). Let Φm,n : r0, Tm,nq Ñ pCrpPm,nYZm,nqq Y tζm,nu and Ψm,n :
r0, Sm,nq Ñ pCrpPm,nYZm,nqq Y tζm,nu denote, respectively, the curves ϕ`3 and ϕ`2
defined by (A.2.24) (with n “ 3). By Proposition A.2.6 and the remarks surrounding
it, Φm,n and Ψm,n are, respectively, steepest-descent and -ascent curves of um,n that
emanate from ζm,n, that is,
Φ1m,nptq “ ´ ∇um,npΦm,nptqq|∇um,npΦm,nptqq| for t P p0, Tm,nq (4.3.15)
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Ψ1m,nptq “ ∇um,npΨm,nptqq|∇um,npΨm,nptqq| for t P p0, Sm,nq. (4.3.16)
Φm,np0q “ Ψm,np0q “ ζm,n (4.3.17)
The endpoints Tm,n, Sm,n P p0,8s are maximal in the sense that there are no proper
extensions of Φm,n and Ψm,n satisfying (4.3.15), (4.3.16) and (4.3.17). It follows from
(A.2.21), Φ1m,n and Ψ1m,n are continuous up to the endpoint 0 and, by (A.2.22),
Φ1m,np0q “ ei 2pi{3 Ψ1m,np0q “ eipi{3. (4.3.18)
Also, note that |Φ1m,nptq| “ 1 for t P r0, Tm,nq and |Ψ1m,nptq| “ 1 for t P r0, Sm,nq. In
particular, the lengths of Φm,n and Ψm,n are Tm,n and Sm,n, respectively.
We mention a few other steepest-descent and -ascent curves of um,n, which are il-
lustrated in Figure 5 below along with Φm,n and Ψm,n. Observe from (4.3.5) that
f 1m,npzq “ f 1m,npzq for z P CrPm,n. Hence, by (4.3.6) and that d{dt commutes with com-
plex conjugation, the curve t ÞÑ Φm,nptq for t P r0, Tm,nq also satisfies the ODE in (4.3.15),
and Φm,np0q “ ζm,n. Thus, Φm,n is a steepest-descent curve of um,n that emanates from
ζm,n. By (A.2.22) and Φ1m,np0q “ e´i2pi{3, Φm,n corresponds to ϕ´2 defined in (A.2.25).
Similarly, the curve Ψm,n defined on r0, Sm,nq is a steepest-ascent curve of um,n that
emanates from ζm,n and corresponds to ϕ
´
3 . Since ζm,n is real and ∇um,n “ f 1m,n is real-
valued on RrPm,n, we can apply Proposition A.2.10. Due to the sign in (4.3.14) being
negative, the proposition states that the curves t ÞÑ t`ζm,n for t P r0,minjPrns 1{bj´ζm,nq
and t ÞÑ ´t ` ζm,n for t P r0, ζm,n ´ maxiPrms ais are, respectively, steepest-descent and
-ascent curves of um,n that emanate from ζm,n. These curves correspond to ϕ
`
1 and ϕ
´
1 ,
respectively. We also consider the situation at x P Zm,nrtζm,nu. If x ă ζm,n then, by
Lemma 4.3.1, there exist unique i, i1 P rms such that pai, ai1qXpPm,nYZm,nq “ txu. Since
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the limits of um,npzq as z Ñ ai and z Ñ ai1 are `8, the minimum of um,n over pai, ai1q
occurs at x. This and f2m,npxq ‰ 0 (by Lemma 4.3.1) implies that f2m,npxq ă 0. Then,
by Propositions A.2.9 and A.2.10 (now n “ 2), the curves t ÞÑ x ` t for t P r0, ai1 ´ xq
and t ÞÑ x ´ t for t P r0, x ´ aiq are the all steepest-ascent curves of um,n that emanate
from x. Similarly, if x ą ζm,n then p1{bj, 1{bj1q X pPm,nYZm,nq for some j, j1 P rns
and f2m,npxq ą 0. Hence, the curves t ÞÑ x ` t for t P r0, 1{bj1 ´ xq and t ÞÑ x ´ t for
t P r0, x´ 1{bjq are the all steepest-descent curves of um,n that emanate from x.
We next justify through Lemma 4.3.2 below that Φm,n and Ψm,n both stay in H for
positive time values, Φm,n ends at 0 in finite time (i.e. has finite length), and Ψm,n goes
off to infinity as depicted in Figure 5. (That Φm,npp0, Tm,nqq and Ψm,npp0, Sm,nqq do not
intersect is because um,n ˝Φm,n is decreasing but um,n ˝Ψm,n is increasing). We will only
use the properties of Φm,n in the sequel.
0 a1 a2 a3 1{b2 1{b2ζ3,2
Φ3,2 Ψ3,2
Φ3,2 Ψ3,2
Figure 5: An illustration of some steepest-descent (blue) and -ascent (red) curves of um,n that
emanate from the zeros (black dots) of ∇um,n for m “ 3, n “ 2, a1 ă a2 ă a3 and b1 ă b2.
Lemma 4.3.2.
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(a) Tm,n ă 8, limtÑTm,n Φm,nptq “ 0 and Φm,npp0, Tm,nqq Ă H.
(b) Sm,n “ 8, limtÑ8 |Ψm,nptq| “ 8 and Ψm,npp0,8qq Ă H.
Extend Φm,n to r0, Tm,ns by setting Φm,npTm,nq “ 0. By Lemma 4.3.2a, the curve
Γm,n : r0, 2Tm,ns Ñ C given by
Γm,nptq “
$’’&’’%
Φm,nptq for t P r0, Tm,ns
Φm,np2Tm,n ´ tq for t P pTm,n, 2Tm,ns
(4.3.19)
is simple, closed, oriented counter-clockwise and piecewise C1, and encloses ai for i P rms.
Therefore, Γm,n can also serve as the contour of integration in (4.3.1) i.e.
Imk,nk,pkpsq “
1
2pii
¿
Γmk,nk
Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq dz. (4.3.20)
Since Φmk,nk and Φmk,nk are both steepest-descent curves of umk,nk that emanate from
ζmk,nk and by (4.3.9), we expect that the analysis of (4.3.20) reduces to a small neigh-
borhood of ζmk,nk for large k. In Section 4.5, we will see that this is indeed the case.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Let t0 P p0, Tm,nq and put z0 “ Φm,npt0q. The curve with the
reverse orientation Φ˜ : r0, t0q Ñ pCrpPm,nYZm,nqqYtz0u defined by Φ˜ptq “ Φm,npt0´tq
for t P r0, t0q is a steepest-ascent curve of um,n that emanate from z0, see the remarks
following Definition A.2.2. (Although we will not make use of it, note that the domain
of Φ˜ is maximal since limtÑt0 Φ˜ptq “ ζm,n P Zm,n). The image of Φ˜ contains points
from H due to (4.3.18) (also see Proposition A.2.11b). If z0 P RrpPm,nYZm,nq then
Φ˜ is the unique steepest-ascent curve that emanates from z0 by Proposition A.2.9 and,
since ∇u is real-valued on RrPm,n, the image of Φ˜ is contained in R by Proposition
A.2.10. We conclude from this contradiction, the arbitrariness of z0 “ Φm,npt0q and
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Φm,nptq P H for small values of t that Φm,npp0, Tm,nqq Ă H. Similar reasoning shows that
Ψm,npp0, Sm,nqq Ă H as well.
Note from (4.3.3) that um,npzq ´ p1 ` γm,nq log |z| is bounded for |z| ě R for some
R ą 0. Then, since um,n˝Φm,n is decreasing, Φm,n remains inside Dp0, Rq provided that R
is sufficiently large. Hence, by Proposition A.2.13, Tm,n ă 8 and limtÑTm,n Φm,nptq “ x0
for some x0 P pPm,nYZm,nqr tζm,nu.
We argue that x0 P Zm,n with x0 ă ζm,n leads to a contradiction. Note that, since
Tm,n ă 8 and x0 is in the domain of um,n, the curve Φ˜ can be defined with t0 “ Tm,n and
z0 “ x0, and is a steepest-ascent curve of um,n that emanate from x0. However, as shown
in Figure 5 and pointed out in the preceding discussion as a consequence of Propositions
A.2.9 and A.2.10, the images of both steepest-ascent curves that emanate from x0 (there
are two of them) are contained in H. We then have a contradiction because Φ˜ passes
through nonreal points. By a similar reasoning, Ψm,n cannot converge to a point in Zm,n
greater than ζm,n.
Define the Jordan curve (simple, closed curve) J : r0, Tm,n`|x0´ζm,n|s Ñ C by Jptq “
Φm,nptq for t P r0, Tm,nq and Jptq “ x0´ sgnpx0´ ζm,nqt for t P rTm,n, Tm,n` |x0´ ζm,n|s.
The image of J consists of the image of Φm,n and the line segment from ζm,n to x0.
We now rule out that x0 ą ζm,n. If this were the case then Ψm,n would remain in the
interior of J because of (4.3.18) and that Ψm,npp0, Sm,nqq does not intersect the image
of J . Then, since um,n ˝ Ψm,n is increasing and limzÑ1{bj um,npzq “ ´8 for j P rns,
Proposition A.2.13 forces that limtÑSm,n Ψm,nptq “ y0 for some y0 P Zm,n with y0 ą ζm,n.
However, this is not possible either as noted at the end of the preceding paragraph.
The conclusion is that x0 “ 0. Now Ψm,n is in the exterior of J and in H. Therefore,
Ψm,n remains a positive distance away from all points of Pm,nYZm,n less than ζm,n.
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Since Ψm,n also does not converge to any point in Pm,nYZm,n greater or equal to ζm,n,
the only remaining possibility is that Sm,n “ 8 and limtÑSm,n |Ψm,n| “ 8, by Proposition
A.2.13.
4.4 Uniform control of the steepest-descent curves
For brevity, let us write k in place of mk, nk in the subscripts e.g. Φk stands for Φmk,nk . In
this section, we first show that various quantities defined with the empirical distributions
αmk and βnk a.s. converge as k Ñ 8 to their counterparts defined with α and β. We
then obtain upper bounds that are uniform in k for |Φk| and the length of Φk. The
lemmas developed here will enable us to estimate the integral (4.3.20) uniformly in k
(see Lemma 4.5.1).
4.4.1 Various limits
This subsection computes the limits of the sequences gk, ζk, γk, σk and fk, and introduces
constants that will be used in the sequel. Some of these convergences do not require
assumptions (4.2.2) or (4.2.4). We elaborate on this point at the end of the subsection.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let K Ă C be nonempty, compact and disjoint from r0, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q.
Then lim
kÑ8 supzPK
|gkpzq ´ gpzq| “ 0 for a.e. pa,bq.
Proof. Put δ “ disttK, r0, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8qu and M “ supzPK |z|. Note that
sup
zPK
sup
aPr0,α¯s
ˇˇˇˇ
Ba
ˆ
a
z ´ a
˙ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
zPK
sup
aPr0,α¯s
|z|
|z ´ a|2 ď
M
δ2
ă 8
sup
zPK
sup
bPr0,β¯s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bb
ˆ
bz
1´ bz
˙ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
zPK
sup
bPr0,β¯s
|z|
|1´ bz|2
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“M sup
zPK
sup
bPr0,β¯s
max
"
1tbďpM`1q´1u
|1´ bz|2 ,
1tbąpM`1q´1u
b2|1{b´ z|2
*
ďMpM ` 1q2 max
"
1,
1
δ2
*
ă 8.
Applying Lemma A.4.1 twice, we obtain
lim
kÑ8
1
mk
mkÿ
i“1
ai
z ´ ai “
ż
p0,1q
aαpdaq
z ´ a limkÑ8
1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
bjz
1´ bjz “
ż
p0,1q
bzβpdbq
1´ bz
uniformly for z P K a.s. Also because limkÑ8mk{nk “ r, the claim follows.
Lemma 4.4.2. lim
kÑ8 ζk “ ζ, limkÑ8 γk “ γ and limkÑ8σk “ σ for a.e. pa,bq.
Proof. Let δ ą 0 satisfy pζ ´ δ, ζ ` δq Ă pα¯, 1{β¯q, and S “ tk P N : ζk ě ζ ` δu. Note
that gkpζ ` δ{2q ą gkpζ ` δq for k P S. If S is infinite with positive probability then
Lemma 4.4.1 implies that gpζ ` δ{2q ě gpζ ` δq, which contradicts that g is (strictly)
increasing on rζ, 1{β¯q. Hence, S is a.s. finite. Since δ is arbitrary, we conclude that
lim supkÑ8 ζk
a.s.ď ζ. Similarly, we obtain lim infkÑ8 ζk a.s.ě ζ. Hence, limkÑ8 ζk a.s.“ ζ.
Now, ζk P rζ ´ δ, ζ ` δs for sufficiently large k a.s., and
|γ ´ γk| “ |gpζq ´ gkpζkq| ď |gpζq ´ gpζkq| ` |gpζkq ´ gkpζkq|
ď |gpζq ´ gpζkq| ` sup
zPrζ´δ,ζ`δs
|gpzq ´ gkpzq|.
The last expression vanishes as k Ñ 0 a.s. by the continuity of g at ζ and Lemma 4.4.1.
Therefore, limkÑ8 γk
a.s.“ γ. Since gk is holomorphic, Lemma 4.4.1 also implies that
limkÑ8 Bizgk “ Bizg uniformly on compact subsets of Crr0, a¯s r r1{β¯,8q a.s. for i P N.
Then limkÑ8 g2kpζkq a.s.“ g2pζq since, for sufficiently large k,
|g2pζq ´ g2kpζkq|
a.s.ď |g2pζq ´ g2pζkq| ` sup
zPrζ´δ,ζ`δs
|g2pzq ´ g2kpzq|
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Using this, limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ ζ and (4.2.5) gives
lim
kÑ8σk “ limkÑ8
ˆ
1
2
ζ2kg
2
kpζkq
˙1{3
a.s.“
ˆ
1
2
ζ2g2pζq
˙1{3
“ σ,
which completes the proof.
We next describe the limit of fk. Using the principal branches for the logarithms,
define
fpz, rq “ ´r
ż
p0,1q
logpz ´ aqαpdaq `
ż
p0,1q
logp1´ zbqβpdbq ` pγprq ` rq log z (4.4.1)
for z P Crp´8, α¯s r r1{β¯,8q. Note from (4.3.2) that (4.4.1) is precisely fk if we set
r “ mk{nk and replace α and β with αmk and βnk , respectively. Write u and v for the
real and the imaginary parts of f . Hence,
upz, rq “ ´r
ż
p0,1q
log |z ´ a|αpdaq `
ż
p0,1q
log |1´ zb|βpdbq ` pγprq ` rq log |z| (4.4.2)
vpz, rq “ ´r
ż
p0,1q
argpz ´ aqαpdaq `
ż
p0,1q
argp1´ zbqβpdbq ` pγprq ` rq arg z. (4.4.3)
Extend the domain of u and the derivative
f 1pzq “ ´r
ż
p0,1q
αpdaq
z ´ a ´
ż
p0,1q
bβpdbq
1´ bz `
γprq ` r
z
. (4.4.4)
to Crr0, α¯sr r1{β¯,8q. By (4.1.2) and (4.4.4), we have
zf 1pzq “ ´gpzq ` γ for z P Crr0, α¯sr r1{β¯,8q. (4.4.5)
It follows from (4.4.5) that
f 1pζq “ f2pζq “ 0 f3pζq “ ´g
2pζq
ζ
“ ´2
ˆ
σ
ζ
˙3
, (4.4.6)
Another observation of later use is that f 1 has no zero other than ζ.
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Lemma 4.4.3. f 1pzq ‰ 0 for z P Crr0, α¯sr r1{β¯,8qr tζu.
Proof. By (4.4.5), the only zero of f 1 on the interval pα¯, 1{β¯q is ζ. Lemma 4.3.1 shows
that f 1k has no zero in Crr0,8q and, by Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, limkÑ8 f 1k “ f 1
uniformly over compact subsets of Crr0,8q. Since f 1k are holomorphic, it follows that
either f 1 “ 0 identically or f 1 is nonzero on Crr0,8q [41, Exercise 10.20]. The former
is not the case because limzÑx zf 1pzq “ ´gpxq ` γ ă 0 for any x P pα¯, 1{β¯qr tζu since ζ
is the unique minimizer of (4.1.3).
Lemma 4.4.4. Let K Ă C be nonempty and compact. If K is disjoint from r0, α¯s Y
r1{β¯,8q then, for a.e. pa,bq, lim
kÑ8 supzPK
|f 1kpzq´f 1pzq| “ 0 and lim
kÑ8 supzPK
|ukpzq´upzq| “ 0.
If K is disjoint from p´8, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q then lim
kÑ8 supzPK
|vkpzq ´ vpzq| “ 0 for a.e. pa,bq.
Proof. Suppose thatK is disjoint from r0, α¯sYr1{β¯,8q. By Lemma 4.4.1, limkÑ8 gkpzq “
gpzq uniformly in z P K a.s. Also, by Lemma 4.4.2, limkÑ8 γk a.s“ γ. Then, using identi-
ties (4.3.10) and (4.4.5), we obtain
lim
kÑ8 f
1
kpzq “ lim
kÑ8
´gkpzq ` γk
z
“ ´gpzq ` γ
z
“ f 1pzq (4.4.7)
uniformly in z P K a.s.
We next show that limkÑ8 ukpzq “ upzq uniformly in z P K a.s. Since K is compact,
there exist δ ą 0 and finitely many points z1, . . . , zn P C such that Dpzp, δq is disjoint
from r0, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q and K Ă ŤpPrns Dpzp, δq. It suffices to show that limkÑ8 ukpzq “
upzq uniformly in z P Dpzp, δq a.s. for any p P rns. For z P Dpzp, δq, the line segment
rzp, zs Ă Dpzp, δq and, thus, we have
|ukpzq ´ upzq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ukpzpq ´ upzpq `
ż 1
0
∇tuk ´ uupzp ` tpz ´ zpqq ¨ pz ´ zpqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
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ď |ukpzpq ´ upzpq| ` |z ´ zp|
ż 1
0
ˇˇˇˇ
∇tuk ´ uupzp ` tpz ´ zpqq
ˇˇˇˇ
dt
ď |ukpzpq ´ upzpq| ` δ max
Dpzp,δq
|∇uk ´∇u|
“ |ukpzpq ´ upzpq| ` δ max
Dpzp,δq
|f 1k ´ f 1| (4.4.8)
We claim that the right-hand side tends to 0 a.s. Note that (4.4.7) (using Dpzp, δq in
place of K) implies that limkÑ8 max
Dpzp,δq
|f 1k ´ f | a.s.“ 0. The inequalities
log δ ď log |zp ´ a| ď logp|zp| ` α¯q for a P r0, α¯s
show that the function a ÞÑ log |zp ´ a| is bounded on r0, α¯s. Then,
lim
kÑ8
1
mk
mkÿ
i“1
log |zp ´ ai| a.s.“
ż
p0,1q
log |zp ´ a|αpdaq,
by the ergodicity of a. Similarly, for b P r0, β¯s,
´1tb|zp|ď1{2u log 2` 1tb|zp|ą1{2u log
ˆ
δ
2|zp|
˙
ď log |1´ bzp| ď logp1` β¯|zp|q.
(For the lower bound in the case b|zp| ą 1{2, use log |1 ´ bzp| “ log b ` log |1{b ´ zp|).
Then, by the ergodicity of b,
lim
kÑ8
1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
log |1´ bjzp| a.s.“
ż
p0,1q
log |1´ bzp|βpdbq.
Also, limkÑ8mk{nk “ r and limkÑ8 γk a.s.“ γ. Then, recalling (4.3.3) and (4.4.2), we
have limkÑ8 ukpzpq a.s.“ upzpq. The claim follows.
Suppose now that K is disjoint from p´8, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q. To prove limkÑ8 vkpzq “
vpzq uniformly in z P K a.s., we only indicate the modifications needed in the preceding
paragraph. We now have Dpzp, δq disjoint from p´8, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q for p P rns. Instead
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of (4.4.8), we have
|vkpzq ´ vpzq| ď |vkpzpq ´ vkpzq| ` δ max
Dpzp,δq
|f 1k ´ f 1|.
Since arg is bounded,
lim
kÑ8
1
mk
mkÿ
i“1
argpzp ´ aiq a.s.“
ż
p0,1q
argpzp ´ aqαpdaq
lim
kÑ8
1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
argp1´ bjzpq a.s.“
ż
p0,1q
argp1´ bzpqβpdbq,
by the ergodicity of a and b. This implies that limkÑ8 vkpzpq a.s.“ vpzpq.
We now specialize the discussion in Appendix A.2 to the case ϕ “ Φk and a “ ζk.
Our purpose is to observe that the counterparts of the constants K0 and 0 defined by
(A.2.14) are bounded uniformly in k. Choose ρ ą 0 such that pζ ´ ρ, ζ ` ρq Ă pα¯, 1{β¯q.
By Lemma 4.4.2, limkÑ8 ζk “ ζ a.s. Therefore, we can a.s. k0 P N such that
pζk ´ ρ, ζk ` ρq Ă pα¯, 1{β¯q for k ě k0. (4.4.9)
For k ě k0, define
K0,k “ 48
ρ4
ζ3k
σ3k
sup
Dpζk,ρ{2q
t|fk| ` ρ|f 1k|u (4.4.10)
0,k “ 1
16
min
"
ρ,
1
K0,k
, 1
*
. (4.4.11)
It follows from Lemmas 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 that there exists a finite, deterministic (not
dependent on a,b) constant K0 such that
K0 ą sup
kěk0
K0,k, (4.4.12)
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by choosing k0 larger if necessary. Put
0 “ 1
16
min
"
ρ,
1
K0
, 1
*
ă inf
kěk0
0,k. (4.4.13)
From now on, we will restrict to the full probability event of all realizations of a and b
for which k0 exists and the preceding inequalities hold.
We conclude with some remarks on assumptions (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and (4.2.4). Note
that the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 only uses the ergodicity of a and b. We can also prove
limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ ζ under the ergodicity assumption only by adding a few sentences to the
proof of Lemma 4.4.2. By (4.2.3) and ζk P pmaxiPrmks ai,minjPrnks 1{bjq,
α¯
a.s.ď lim inf
kÑ8 ζk ď lim supkÑ8 ζk
a.s.ď 1{β¯. (4.4.14)
If (4.2.2) fails then limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ α¯ “ 1{β¯ “ ζ “ 1. Now suppose that (4.2.2) holds
but ζ “ α¯, which means that (4.2.4) fails. In the proof of Lemma 4.4.2, the argument
until the conclusion lim supkÑ8 ζk
a.s.ď ζ “ α¯ goes through provided that δ ą 0 is now
chosen to satisfy α¯ ` δ ă 1{β¯. Also using the first inequality in (4.4.14), we conclude
that limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ α¯. The remaining case ζ “ 1{β¯ is treated similarly.
4.4.2 A uniform bound for the distances to the origin
In this subsection, we show that Φkpp0, Tkqq Ă Dp0, ζkq for k P N, and there exists a
deterministic constant c P p0, 1q such that Φk, after leaving a small disk of fixed radius
around ζk, remains inside Dp0, cζkq for sufficiently large k a.s. These facts are recorded
in Lemma 4.4.6 below and will come in handy in obtaining the bound on Imk,nk,pkpsq in
Lemma 4.5.1b without any upper bound on s. We predicted Lemma 4.4.6 based on a
similar observation made in the proof of [13, Lemma 2.2] for the geometric model with
i.i.d. weights.
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Let  ą 0 and, for k P N, define
τkpq “ inftt P r0, Tkq : |Φkptq ´ ζk| “ u. (4.4.15)
We will suppress the dependence on  from notation. It follows from Lemma 4.3.2a that
τk ă 8 provided that  ă ζk.
Lemma 4.4.5. If  ă 0{128 then τk ă 2 and |Φkptq ´ ζk| ě {2 for t P rτk, Tkq and
k ě k0.
Proof. Apply Proposition A.2.11 with ϕ “ Φk and a “ ζk. Then parts (a) and (d) of
the proposition imply the claimed conclusions for  ă 0,k{128. Now the result comes
from (4.4.13).
Lemma 4.4.6. |Φkptq| ă ζk for t P p0, Tkq and k P N. Moreover, there exists a deter-
ministic c P p0, 1q such that, for a.e. a and b, there exists k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that
|Φkptq| ď cζk for t P rτk, Tkq and k ě k0. (4.4.16)
Proof. Introduce x P pα¯, 1{β¯q. Recall from (4.4.1) that the domain of v “ =f is
Crp´8, α¯s r r1{β¯,8q. We first show that the function θ ÞÑ vpxeiθq for θ P r0, piq
is strictly convex. By the chain rule (see the dot product on C defined in Section 1.5),
d
dθ
vpxeiθq “ ∇vpxeiθq ¨ tixeiθu “ tif 1pxeiθqu ¨ tixeiθu “ <  f 1pxeiθqxeiθ( (4.4.17)
for θ P r0, piq. Using (4.1.2), γ “ gpζq, (4.4.5) and αtpα¯, 1qu “ βtpβ¯, 1qu “ 0, we note
that
<pzf 1pzqq “ <p´gpzq ` gpζqq
“ r
ż
p0,α¯s
<tM1pzqu a
ζ ´ aαpdaq `
ż
p0,β¯s
<tM2pzqu b
1´ bζ βpdbq, (4.4.18)
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where M1pzq “ z ´ ζ
z ´ a and M2pzq “
ζ ´ z
1´ bz . Now compute the derivatives
d
dθ
<tM1pxeiθqu “ ∇t<M1upxeiθq ¨ txieiθu “ tM 11pxeiθqu ¨ txieiθu
“ ´x=tM 11pxeiθqeiθu “ xpx
2 ´ a2qpζ ´ aq sin θ
|xeiθ ´ a|2 (4.4.19)
d
dθ
<tM2pxeiθqu “ ´x=tM 12pxeiθqeiθu “ xp1´ b
2x2qp1´ bζq sin θ
|1´ bxeiθ|2 (4.4.20)
Since x, ζ P pα¯, 1{β¯q, the last expressions in (A.2.19) and (4.4.20) as well as a
ζ ´ a and
b
1´ bζ are positive for a P p0, α¯s, b P p0, β¯s and θ P p0, piq. Hence, we conclude from
(4.4.18) that (4.4.17) is increasing in θ, which implies the strict convexity of θ ÞÑ vpxeiθq
for θ P r0, piq.
We have vpxq “ 0 by (A.4.1) and argpx´ aq “ argp1´ bxq “ arg x “ 0 for a P r0, α¯s
and b P r0, β¯s. In particular, vpζq “ 0. Note from (4.4.17) and (4.4.18) that
d
dθ
vpζeiθq
ˇˇˇˇ
θ“0
“ 0. (4.4.21)
Then, by strict convexity,
d
dθ
vpζeiθq ą 0 for θ P p0, piq. Therefore, vpζeiθq ą 0 for
θ P p0, piq. Specializing now to the case r “ mk{nk, α “ αmk and β “ βnk yields
vkpζkeiθq ą 0 for θ P p0, piq. Since Φk is a stationary curve of vk that emanate from ζk,
we also have vkpΦkptqq “ vkpζq “ 0 for t P r0, Tkq. Then we conclude from Lemma 4.3.2a
that Φkpp0, Tkqq Ă Dp0, ζkq. This completes the half of the proof.
To derive (4.4.16), we may assume that  ă 0
2048
, where 0 is given by (4.4.13).
Apply Proposition A.2.11b with Φk and τk (recalling from (4.3.17) and (4.3.18) that
ξ “ eipi{3, j “ 3 and n “ 3 in the present setting). We obtain
|Φkpτkq ´ ζk ´ ei2pi{3| ď 256
0
2 ď 
8
for k P N . (4.4.22)
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Then, using cosp2pi{3q “ ´1{2, we have
<Φkpτkq ď ζk ´ 3
8
for k ě k0. (4.4.23)
Let zk denote the unique element in Sp0, ζk ´ {4q X Spζk, q X H for k P N. By an
elementary computation that we omit,
<zk “ ζk ´ 
4
´ 15
2
32ζk
for k P N . (4.4.24)
Note from (4.4.13) that 0 ď ρ
16
ă ζk
16
for k ě k0. Combining this with (4.4.23) and
(4.4.24) leads to
<zk ą ζk ´ 9
32
ą <Φkpτkq for k ě k0. (4.4.25)
Also since Φkpτkq P Spζk, q (by (4.4.15)), we conclude that Φkpτkq P Dp0, ζk ´ {4q for
k ě k0, see Figure 6 below. Because Φkp0q “ ζk, by continuity of |Φk|, there exist
tk P p0, τkq and θk P p0, piq such that Φkptkq “ pζk ´ {4qeiθk for k ě k0. Hence,
vkppζk ´ {4qeiθkq “ vkpΦkptkqq “ 0 for k ě k0. (4.4.26)
Recall now that θ ÞÑ vkppζk´{4qeiθq for θ P r0, piq is strictly concave and vkppζk´{4qq “
0. Therefore, vkppζk ´ {4qeiθq ‰ 0 for θ P p0, piqr tθku and k ě k0. Then, since uk ˝ Φk
is decreasing, Φkptq P Sp0, ζk ´ {4q if and only if t “ tk for k ě k0. Using this, τk ě tk
and Lemma 4.3.2a, we conclude that Φkprτk, Tkqq Ă Dp0, ζk ´ {4q for k ě k0. Choosing
k0 larger if necessary, we also have ζk ă 2ζ for k ě k0. Hence,
Φkptq
ζk
ă 1´ 
4ζk
ă 1´ 
8ζ
for t P rτk, Tkq and k ě k0.
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0
ζk
Φkpτkq
3{4
Φkptkq
zk
Figure 6: An illustration of Φkpp0, Tkqq (black), Spζk, q (red) and an arc of Sp0, ζk´ {4q (blue)
along with the points ζk,Φkpτkq, zk and Φkptkq as described in the proof of Lemma 4.4.6.
4.4.3 A uniform bound for the lengths
In this subsection, we show that there exists a deterministic constant C ą 0 such that
the length of Φk up to the first time Φk hits a fixed small disk around 0 is bounded by
C for sufficiently large k a.s., see Lemma 4.4.8 below. To obtain this result, we will use
Proposition A.2.12 together with an upper bound for |uk| and a lower bound for |∇uk|
that are uniform in k. Hence, we first argue that Φk, until it is within a small disk
around 0, remains a uniform positive distance away from PkYZk.
For  ą 0 and θ P p0, pi{2q, define
E1p, θq “ t0 ă argpzq ă θ and pi ´ θ ă argpz ´ α¯ ` {2q ă piu (4.4.27)
E2p, θq “ t0 ă argpz ´ 1{β¯ ` {2q ă θu (4.4.28)
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Ep, θq “ Dpα¯, q YDp1{β¯, q Y E1p, θq Y E2p, θq. (4.4.29)
See Figure 7. The next lemma is adapted from [25, Lemma 3.4].
0 α¯ ζk 1{β¯
Ψk
Φk
Figure 7: An illustration of the sets E1 (red) and E2 (blue). The images of the curves Φk and
Ψk do not intersect E1 Y E2.
Lemma 4.4.7. There exist 1 ą 0 and θ0 P p0, pi{2s such that, for a.e. pa,bq, there
exists k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that Φkpr0, Tkqq Y Ψkpr0,8qq is disjoint from Ep, θq for
k ě k0, 0 ă  ď 1 and θ P p0, θ0s.
Proof. Choose 1 ą 0 such that ζ P pα¯ ` 1, 1{β¯ ´ 1q. Since limkÑ8 ζk a.s.“ ζ, for a.e.
pa,bq, there exists k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that ζk is not contained in Dpα¯, 1q Y Dp1{β¯, 1q
for k ě k0. From now on we work with the a.s. event on which k0 exists, and ai ď α¯ for
i P N and bj ď β¯ for j P N. Let  P p0, 1s. Minimizing each term in (4.3.3) separately
over z P Dpα¯, qr tai : i P rmksu, we obtain
ukpzq ě ´ 1
nk
mkÿ
i“1
log |α¯ ` ´ ai| ` 1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
log |1´ pα¯ ` qbj| `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log |α¯ ´ |
“ ukpα¯ ` q `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log
ˇˇˇˇ
α¯ ´ 
α¯ ` 
ˇˇˇˇ
. (4.4.30)
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Similarly, maximizing each term in (4.3.3) separately over z P Dp1{β¯, qrt1{bj : j P rnksu
gives
ukpzq ď ´ 1
nk
mkÿ
i“1
log |1{β¯ ´ ´ ai| ` 1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
log |1´ p1{β¯ ´ qbj| `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log |1{β¯ ` |
“ ukp1{β¯ ´ q `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log
ˇˇˇˇ
1{β¯ ` 
1{β¯ ´ 
ˇˇˇˇ
. (4.4.31)
Note from p4.4.3q that v “ 0 on pα¯, 1{β¯q. Hence, by (4.4.5), u1pxq “ f 1pxq ă 0 for
x P pα¯, 1{β¯qr tζu and, therefore, u is decreasing on pα¯, 1{β¯q. Then, choosing 1 smaller
if necessary,
upζq ă upα¯ ` q ` pγ ` rq log
ˇˇˇˇ
α¯ ´ 
α¯ ` 
ˇˇˇˇ
(4.4.32)
upζq ą up1{β¯ ´ q ` pγ ` rq log
ˇˇˇˇ
1{β¯ ` 
1{β¯ ´ 
ˇˇˇˇ
. (4.4.33)
We also have limkÑ8pγk`mk{nkq a.s.“ γ` r and limkÑ8 ukpζkq a.s.“ upζq, by Lemmas 4.4.2
and 4.4.4. To see the last convergence, also use ζ P pα¯, 1{β¯q and the inequality
|ukpζkq ´ upζq| a.s.ď |upζkq ´ upζq| ` sup
zPrζ´δ,ζ`δs
|ukpzq ´ upzq|, (4.4.34)
which holds for sufficiently large k since limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ ζ. It follows that we can restrict
further to an a.s. event and choose k0 larger if necessary such that
ukpζkq ă ukpα¯ ` q `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log
ˇˇˇˇ
α¯ ´ 
α¯ ` 
ˇˇˇˇ
(4.4.35)
ukpζkq ą ukp1{β¯ ´ q `
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
log
ˇˇˇˇ
1{β¯ ` 
1{β¯ ´ 
ˇˇˇˇ
. (4.4.36)
Then, for k ě k0, by (4.4.30), ukpζkq ă ukpzq for z P Dpα¯, q r tai : i P rmksu and,
by (4.4.31), ukpζkq ą ukpzq for z P Dp1{β¯, q r t1{bj : j P rnksu. Hence, for k ě k0,
Φkpr0, Tkqq is disjoint from Dpα¯, q because Φkp0q “ ζk and uk ˝ Φk is decreasing, and
Ψkpr0,8qq is disjoint from Dp1{β¯, q because Ψkp0q “ ζk and uk ˝Ψk is increasing.
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By Lemma 4.3.2, the curve Jkptq : r0, Tk ` ζks Ñ C defined by Jkptq “ Φkptq for
t P r0, Tks and Jkptq “ t´Tk for t P rTk, Tk`ζks is a Jordan curve, and Ψkpp0,8qq is in the
exterior of Jk because Ψkpp0,8qq is disjoint from the image of Jk and limtÑ8 |Ψkptq| “
8). On the other hand, Dpα¯, q X H is in the interior of Jk for k ě k0. Therefore,
Ψkpr0,8qq is disjoint from Dpα¯, q for k ě k0. To see that Φkpr0, Tkqq is disjoint from
Dp1{β¯, q for k ě k0, argue by contradiction. Suppose this is not the case for some k ě k0.
Then there exists a minimal T˜ P p0, Tkq with ΦkpT˜ q P Sp1{β¯, q. Consider the Jordan
curve J˜ the image of which consists of Φkpr0, T˜ sq, the arc of the circle Sp1{β¯, q in H from
ΦkpT˜ q to 1{β¯ ´  and the line segment rζk, 1{β¯ ´ s. Now, Ψkpp0,8qq does not intersect
the image of J˜ , and contains points from the interior J˜ because Ψkp0q “ ζk “ Φkp0q
and <Φ1kp0q ă <Ψ1kp0q (see (4.3.18). Hence, J˜ encloses Ψkpp0,8qq. However, this is not
possible since limtÑ8 |Ψkptq| “ 8. In conclusion, Φkpr0, Tkqq does not intersect Dp1{β¯, q
for k ě k0.
For z P H, we have argpz´ aiq ě 0 for i P N and argp1´ bjzq “ argp1{bj ´ zq ď 0 for
j P N. Furthermore, if z P E1 and ai ą α¯ ´ {2 then argpz ´ aiq ą pi ´ θ, and if z P E2
and 1{bj ă 1{β¯ ` {2 then argp1´ bjzq ă θ ´ pi and arg z ă θ. Hence, by (4.3.4),
vkpzq ă pθ ´ piq 1
nk
mkÿ
i“1
1taiąα¯´{2u`θ
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
for z P E1 (4.4.37)
vkpzq ă pθ ´ piq 1
nk
nkÿ
j“1
1t1{bjă1{β¯`{2u`θ
ˆ
γk ` mk
nk
˙
for z P E2 (4.4.38)
By the ergodicity of a,b and Lemma 4.4.2, the a.s. limits of (4.4.37) and (4.4.38) as
k Ñ 8, respectively, are
pθ ´ piqrαtpα¯ ´ {2, 1qu ` θpγ ` rq ă 0
pθ ´ piqrβ
"ˆ
1
1{β¯ ` {2 , 1
˙*
` θpγ ` rq ă 0 (4.4.39)
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where the inequalities hold provided that θ is small enough. Hence, once more restricting
further to an a.s. event and choosing k0 larger if necessary, we have
vkpzq ă 0 for z P E1 Y E2 and k ě k0. (4.4.40)
On the other hand, Φk and Ψk are stationary curves of vk by Lemma A.2.3. Therefore,
vkpΦkptqq “ vkpΨkpsqq “ vkpζkq “ 0 for t P r0, Tkq and s P r0,8q, where the last equality
can be seen from (4.3.4) using ai ă ζk ă 1{bj for i P rmks and j P rnks. It follows that
Φkpr0, Tkqq YΨkpr0,8qq does not intersect E1 Y E2 for k ě k0.
In the preceding proof, the conclusion that Φkpp0, Tkqq does not intersect Dp1{β¯, q
for k ě k0 also comes directly from Φkpp0, Tkqq Ă Dp0, ζkq for k P N (Lemma 4.4.6) and
ζk ă 1{β¯ ´  for k ě k0.
We next derive a uniform bound in k for the length of Φk up to the first time Φk
hits a fixed disk around 0. One would expect a uniform bound for the full length of Φk
but we could prove this only in the special case
¯
α ą 0 i.e. when lim infiÑ8 ai a.s.ą 0. Let
δ ą 0 and, for k P N, define
τ 1kpδq “ inftt P r0, Tkq : |Φkptq| “ δu. (4.4.41)
We will drop δ from notation. It follows from Lemma 4.3.2a that τ 1k ă 8 provided that
δ ă ζk for k P N.
Lemma 4.4.8. Let δ P p0, ζq. There exists a deterministic C ą 0 such that, for a.e.
pa,bq, there exists k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that τ 1k ă C for k ě k0.
Proof. Recall 1 and θ0 from Lemma 4.4.7. Let 0 ă  ă mint0{128, 1u and
K “
ˆ
HXDp0, ζ ` q
˙
r
ˆ
Ep, θ0q YDpζ, {4q YDp0, δq
˙
. (4.4.42)
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By Lemma 4.4.2, for a.e. pa,bq there exists k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that ζk P Dpζ, {4q for
k ě k0. We will work with the a.s. event on which k0 exists. Then Dpζ, {4q Ă Dpζk, {2q
for k ě k0. Hence, by Lemma 4.4.5, Φkptq R Dpζ, {4q for t P rτk, Tkq and k ě k0 after
choosing k0 larger if necessary. By Lemma 4.3.2, Φkptq Ă H for t P r0, Tkq and k P N.
Also, by Lemma 4.4.6, Φkptq P Dp0, ζkq Ă Dp0, ζ`{4q for t P r0, Tkq and k ě k0. Finally,
by Lemma 4.4.7, Φkptq R Ep, θ0q for t P r0, Tkq and k ě k0 again after choosing k0 larger
if necessary. It follows that Φkptq Ă K for t P rτk, τ 1ks and k ě k0.
Note that K is compact. By Lemma 4.3.1, ∇uk “ f 1k is nonzero on K. Applying
Proposition A.2.12 yields
τ 1k ´ τk ď
2 max
K
|uk|
min
K
|∇uk| for k ě k0. (4.4.43)
Since K is disjoint from r0, α¯s Y r1{β¯,8q, by Lemma 4.4.4, limkÑ8 ukpzq “ upzq and
limkÑ8∇ukpzq “ ∇upzq both uniformly in z P K a.s. It follows that
lim
kÑ8maxK |uk|
a.s.“ max
K
|u| (4.4.44)
lim
kÑ8minK |∇uk|
a.s.“ min
K
|∇u| ą 0, (4.4.45)
where the inequality is due to Lemma 4.4.3. Combining these with (4.4.43), we conclude
that, further restricting to an a.s. event and choosing k0 larger if necessary, we have
τ 1k ´ τk ď
2 max
K
|uk|
min
K
|∇uk| ` 1 for k ě k0. (4.4.46)
Also, τk ă 2 for k ě k0 due to Lemma 4.4.5. Hence, the result.
4.5 Integral asymptotics and estimates
In this section, we compute the first order asymptotics (4.3.20) as k Ñ 8 and obtain
upper bounds uniform in k and s. These results will be derived as corollaries of the
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more general calculations carried out in Appendix A.3.
Let 0 ă δ ă ζ and recall τ 1kpδq defined in (4.4.41). We can further deform Γk in
(4.3.20) into the contour that consists of the curves
• Γ1k : r´τ 1k, τ 1ks Ñ C given by t ÞÑ Φkptq for t P r0, τ 1ks and t ÞÑ Φkptq for t P r´τ 1k, 0s,
• Γ2k : r0, 2δppi ´ arg Φkpτ 1kqqs Ñ C given by t ÞÑ δ exptiparg Φkpτ 1kq ` δ´1tqu, which
parametrizes with unit speed the arc of the circle |z| “ δ that contains ´δ and
goes from Φkpτ 1kq to Φkpτ 1kq.
Note that the new contour is also simple (Γ1k and Γ2k do not intersect because |Φkptq| ą δ
for t P r0, τ 1kq by definition (4.4.41)), closed and encloses ta1, . . . , amku. See Figure 8.
0 α¯ ζk 1{β¯
Φkpτ 1kq
Φkpτ 1kq
Γ1k
Γ2k
Figure 8: An illustration of the deformation of contour Γk described in the text and the curves
Γ1k and Γ2k.
The reason for this additional deformation is that we do not have a uniform bound
in k for the lengths of Φk inside Dp0, δq (see the remarks preceding Lemma 4.4.8), which
is needed to uniformly control the contribution to the integral (4.3.20) from the parts of
the contour outside a small disk around ζk.
Recall Pkpsq “ s3{2` ^ ps`n1{3k q defined for k P N at (4.2.14). Also, we will abbreviate
mk, nk, pkpsq in the subscripts as k, s for k P N and s P R.
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Lemma 4.5.1. Let s0 ě 0. Then,
(a) There exists a deterministic constant C ą 0 such that, for a.e. pa,bq, there exists
k0 “ ka,b0 P N such thatˇˇˇˇ
σkn
1{3
k Ik,s
ζkFk,spζkq ´ Aipsq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
n
1{3
k
for s P r´s0, s0s and k ě k0. (4.5.1)
(b) There exist deterministic constants C, c ą 0 such that, for a.e. pa,bq, there exists
k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that
|Ik,s| ď C
n
1{3
k
Fk,spζkq expt´cPkpsqu for s ě ´s0 and k ě k0. (4.5.2)
We begin with matching the notation in Appendix A.3 with the present setting.
Recall from (4.2.11) and (4.3.7) that, for k P N and s P R,
pkpsq “ tnkγk ` n1{3k σks u “ nkγk ` n1{3k σkp1kpsq. (4.5.3)
Table 2: Correspondence between Appendix A.3 and Section 4.5
Appendix A.3 Section 4.5
F Fmk,nk,pkpsq
u nkuk
u˜ n
1{3
k σkp
1
kpsq log | ¨ |
a, r, n ζk, ρ (see (4.4.9)), 3
Φ, T Φk, τ
1
kpδq
Continued on next page
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Table 2 – Continued from previous page
Appendix A.3 Section 4.5
c, ξ,N ´nkσ
3
k
3ζ3k
(see (4.3.11) and (4.3.14)), eipi{3,
n
1{3
k σk
31{3ζk
k, d,M 1,
n
1{3
k σkp
1
kpsq
ζk
,
n
1{3
k σk|p1kpsq|
ζk
if p1kpsq ‰ 0
k, d,M 0, 0, 0 if p1kpsq “ 0
K0, 0 K0,k, 0,k, see (4.4.10) and (4.4.11)
K˜0, ˜0 K˜0,k “ 4ζk
ρ2
log |ζk ` ρ{2|, ˜0,k “ 1
4K˜0,k
if p1kpsq ‰ 0
K˜0, ˜0 0,8 if p1kpsq “ 0
η ηk: the direction of Φkpτkpqq ´ ζk
I Ik “
ż
r0,8ηkeipi{3s
exp
"
u3 ` p1kpsqe´ipi{331{3u
*
du
I 1 I 1k “
Φkpτkpqqż
ζk
Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq dz
I2 I2k “
Φkpτ 1kpδqqż
Φkpτkpqq
Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq dz
x, p, u1 0, nkγk `mk, nkuk ´ pnkγk `mkq log | ¨ |
p˜, u˜1 n
1{3
k σkp
1
kpsq, 0
Ψ, S Γ2k, δppi ´ arg Φkpτ 1kqq
Continued on next page
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Table 2 – Continued from previous page
Appendix A.3 Section 4.5
I3 I3k “
Γkpδppi´arg Φkpτ 1kqqqż
Γ2kp0q
Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq dz
Note from (3.1.1) that
log |Fmk,nk,pkpsqpzq| “ ´
mkÿ
i“1
log |z ´ ai| `
nkÿ
j“1
log |1´ bjz| ` pmk ` pkpsqq log |z| (4.5.4)
“ nkukpzq ` n1{3k σkp1kpsq log |z| for z P CrPk . (4.5.5)
Hence, the choices of F, u, u˜ in Table 2 are legitimate. By Lemma 4.4.2, limkÑ8 ζk
a.s.“ ζ.
Therefore, there exists a deterministic K˜0 ą 0 such that, after restricting to an a.s.
event and working with larger ka,b0 if necessary, K˜0 ą supkěk0 K˜0,k. Also, set ˜0 “
1
K˜0
ă
infkěk0 ˜0,k. Let  ą 0 satisfy
 ă min
"
0
1024
,
˜0
4
,
1
12
*
, (4.5.6)
where 0 is given by (4.4.13).
We next connect Ik with the Airy function. Changing variables with v “ ´e´ipi{331{3u,
we obtain
Ik “ eipi{33´1{3
ż
r8p´ηkq,0s
exp
"
v3
3
´ p1kpsqv
*
dv, (4.5.7)
where ηk P Sp0, 1q such that Φkpτkpqq “ ζk ` ηk for k P N. Hence,
=t31{3e´ipi{3 Iku
pi
“ 1
2pii
ż
r8p´ηkq,0s`r0,8p´ηkqs
exp
"
v3
3
´ p1kpsqv
*
dv “ Aipp1kpsqq. (4.5.8)
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The last equality holds for k ě k0. To justify it, refer to (A.1.1) and note that, by
Proposition A.2.11b,
|p´ηkq ´ eipi{3| “ |ηk ´ ei2pi{3| ď 2560 ă
1
4
ă 2´?3 “ |1´ eipi{6| for k ě k0, (4.5.9)
which implies that pi{6 ă argt´ηku ă pi{2 for k ě k0. Note from (4.5.3) that
|p1kpsq ´ s| ď 1
n
1{3
k σk
for k P N and s P R . (4.5.10)
Hence, we have the mean value bound
|Aipsq ´ Aipp1kpsqq| ď 1
σkn
1{3
k
max
|t|ďs`σ´1k n´1{3k
|Ai1ptq| for k P N and s P R . (4.5.11)
We can similarly relate I 1k, I2k and I3k to Ik,s by
=tI 1k ` I2k ` I3k u
pi
“ Ik,s for k P N and s P R . (4.5.12)
Proof of Lemma 4.5.1. We first prove (4.5.1). By Lemma 4.4.2, we can restrict to an
a.s. event on which the inequalities
1
2
ă σk
σ
ă 2 and 1
2
ă ζk
ζ
ă 2 (4.5.13)
hold for k ě k0 possibly after choosing a larger k0. Then it follows from the assumption
|s| ď s0 and (4.5.10) that |p1kpsq| ď s0 ` 2σ for k ě k0. Applying Proposition A.3.3 and
using the preceding inequalities, we obtainˇˇˇˇ
eipi{3σkn
1{3
k I
1
k
31{3ζkFk,spζkq ´ Ik
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 3072pK0 ` 2K˜0|p1kpsq| ` 1q expt32p|p1kpsq| ` 1q3{2u (4.5.14)
¨
ˆ
2ζk
σkn
1{3
k
` exp
"
´ 
3σ3knk
12ζ3k
*˙
ď C1
n
1{3
k
(4.5.15)
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for k ě k0 for some constant C1 ą 0. We emphasize that C1 (and various other constants
introduced below) can be chosen independent of pa,bq.
Next, combine Lemmas 4.4.2 and 4.4.6 with |Φkptq| ě δ for t P r0, τ 1kpδqs (see (4.4.41)).
Then there are constants c1, c2 ą 0 such that
p1kpsq log
ˆ |Φkptq|
ζk
˙
ď
$’’’&’’’%
p1kpsq log
ˆ
sup
τkpqďtďTk
|Φkptq|
ζk
˙
if p1kpsq ě 0
p1kpsq logpδ{ζkq otherwise
(4.5.16)
ď
$’’&’’%
´p1kpsqc1 if sk ě 0
´p1kpsqc2 otherwise
(4.5.17)
for t P rτkpq, τ 1kpδqs and k ě k0. Also, by Lemma 4.4.8, τ 1kpδq ă C2 for k ě k0 for some
constant C2 ą 0. Therefore, by Proposition A.3.5,
|I2k | ď τ 1kpδqFk,spζkq exp
"
´ 
3σ3knk
6ζ3k
` σkn1{3k sup
tPrτkpq,τ 1kpδqs
p1kpsq log
ˆ |Φkptq|
ζk
˙*
(4.5.18)
ď C2Fk,spζkq exp
"
´ 
3σ3knk
6ζ3k
` pc1 _ c2qps0σkn1{3k ` 1q
*
(4.5.19)
ď C3Fk,spζkq expp´c3nkq (4.5.20)
for k ě k0 for some constants C3, c3 ą 0.
Note that |Γ2kptq´ai| ě |Γ2kp0q´ai| “ |Φkpτ 1kpδqq´ai| and 1´δ ď |1´bjΓ2kptq| ď 1`δ
for i P rmks, j P rnks and t P r0, pi ´ arg Φkpτ 1kpδqqs. Also, choose δ ą 0 sufficiently small
such that
log
ˆ
1` δ
1´ δ
˙
ă 64
6
3σ3
ζ3
. (4.5.21)
Using these inequalities and Proposition A.3.6, we obtain
|I3k | ď 2piδFk,spζkq exp
"
´ 
3σ3knk
6ζ3k
` σkn1{3k sup
tPrτkpq,τ 1kpδqs
p1kpsq log
ˆ |Φkptq|
ζk
˙*
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¨ exp
"
sup
tPr0,pi´Φkpτ 1kpδqqs
"
´
mkÿ
i“1
log
ˆ |Γ2kptq ´ ai|
|Γ2kp0q ´ ai|
˙
`
nkÿ
j“1
log
ˆ |1´ bjΓ2kptq|
|1´ bjΓ2kp0q|
˙**
ď 2piδFk,spζkq exp
"
´
ˆ
3σ3k
6ζ3k
´ log
ˆ
1` δ
1´ δ
˙˙
nk ` pc1 _ c2qps0σkn1{3k ` 1q
*
ď C4Fk,spζkq expt´c4nku (4.5.22)
for k ě k0 for some constants C4, c4 ą 0.
Now, putting together (4.5.8), (4.5.12), (4.5.15), (4.5.20) and (4.5.22), we obtainˇˇˇˇ
σkn
1{3
k Ik,s
ζkFk,spζkq ´ Aipskq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 1
pi
ˇˇˇˇ
=
"
σkn
1{3
k
ζkFk,spζkqpI
1
k ` I2k ` I3k q ´ 31{3e´ipi{3 Ik
*ˇˇˇˇ
(4.5.23)
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
eipi{3σkn
1{3
k
31{3ζkFk,spζkqpI
1
k ` I2k ` I3k q ´ Ik
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
n
1{3
k
(4.5.24)
for k ě k0 for some constant C ą 0. This and (4.5.11) imply (4.5.1).
We now turn to proving (4.5.2). Observe that, in the case s ă 2σ´1k n´1{3k , (4.5.2) holds
due to (4.5.1). Hence, we assume that s ě 2σ´1k n´1{3k here on. Then p1kpsq ě σ´1k n´1{3k
and the hypotheses of Proposition A.3.4 hold. (The condition d<teipij{nξu ă 0 in our
case reduces to p1kpsq ą 0). Also, p1kpsq{s ě 1´ σ´1k n´1{3k s´1 ě 1{2. Hence, we obtain
|=I 1k| ď 64ζkFk,spζkq
σkn
1{3
k
exp
"
´min
"
p1kpsqn1{3k σk
8ζk
,
rp1kpsqs3{2
8
**
ď C5Fk,spζkq expt´c5 mintsn1{3k , s3{2uu (4.5.25)
for k ě k0 and some constants C5, c5 ą 0. Moreover, utilizing p1kpsq ą 0 and p1kpsq{s ą
1{2 again, we have
sup
tPrτkpq,τ 1kpδqs
p1kpsq log
ˆ |Φkptq|
ζk
˙
ď ´c1
2
s, (4.5.26)
which leads to the following refinement of the bounds (4.5.18) and (4.5.17)
|I2k | ` |I3k | ď C6Fk,spζkq expt´c6pnk ` n1{3k squ (4.5.27)
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for k P k0 for some constants C6, c6 ą 0. Combining (4.5.25) and (4.5.27) gives (4.5.2).
4.6 Right tail bound
Lemma 4.6.1. Let m,n P N, x, y P Z`, s P R and z P Crtai : i P rmsurt1{bj : j P rnsu.
Then
ga,bm,npzq “ mn g
b,a
n,mpz´1q (4.6.1)
γa,bm,n “ mn γ
b,a
n,m (4.6.2)
σa,bm,n “ m
1{3
n1{3
σb,an,m (4.6.3)
ζa,bm,nζ
b,a
n,m “ 1 (4.6.4)
pa,bm,npsq “ pb,an,mpsq (4.6.5)
F a,bm,n,xpzqFb,an,m,ypz´1q “ zx´y. (4.6.6)
Proof. By (4.2.7),
ga,bm,npzq “ mn
ˆ
1
m
mÿ
i“1
aiz
´1
1´ aiz´1 `
1
m
nÿ
j“1
bj
z´1 ´ bj
˙
“ m
n
gb,an,mpz´1q. (4.6.7)
Taking infimum over z P rα¯, 1{β¯s gives
γa,bm,n “ mn infzPrα¯,1{β¯s g
a,b
n,mpz´1q “ mn infzPrβ¯,1{α¯s g
a,b
n,mpzq “ mn γ
b,a
n,m, (4.6.8)
by (4.2.8). Then (4.6.4) follows from (4.6.7) and (4.6.8). Differentiating (4.6.7) with
respect to z twice gives
B2zga,bm,npzq “ mn
ˆB2zgb,an,mpz´1q
z4
` 2Bzg
a,b
n,mpz´1q
z3
˙
. (4.6.9)
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Set z “ ζa,bm,n, and use (4.6.4), Bzgb,an,mpζb,an,mq “ 0 and (4.2.5). Then, rearranging terms, we
obtain (4.6.3). Now it is immediate from (4.2.11), (4.6.2) and (4.6.3) that
pa,bm,npsq “ tnγa,bm,n ` n1{3σa,bm,ns u “ tmγb,an,n `m1{3σa,bn,ms u “ pb,an,mpsq. (4.6.10)
Finally, (4.6.6) can be seen from (3.1.1).
Lemma 4.6.2. Let F : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q be continuous and nondecreasing. Furthermore,
suppose that there exists x0 P r0,8q such that F is piecewise C1 on rx0,8q and F 1pxq ě 1
for a.e. x ě x0. Then
h
8ÿ
l“0
e´F plhq ď p1` h` x0qF p0q for h ą 0.
Proof.
h
8ÿ
l“0
e´F plhq ď he´F p0q `
8ż
0
e´F pxqdx “ he´F p0q `
x0ż
0
e´F pxq dx`
8ż
x0
e´F pxqdx
ď ph` x0qe´F p0q `
8ż
x0
F 1pxqe´F pxq dx “ ph` x0qe´F p0q ` e´F px0q
ď p1` h` x0qe´F p0q
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3. Note from (4.2.11) that
pa,bmk,nkpsq ` l “ pa,bmk,nk
ˆ
s` l
n
1{3
k σ
a,b
mk,nk
˙
for s P R and l P Z . (4.6.11)
Hence, by Lemma 4.5.1b,ˇˇˇˇ
Ia,b
mk,nk,p
a,b
mk,nk
psq`l
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
n
1{3
k
exp
"
´ cPk
ˆ
s` l
n
1{3
k σ
a,b
mk,nk
˙*
F a,b
mk,nk,p
a,b
mk,nk
psq`lpζa,bmk,nkq
(4.6.12)
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for l P Z`, s ě ´s0, sufficiently large k P N a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0. Since
cβ,α1 “ 1
cα,β2
ă 1
r
ă 1
cα,β1
“ cβ,α2 ,
we can also apply Lemma 4.5.1b after interchanging a with b and mk with nk. Then,
utilizing the identities in Lemma 4.6.1, we obtainˇˇˇˇ
Ib,a
nk,mk,p
a,b
mk,nk
ptq`l
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
Ib,a
nk,mk,p
b,a
nk,mk
ptq`l
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
m
1{3
k
exp
"
´ cPk
ˆ
t` l
σb,ank,mkm
1{3
k
˙*
Fb,a
nk,mk,p
b,a
nk,mk
ptq`lpζb,ank,mkq
“ C n
1{3
k
m
1{3
k
1
n
1{3
k
exp
"
´ cPk
ˆ
t` l
σa,bmk,nkn
1{3
k
˙*
F a,b
mk,nk,p
a,b
nk,mk
ptq`lpζ
a,b
mk,nkq
(4.6.13)
for l P Z`, t ě ´s0, sufficiently large k a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0. By (4.6.12) and
(4.6.13) (and using limkÑ8 nk{mk “ 1{r),ˇˇˇˇ
Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq`lI
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`l
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cζ
pkpsq´pkptq
k
n
2{3
k
exp
"
´ c
„
Pk
ˆ
s` l
σkn
1{3
k
˙
` Pk
ˆ
t` l
σkn
1{3
k
˙*
(4.6.14)
for sufficiently large k a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0, where we switched to the abbre-
viated notation on the right-hand side. Summing over l P Z`, and using (3.1.3), Lemma
4.4.2 and Lemma 4.6.2 (with F pxq “ cPkps ` xq ` cPkpt ` xq, x0 “ s0 ` c´2 ` 1 and
h “ σ´1k n´1{3k ) lead to
|Kkppkpsq, pkptqq| ď Cζ
pkpsq´pkptq
k
n
1{3
k
expt´cPkpsq ´ cPkptqu (4.6.15)
for sufficiently large k a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0. Now Hadamard’s inequality
| det
i,jPrls
A| ď
ź
iPrls
ˆ ÿ
jPrls
Api, jq2
˙1{2
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and (4.6.15) imply
det
i,jPrls
rKkppkpsiq, pkpsjqqs “ det
i,jPrls
”
ζ
pkpsjq´pkpsiq
k Kkppkpsiq, pkpsjqq
ı
(4.6.16)
ď C
l
n
l{3
k
lź
i“1
e´cPkpsiq
˜
lÿ
j“1
e´2cPkpsjq
¸1{2
ď C
lll{2
n
l{3
k
lź
i“1
e´cPkpsiq
for s1, . . . , sl ě ´s0 and sufficiently large k a.s.
Lemma 4.6.3. Let s0 ě 0. There exist deterministic constants C, c ą 0 such that, for
a.e pa,bq, there exist k0 “ ka,b0 P N such thatÿ
q1,...,qlPN
qiěpkpsiq
det
i,jPrls
rKkpqi, qjqs ď C lll{2 exp
ˆ
´ c
lÿ
i“1
Pkpsiq
˙
“ C lll{2 exp
ˆ
´ c
lÿ
i“1
ˆ
psiq3{2` ^ tpsiq`n1{3k u
˙˙
for l P N, k ě k0 and s1, . . . , sl ě ´s0.
Proof. By (4.6.11) and Theorem 4.2.3, there exist C, c ą 0 such that, for a.e. a and b,
there exist k0 “ ka,b0 P N such that
det
i,jPrls
rKkpqi, qjqs ď C
lll{2
n
l{3
k
exp
"
´ c
lÿ
i“1
Pk
ˆ
si ` qi ´ pkpsiq
n
1{3
k σk
˙*
(4.6.17)
whenever k ě k0, s1, . . . , sl ě ´s0 and qi ě pkpsiq for i P rls. For each i P rls, by Lemma
4.6.2 (set F pxq “ cPkpsi ` xq, x0 “ s0 ` c´2 ` 1 and h “ n´1{3k σk),
1
n
1{3
k σk
ÿ
qěpkpsiq
exp
"
´ cPk
ˆ
si ` q ´ pkpsiq
n
1{3
k σk
˙*
ď C 1e´cPkpsiq (4.6.18)
for some constant C 1 ą 0. Summing (4.6.17) over q1, . . . , ql and using (4.6.18) yield the
result.
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Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. By (3.1.4) and Lemma 4.6.3 (also recall that the determinants
below are nonnegative, see (3.2.14)), for a.e. a and b,
PpGpmk, nkq ą nkγk ` nksq ď
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
qiěpkpn2{3k σ´1k sq
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs
ď
8ÿ
l“1
C lll{2e´clPkpn
2{3
k σ
´1
k sq
l!
ď e´cPkpn2{3k σ´1k sq
8ÿ
l“1
C lll{2
l!
,
which completes the proof.
4.7 Scaling limit for the correlation kernel
For the results proved in this and the next section, it suffices to work with weaker
versions of the bounds established in Section 4.6. Note that, given s0 ě 0, there exist
constants C, c ą 0 such that
expt´Pkpsqu “ expp´ts3{2` ^ ps`n1{3k quq ď C expt´csu for k P N and s ě s0. (4.7.1)
In fact, we can take c “ 1 and C “ expt1` s0u.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Each entry of the matrix on the right-hand side of (4.6.16) is
bounded uniformly in s1, . . . , sl P r´s0, s0s a.s. by (4.6.15). Therefore, it suffices to show
that
lim
kÑ8σkn
1{3
k ζ
pkptq´pkpsq
k Kmk,nkppkpsq, pkptqq “ Aps, tq (4.7.2)
uniformly in s, t P r´s0, s0s a.s. Let L ą 0 and  ą 0. By Lemma 4.5.1a, there exists
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k0 P N such that ˇˇˇˇ
ˇσknk
1{3Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq`l
ζkF
a,b
mk,nk,pkpsq`lpζkq
´ Aips` n´1{3k σ´1k lq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă L (4.7.3)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ σkn
1{3
k I
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`l
ζ´1k F
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`lpζ´1k q
´ Aipt` n´1{3k σ´1k lq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă L, (4.7.4)
for s, t P r´s0, s0s, 0 ď l ă Lσkn1{3k and k ě k0. Using Lemma 4.5.1b, boundedness of
the Airy function on r´s0, L ` s0s and (4.6.6), we can combine (4.7.3) and (4.7.4) via
triangle inequality to obtain
ˇˇˇ
σkn
1{3
k ζ
pkptq´pkpsq
k I
a,b
mk,nk,pkpsq`lI
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`l ´ σ´1k n
´1{3
k Aips` n´1{3k σ´1k lqAipt` n´1{3k σ´1k lq
ˇˇˇ
ă C
Ln
1{3
k
(4.7.5)
a.s. for some constant C ą 0. By uniform continuity of the Airy function on r´s0, L`s0s,
we also have
|Aips` n´1{3k σ´1k lqAipt` n´1{3k σ´1k lq ´ Aips` xqAipt` xq| ă

L
(4.7.6)
whenever s, t P r´s0, s0s, 0 ă l ď Lσkn1{3k , x P rn´1{3k σ´1k pl ´ 1q, n´1{3k σ´1k ls and k ě k0,
by choosing k0 larger if necessary. It follows from (4.7.5) and (4.7.6) thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇσkn1{3k ζpkptq´pkpsqk Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq`lIb,ank,mk,pkptq`l ´
n
´1{3
k σ
´1
k lż
n
´1{3
k σ
´1
k pl´1q
Aips` xqAipt` xqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ă C
Ln
1{3
k
a.s. for some constant C ą 0. We now sum over 0 ă l ď Lσkη1{3k and obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇσkn1{3k ζpkptq´pkpsqk ÿ
0ălďLσkn1{3k
Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq`lI
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`l ´
Lż
0
Aips` xqAipt` xqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ă C
(4.7.7)
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a.s. for some constant C ą 0. Moreover, choosing L large enough, we haveˇˇˇˇż 8
L
Aips` xqAipt` xqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ă  (4.7.8)
Finally, summing (4.6.14) over l ą Lσkn1{3k givesˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇσkn1{3k ζpkptq´pkpsqk ÿ
ląLσkn1{3k
Ia,bmk,nk,pkpsq`lI
b,a
nk,mk,pkptq`l
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď Ce´cps`t`2Lq ă  (4.7.9)
for s, t P r´s0, s0s, k ě k0 a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0 provided that L is sufficiently
large. Then, we conclude (4.7.2) from (4.7.7), (4.7.8) and (4.7.9).
4.8 Tracy-Widom fluctuations
In this section, we combine Theorem 4.2.4 with standard estimates on the Airy kernel
to establish the second equality in
lim
kÑ8P
a,bpGpmk, nkq ď nkγk ` n1{3k σksq “ lim
kÑ8
8ÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
qiěpkpsq
det
i,jPrls
“
Ka,bmk,nkpqi, qjq
‰
“
8ÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ż
rs,8ql
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 . . . dxl
“ FGUEpsq
for s P R a.s. The first and last equalities come from (3.1.4) and (A.1.5), respectively.
Lemma 4.8.1. For any s0 ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0 such thatż
x1,...,xlPR
xiěsi
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqs dx1 . . . dxl ď C le´
řl
i“1 si
for l P N and s1, . . . , sl ě ´s0.
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Proof. It follows from (4.8.1) that A is symmetric and
ÿ
i,jPrls
vi Apxi, xjqvj “
ÿ
i,jPrls
ż 8
0
vi Aipxi ` tqAipxj ` tqvjdt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
i,jPrls
vi Aipxi ` tqAipxj ` tqvjdt
“
ż 8
0
˜
lÿ
i“1
Aipxi ` tqvi
¸2
dt ě 0
for any v1, . . . , vl P R. That is, rApxi, xjqsi,jPrls is a nonnegative-definite matrix. There-
fore, by (A.1.2) and Hadamard’s inequality, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqs ď
lź
i“1
Apxi, xiq ď C le´
řl
i“1 xi
whenever xi ě ´s0 for i P rls. Integrating over xi ě si for i P rls, where si ě ´s0,
completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. Introduce  ą 0 and S ą s. By Lemma 4.6.3,
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
qiěpkpsq
max qiěpkpSq
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs ď Ce´cS
8ÿ
l“1
ll{2e´cspl´1qC l´1
pl ´ 1q!
for k ě k0 for some k0 P N a.s. for some constants C, c ą 0. The right-hand side is finite
by the root test and can be made less than  choosing S sufficiently large. For such S,
we similarly obtain from Lemma 4.8.1 that
8ÿ
l“1
1
l!
ż
x1,...,xlěs
maxxiěS
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 . . . dxl ă .
Hence, it suffices to prove
lim
kÑ8
8ÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
pkpsqďqiăpkpSq
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs
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“
8ÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ż
rs,Sql
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 . . . dxl. (4.8.1)
for s P R a.s. By Lemma 4.6.3 and finiteness of ř8l“1 ll{2C le´csl{l!, we can conclude the
last statement from dominated convergence if we show that
lim
kÑ8
ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
pkpsqďqiăpkpSq
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs “
ż
rs,Ssl
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqs dx1 . . . dxl. (4.8.2)
for each l P N for s P R a.s.
Fix l P N. For k P N, consider the partition of the interval rs,8q into intervals of
length σ´1k n
´1{3
k with endpoints at
tpq, kq “ s` pq ´ pkpsqqσ´1k n´1{3k
for q ě pkpsq. Observe that
pkptpq, kqq “ tnkγk ` n1{3k σktpq, kq u “ tnkγk ` n1{3k σks u`q ´ pkpsq “ q. (4.8.3)
Also, for pkpsq ď q1, . . . , ql ă pkpSq, we have s ď tpqi, kq ă s`ppkpSq´pkpsqqσ´1k n´1{3k ď
S ` 1 for each i P rls. Therefore, by Theorem 4.2.4, there exists k0 P N such thatˇˇˇˇ
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs ´ σ´lk n´l{3k det
i,jPrls
rAptpqi, kq, tpqj, kqqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ă σ´lk n´l{3k (4.8.4)
whenever k ě k0 and pkpsq ď qi ă pkpSq for i P rls. By uniform continuity of
detrApxi, xjqsi,jPrls on rs, S ` 1sl, choosing k0 larger if necessary, we obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇ deti,jPrls rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs ´
ż
Rq1,¨¨¨ ,ql,k
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqs dx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ă 2σ´lk n´l{3k , (4.8.5)
where Rq1,...,ql,k denotes the product of the intervals rtpqi, kq, tpqi ` 1, kqs for i P rls. The
pairwise intersections of tRq1,...,ql,k : pkpsq ď qi ă pkpSqu are Lebesgue null-sets and their
union is
rtppkpsq, kq, tppkpSq, kqsl “ rs, tppkpSq, kqsl. (4.8.6)
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Hence, by the triangle inequality and (4.8.5),ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ ÿ
q1,...,qlPN
pkpsqďqiăpkpSq
det
i,jPrls
rKmk,nkpqi, qjqs ´
ż
rs,tppkpSq,kqsl
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxl
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ (4.8.7)
ă 2σ´lk n´l{3k ppkpSq ´ pkpsqql ď 2pS ´ s` 1ql
The set in (4.8.6) differs from rs, Ssl by a set of measure
|tppkpSq, kql ´ Sl| ď σ´1k n´1{3k lpS ` 1ql´1, (4.8.8)
where the inequality follows from |tppkpSq, kq ´ S| ď σ´1k n´1{3k and the mean value
theorem. Because (4.8.8) can be made arbitrarily small and the Airy kernel is bounded
on rs, S ` 1s, we haveˇˇˇˇż
rs,tppkpSq,kqsl
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxl ´
ż
rs,Ssl
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxl
ˇˇˇˇ
ă , (4.8.9)
for k ě k0 by choosing k0 large enough. Now (4.8.2) follows from combining (4.8.7) and
(4.8.9).
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Tracy-Widom GUE distribution
The Airy function can be defined as the contour integral
Aipsq “ 1
2pii
ż
C
ez
3{3´szdz for s P R, (A.1.1)
where contour C consists of the rays from 8e´iθ to 0 and from 0 to 8eiθ for any θ P
ppi{6, pi{2q. This integral is absolutely and uniformly convergent on compact subsets of
R. Up to a constant factor, the Airy function is the unique solution of the ODE
d2u
ds2
“ su, s P R,
known as the Airy equation, subject to the condition upsq Ñ 0 as sÑ 8 [38, Chapter 9].
In the sequel, we will use continuity of the Airy function and the following bound. Given
s0 ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|Aipsq| ď Ce´s for s ě ´s0. (A.1.2)
These properties can be derived from (A.1.1); we suggest [46, Chapter 4] for details.
One way to define the Airy kernel is by
Aps, tq “
8ż
0
Aips` xqAipt` xqdx for s, t P R, (A.1.3)
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where the absolute and the uniform convergence of the integral over compact subsets of
R2 are ensured by (A.1.2). Moreover, the Airy kernel is continuous and for each s0 ą 0
there is a constant C ą 0 such that
|Aps, tq| ď Ce´s´t for s, t ě ´s0. (A.1.4)
For any a P R, we can view the Airy kernel as the kernel of the integral operator on
L2ppa,8qq that maps f to the function
s ÞÑ
ż 8
a
Aps, tqfptqdt.
That this image is in L2ppa,8qq comes from (A.1.4) and an application of the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality.
The n ˆ n Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) is the distribution of the random
matrix X “ rXpi, jqsi,jPrns with the following properties.
(i) Xpi, iq is distributed as the real normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1
for i P rns.
(ii) Xpi, jq is distributed as the complex normal distribution with mean 0 and variance
1 for distinct i, j P rns. That is, <tXpi, jqu and =tXpi, jqu are distributed as
independent real normal distributions with mean 0 and variance 1{2 for distinct
i, j P rns.
(iii) The entries tXpi, jq : 1 ď i ď j ď nu are independent.
(iv) X is Hermitian, that is, Xpi, jq “ Xpj, iq for i, j P rns.
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Being a Hermitian matrix, X has n real eigenvalues λ1 ě . . . ě λn. The Tracy-Widom
GUE distribution arises as the distributional limit of the rescaled largest eigenvalue
n1{6pλ1 ´ 2n1{2q
as n Ñ 8. Its cumulative distribution function is given by the following Fredholm
determinant of the integral operator whose kernel is the Airy kernel [21]:
FGUEpsq “ 1`
8ÿ
l“1
p´1ql
l!
ż
rs,8ql
det
i,jPrls
rApxi, xjqsdx1 . . . dxl for s P R . (A.1.5)
The absolute convergence of the series above follows from (A.1.4) and Hadamard’s in-
equality, see Lemma 4.8.1 below. Another characterization of the Tracy-Widom distri-
bution is
FGUEpsq “ exp
ˆ
´
ż 8
s
pt´ sqqptq2dt
˙
for s P R,
where q is the unique solution of the Painleve´ II equation
d2u
ds2
“ 2u3 ` su for s P R
subject to the condition upsq{Aipsq Ñ 1 as sÑ 8, see [50].
A.2 Steepest-descent curves of harmonic functions
In this section, we define precisely and discuss general properties of steepest-descent
curves of harmonic functions. Our primary interest is in the class of harmonic functions
that are real linear combinations of translated and dilated versions of z ÞÑ log |z|. A
motivating example is given by (4.3.3). We develop lemmas that describe the global
nature of and provide sufficiently strong control over steepest-descent curves. Some of
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the facts presented below are routinely used in steepest-descent analysis. We phrase
these as formal statements for ease of reference and include their proofs to keep the
discussion more self-contained.
A.2.1 Definition and basic properties
We will appeal to the standard theory of ODEs through Theorem A.2.1 below. Let U
be an open subset of Rd and F : U Ñ Rd be C1. Let t0 P R and x0 P U . Consider the
initial value problem
xpt0q “ x0 x1ptq “ F pxptqq. (A.2.1)
Let I be an open interval containing t0 and ϕ : I Ñ U be C1. We call ϕ a solution of
(A.2.1) if ϕpt0q “ x0 and ϕ1ptq “ F pϕptqq for t P I.
Theorem A.2.1.
(a) There exists a unique solution Φ : J Ñ U of (A.2.1) such that if ϕ : I Ñ U is any
other solution of (A.2.1) then I Ă J and ϕ is the restriction of Φ to I.
(b) Let K Ă U be compact. Write t´ and t` for the left and right endpoints of J ,
respectively. Then either t´ “ ´8 or Φptq R K for some t P pt´, t0s. Similarly,
either t` “ 8 or Φptq R K for some t P rt0, t`q.
See, for example, [1, Chapter 1] and [26, Section 7.2] for a proof.
Let u P C2pUq be real-valued. Let I be an open interval and ϕ : I Ñ U be a C1 curve
with unit speed i.e. |ϕ1ptq| “ 1 for t P I. Since |ϕ1| “ 1, we have
t´ s “
tż
s
|ϕ1pτq|dτ ě
ˇˇˇˇ tż
s
ϕ1pτqdτ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |ϕptq ´ ϕpsq| ě ||ϕptq| ´ |ϕpsq|| (A.2.2)
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for s, t P I with s ă t.
Definition A.2.2. We call ϕ a steepest-descent curve of u if
d
dt
upϕptqq “ ´|∇upϕptqq| for t P I, (A.2.3)
a steepest-ascent curve of u if
d
dt
upϕptqq “ |∇upϕptqq| for t P I, (A.2.4)
a stationary curve of u if
d
dt
upϕptqq “ 0 for t P I. (A.2.5)
It is clear from (A.2.5) that if ϕ is a stationary curve of u then the reversed curve
ϕ˜ : t ÞÑ ϕp´tq defined for ´t P I is also a stationary curve of u. Similarly, by (A.2.3)
and (A.2.4), ϕ is a steepest-descent curve of u if and only if ϕ˜ is a steepest-ascent curve
of u.
Here on d “ 2. Identify px, yq P R2 with z “ x` i y P C. Let V “ tz P U : ∇upzq ‰
0u. Assume that u is nonconstant and, thus, V is nonempty. Furthermore, assume that
ϕpIq Ă V . Then the chain rule d
dt
upϕptqq “ ∇upϕptqq ¨ϕ1ptq implies that (A.2.3), (A.2.4)
and (A.2.5) are equivalent to
ϕ1ptq “ ´∇upϕptqq|∇upϕptq| for t P I, (A.2.6)
ϕ1ptq “ ∇upϕptqq|∇upϕptq| for t P I, (A.2.7)
ϕ1ptq “ ˘i∇upϕptqq|∇upϕptq| for t P I, (A.2.8)
respectively. Since
∇u
|∇u| P C
1pV q, if ϕ satisfies one of (A.2.6), (A.2.7) and (A.2.8) then,
by Theorem A.2.1a, we can extend ϕ as a solution of the ODE uniquely to a maximal
domain.
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From this point on, when we refer to a steepest-descent or -ascent curve of u, it will
be understood that the image of the curve is contained in V . There are two reasons
for the special treatment of the zeros of ∇u. First, there are multiple steepest-descent
and -ascent curves emanating from a zero, which require some work to describe them
precisely, see the paragraph of (A.2.24) below. Second, as we will observe in Lemma
A.2.6, when a steepest-descent curve u goes through a zero of ∇u it can turn into a
steepest-ascent curve, and vice versa. Such behavior naturally leads us to separate the
analysis of the curve into two cases, namely, before and after the curve goes through the
zero.
Now suppose that u is harmonic i.e. ∆u “ 0 where ∆ “ B2x`B2y is the Laplacian. On
any open set U 1 Ă U that is simply connected, u equals the real part of a holomorphic
function, which is unique up to a purely imaginary constant. Let a P U and r ą 0 such
that Dpa, rq Ă U . Since disks are simply-connected, there exists f P HpDpa, rqq such
that u “ <f on Dpa, rq. Let v “ =f .
Lemma A.2.3. ϕ is a steepest-descent or -ascent curve of u if and only if ϕ is a
stationary curve of v.
Proof. The Cauchy-Riemann equations Bxu “ Byv and Byu “ ´Bxv imply that, for
z P Dpa, rq,
∇upzq “ pBxupzq,´Bxvpzqq “ f 1pzq ∇vpzq “ pBxvpzq, Bxupzqq “ i f 1pzq. (A.2.9)
Now the conclusion is immediate from (A.2.6), (A.2.7) and (A.2.8).
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A.2.2 Steepest-descent and -ascent curves that emanate from
a point
We will utilize the following basic estimate.
Lemma A.2.4 (Cauchy estimate). Let m P Z`, z0 P C, 0 ă ρ1 ă ρ2 ă ρ, and
F P HpDpz0, ρqq. Thenˇˇˇˇ
F pzq ´
mÿ
i“0
F piqpz0q
i!
pz ´ z0qi
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ρ
m`1
1
ρm`12
sup
Spz0,ρ2q
|F |
1´ ρ1
ρ2
for z P Dpz0, ρ1q. (A.2.10)
Proof. By Cauchy’s integral formula,
F piqpz0q “ i!
2pii
¿
|z´z0|“ρ2
F pzqdz
pz ´ z0qi`1 for i P Z` . (A.2.11)
Use this with the power series representation of F around z0 to obtain that, for z P
Dpz0, ρ1q, the left-hand side of (A.2.10) does not exceed
8ÿ
i“m`1
|F piqpz0q|
i!
|z ´ z0|i ď 1
2pi
8ÿ
i“m`1
ˇˇˇˇ ¿
|z´z0|“ρ2
F pzqdz
pz ´ z0qi`1
ˇˇˇˇ
|z ´ z0|i (A.2.12)
ď sup
Spz0,ρ2q
|F |
8ÿ
i“m`1
ρi1
ρi2
, (A.2.13)
which is the right-hand side of (A.2.10).
We next describe locally the steepest-descent and -ascent curves of u. Since u is
assumed nonconstant, f is nonconstant as well. Let n be the smallest positive integer
such that f pnqpaq ‰ 0. Since f is uniquely determined up to constant, n is well-defined
given u and a. Fix an nth root of f pnqpaq and let ξ P Sp0, 1q be its direction.
Introduce constants
K0 “ 2
n`1
rn`1
n!
|f pnqpaq| supDpa,r{2q
t|f | ` r|f 1|u 0 “ 1
16
min
"
r,
1
K0
, 1
*
(A.2.14)
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Also, define f˜ P HpDpa, rqq by
fpzq “ fpaq ` pz ´ aqnf˜pzq for z P Dpa, rq f˜paq “ f
pnqpaq
n!
. (A.2.15)
It follows from Lemma A.2.4 that if |z ´ a| ă 0 then
|f˜pzq ´ f˜paq| “ 1|z ´ a|n
ˇˇˇˇ
fpzq ´ fpaq ´ f
pnqpaq
n!
pz ´ aqn
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 0pr{2qn`1
1
1´ 20{r supSpa,r{2q |f |
ď 20K0 |f
pnqpaq|
n!
ď |f˜paq|
2
.
Therefore, |f˜pzq| ě |f˜paq|{2 ą 0 for z P Dpa, 0q. Hence, we can define h P HpDpa, 0qq
by
hpzq “ ξ
ˆ |f pnqpaq|
n!
˙1{n
pz ´ aq exp
ˆ
1
n
ż z
a
f˜ 1pwq
f˜pwq dw
˙
for z P Dpa, 0q, (A.2.16)
where the contour can be chosen as the line segment ra, zs. Note from (A.2.15) that
hpzqn “ ξ
n|f pnqpaq|
n!
pz ´ aqn exp
ˆż z
a
f˜ 1pwq
f˜pwq dw
˙
“ f
pnqpaq
n!
pz ´ aqn f˜pzq
f˜paq
“ fpzq ´ fpaq. (A.2.17)
For the second equality above, observe that all derivatives of
f˜pzq
f˜paq and exp
ˆż z
a
f˜ 1pwq
f˜pwq dw
˙
are equal at z “ a. Also, by (A.2.16), h is nonzero on Dpa, 0qr tau and
h1paq “ ξ
ˆ |f pnqpaq|
n!
˙1{n
. (A.2.18)
Lemma A.2.5. |h1pzq ´ h1paq| ď 16|h
1paq|
0
|z ´ a| for z P Dpa, 0{4q.
Proof. Differentiating (A.2.16) and using (A.2.18) yield
h1pzq “ h1paq exp
ˆ
1
n
ż z
a
f˜ 1pwq
f˜pwq dw
˙ˆ
1` 1
n
f˜ 1pzq
f˜pzq pz ´ aq
˙
for z P Dpa, 0q. (A.2.19)
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Define g P HpDpa, rqq by gpzq “ ´npfpzq´fpaqq`f 1pzqpz´aq. Note from (A.2.15) that
f˜ 1pzq “ pz ´ aq´n´1gpzq for z P Dpa, rqr tau, and gpkqpaq “ 0 for 0 ď k ď n. Therefore,
by Lemma A.2.4,
|f˜ 1pzq| “ |gpzq||z ´ a|n`1 ď
2n`2
rn`1
sup
Spa,r{2q
|g| ď 2
n`3n
rn`1
sup
Dpa,r{2q
t|f | ` r|f 1|u “ 4nK0|f˜paq|
for z P Dpa, r{4qrtau. It follows that |f˜
1pzq|
|f˜pzq| ď 8nK0 for z P Dpa, r{4q and, by (A.2.19),
|h1pzq| ď |h1paq| expt80K0up1` 8K0q ď 4|h1paq| for z P Dpa, 0q.
Then another application of Lemma A.2.4 gives
|h1pzq ´ h1paq| ď 4|z ´ a|
0
sup
Dpa,0{2q
|h1| ď 16|h
1paq|
0
|z ´ a| for z P Dpa, 0{4q.
(A.2.20)
Choose 0 ă  ď 0{32. Then, for z P Dpa, q, we have |h1pzq ´ h1paq| ď |h1paq|{2, by
Lemma A.2.5. In particular, h1 is nonzero on Dpa, q.
For 1 ď j ď n, let ϕj denote the unique steepest-ascent curve ϕj : Ij Ñ Dpa, q of
<pe´ ipij{nhq that passes through a, that is,
ϕjp0q “ a ϕ1jptq “ eipij{n h
1pϕjptqq
|h1pϕjptqq| for t P Ij. (A.2.21)
In particular, note from (4.4.20) that
ϕ1jp0q “ ξeipij{n for j P rns. (A.2.22)
These curves can be related to the steepest-descent and -ascent curves of u via the
following proposition.
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Proposition A.2.6. For 1 ď j ď n,
ϕ1jptq “ p´1qj sgnptqn´1 ∇upϕjptqq|∇upϕjptqq| for t P Ij r t0u. (A.2.23)
Proof. By Lemma A.2.3, ϕj is a stationary curve of =pe´ ipij{nhq. This and hpϕjp0qq “
hpaq “ 0 imply that e´ ipij{nhpϕjptqq is real-valued, increasing for t P Ij and, therefore,
has sign sgnptq. Also using f 1 “ nhn´1h1, we compute for t P Ij r t0u
f 1pϕptqq
|f 1pϕptqq| “ p´1q
j re´ ipij{nhpϕjptqqsn´1
|hpϕjptqq|n´1 e
´ ipij{n h1pϕptqq
|h1pϕptqq|
“ p´1qj sgnptqn´1e´ ipij{n h
1pϕptqq
|h1pϕptqq|
“ p´1qj sgnptqn´1ϕ1jptq,
which gives (A.2.23).
For each j P rns, extend ϕj through (A.2.23) to its maximal domain pT´j , T`j q Ą Ij,
where possibly T`j “ 8 and T´j “ ´8. To be clear, ϕj is now defined on pT´j , T`j qrt0u
by (A.2.23) and on Ij by (A.2.21). Proposition A.2.6 shows that these ODEs coincide
on Ij r t0u, hence, the extension is well-defined. Define curves ϕ`j : r0, T`j q Ñ V Y tau
and ϕ´j : r0,´T´j q Ñ V Y tau by
ϕ`j ptq “ ϕjptq for 0 ď t ă T`j (A.2.24)
ϕ´j ptq “ ϕjp´tq for 0 ď t ă ´T´j , (A.2.25)
respectively. By Lemma A.2.6, ϕ`j
ˇˇ
p0,T`j q is a steepest-descent curve of u for odd j and
a steepest-ascent curve of u for even j. Similarly, ϕ´j
ˇˇ
p0,´T´j q is a steepest-descent curve
of u for odd j ` n and a steepest-ascent curve of u for even j ` n.
Our next purpose is to show that the curves ϕ˘j are, in fact, all steepest-descent and
-ascent curves of u emanating from a. By Lemma A.2.3, ϕj is a stationary curve of v
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for j P rns; therefore,
ď
jPrns
tϕjptq : t P pT´j , T`j qu XDpa, δq Ă tz P Dpa, δq : vpzq “ vpaqu (A.2.26)
for 0 ă δ ă r.
Lemma A.2.7. Let 0 ă δ ă . If δ is sufficiently small then the inclusion in (A.2.26)
is, in fact, equality. That is,
ď
jPrns
tϕjptq : t P pT´j , T`j qu XDpa, δq “ tz P Dpa, δq : vpzq “ vpaqu (A.2.27)
Proof. For z P Dpa, q, vpzq “ vpaq is equivalent to =phpzqnq “ 0. The latter holds if
and only if
=te´ ipij{nhpzqu “ 0 (A.2.28)
for some j P rns. Since h1paq ‰ 0, it follows from the implicit function theorem that
there exist an open set Uj containing a, an open interval Jj containing 0 and C1 curve
ψj : Jj Ñ Uj with ψjp0q “ a and |ψ1| “ 1 such that (A.2.28) holds with z P Uj if and
only if z “ ψjptq for some t P Jj. Because ψj is a stationary curve of =te´ ipij{nhpzqu, by
Lemma A.2.3,
ψ1jptq “ ˘eipij{n h
1pψjptqq
|h1pψjptqq| for t P Jj. (A.2.29)
Working with the curve t ÞÑ ψjp´tq instead if necessary, we can fix the sign in (A.2.29)
as plus. Then ψj is also a solution of (A.2.21). Hence, by Theorem A.2.1a, Jj Ă Ij and
ψj “ ϕj on Jj. To complete the proof, choose δ small so that Dpa, δq Ă ŞjPrns Uj.
Lemma A.2.8. For j, k P rns with k ‰ j, ϕjppT´j , T`j qq X ϕkppT´k , T`k qq “ tau.
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Proof. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ϕjpt0q “ ϕkps0q “ b for some k ‰ j,
t0 P pT´j , T`j qr t0u and s0 P pT´k , T`k qr t0u. Assume that upbq ă upaq; the case upbq ą
upaq is treated similarly. Then both t ÞÑ ϕjpt0 ´ sgnpt0qtq and t ÞÑ ϕkps0 ´ sgnps0qtq
are steepest-descent ascent curves passing through b at time 0. Since ∇upbq ‰ 0, these
curves are restrictions of the unique maximal steepest-ascent curve Φ passing through
b at time 0. Also, since ∇upaq “ 0 (having distinct of j and k implies n ą 1 and
∇upaq “ 0) and ϕjp0q “ ϕkp0q “ a, the right endpoint T of the domain of Φ must
be equal to both |t0| and |s0|. Now t0 “ sgnpt0qT and s0 “ sgnps0qT , and we have
ϕjpsgnpt0qpT ´ tqq “ ϕkpsgnps0qpT ´ tqq for 0 ď t ď T . Differentiate both sides, use
(A.2.21) and set t “ T . We obtain sgnps0q sgnpt0q “ eipipj´kq{n, which is not possible as
0 ă |j ´ k| ă n.
Proposition A.2.9. Let T ą 0 and ψ : r0, T q Ñ U be a C1 (ψ1 is continuous up to
0) curve with unit speed such that ψp0q “ a and ψˇˇp0,T q is a steepest-descent or -ascent
curve of u with ψpp0, T qq Ă V . Then ψ is a restriction of ϕ˘j for some unique j P rns
and choice of sign ˘.
Proof. For concreteness, suppose that ψ is a steepest-descent curve. Choose t0 ą 0 small
enough such that z0 “ ψpt0q P Dpa, δq, where δ ą 0 is as in Lemma A.2.7. Therefore,
there exists j P rns and s0 P pT´j , T`j qr t0u such that z0 “ ϕjps0q. In fact, j and s0 are
unique by Lemma A.2.8 and the strict monotonicity of u ˝ ϕj.
Since ∇upz0q ‰ 0, the unique steepest-descent curve of u that passes through z0 (at
time 0) is t ÞÑ ψpt0 ` tq for time values t P p´t0,´t0 ` T q. We can also generate other
such curves from ϕj. Consider the case s0 ą 0. Then t ÞÑ ϕjps0` tq for p´s0,´s0`T`j q
is also a steepest-descent curve of u and passes through z0 at time 0. By uniqueness,
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these curves coincide on p´ps0 ^ t0q,´t0 ` T q. Since ϕjp0q “ ψp0q “ a, we have
a “ limtÓ´ps0^t0q ψpt0` tq “ ψppt0´s0q`q and a “ limtÓ´ps0^t0q φjps0` tq “ φjpps0´ t0q`q.
It follows that s0 “ t0, and ψ “ ϕ`j . Next consider the case s0 ă 0. Then repeat the
preceding argument with t ÞÑ ϕjps0´ tq for s0 ď t ď T´j `s0, which is a steepest-descent
curve and passes through z0 at time 0. We now obtain a “ limtÓ´pp´s0q^t0q ψpt0 ` tq “
ψppt0 ` s0q`q and a “ limtÓ´pp´s0q^t0q ϕjps0 ´ tq “ ϕjp´p´s0 ´ t0q`q. Hence, ´s0 “ t0
and ψ “ ϕ´j .
Proposition A.2.10. Suppose that a P R and ∇u is real-valued on U X R. Let
S` “ infts ą 0 : s` a R V u S´ “ supts ă 0 : s` a R V u. (A.2.30)
Then S` ą 0 and S´ ă 0. Define curves ψ` : r0, S`q Ñ R and ψ´ : r0,´S´q Ñ R by
ψ`ptq “ t` a for t P r0, S`q (A.2.31)
ψ´ptq “ ´t` a for t P r0,´S´q. (A.2.32)
ψ` is a steepest-descent curve of u if f pnqpaq ă 0 and a steepest-ascent curve of u if
f pnqpaq ą 0. Similarly, ψ´ is a steepest-descent curve of u if p´1qnf pnqpaq ă 0 and a
steepest-ascent curve of u if p´1qnf pnqpaq ą 0.
Proof. We have S´ ă 0 ă S` because Dpa, rq Ă U and the zeros of ∇u “ f 1 are isolated.
By the assumption on ∇u, all derivatives of f are real-valued on pa ´ r, a ` rq. Hence,
fpa` tq ´ fpaq P R for |t| ă r. Then, if |t| is sufficiently small, we have
sgnptq sgnpf 1pa` tqq “ sgn
„ a`tż
a
f 1psq ds

“ sgnrfpa` tq ´ fpaqs “ sgnrf pnqpaqs sgnptqn,
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where the first equality holds because f 1 does not change sign between a and a` t and
the last equality follows from Lemma A.2.4. Hence,
∇upa` tq
|∇upa` tq| “ sgnp∇upa` tqq “ sgnrf
pnqpaqs sgnptqn´1 for t P pS´, S`qr t0u,
and we have
d
dt
ψ`ptq “ 1 “ sgnrf pnqpaqs ∇upa` tq|∇upa` tq| for t P p0, S
`q
d
dt
ψ´ptq “ ´1 “ p´1qn sgnrf pnqpaqs ∇upa´ tq|∇upa´ tq| for t P p0,´S
´q.
Now the conclusions of the lemma follow from (A.2.6) and (A.2.7).
A.2.3 The exit time of a small disk
We next obtain some bounds to control ϕ in a small disk around a. Fix j now and drop
it from the notation. By the symmetry of positive and negative time values remarked
after (A.2.2), we may restrict attention to ϕptq for t ą 0. Define
τ “ τpq “ inft0 ă t ă T` : |ϕptq ´ a| “ u. (A.2.33)
We will use the following bounds to control ϕ and upϕq.
Proposition A.2.11. Suppose that  ă 0{128 and put C “ 64{0. Then
(a) p1´ Cq ď τ ď p1` 2Cq.
(b) |´1pϕpτq ´ aq ´ ξeipij{n| ď 4C.
(c) |upϕptqq ´ upaq| ě |f
pnqpaq|
2n!
n for τ ď t ă T`.
(d) |ϕptq ´ a| ě {2 for τ ď t ă T`.
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Proof. By Lemma A.2.5, |h1pzq´h1paq| ď C
4
|h1paq| ď |h
1paq|
2
for z P Dpa, q. Using this,
h1paq “ ξ|hpaq| and the triangle inequality, we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
h1pzq
|h1pzq| ´ ξ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |h
1pzq ´ h1paq ` ξ|h1paq| ´ ξ|h1pzq||
|h1pzq|
ď 2|h
1pzq ´ h1paq ` ξ|h1paq| ´ ξ|h1pzq||
|h1paq|
ď 2|h
1pzq ´ h1paq| ` 2||h1paq| ´ |h1pzq||
|h1paq| ď C
Since ϕptq P Dpa, q for 0 ď t ď τ , we have
|ϕptq ´ a´ tξeipij{n| “
ˇˇˇˇ tż
0
ϕ1psq ´ ξeipij{nds
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ ż t
0
h1pϕpsqq
|h1pϕpsqq| ´ ξds
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż t
0
ˇˇˇˇ
h1pϕpsqq
|h1pϕpsqq| ´ ξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ds
ď Ct.
Setting t “ τ and using the triangle inequality yields
|´ τ | “ ||ϕpτq ´ a| ´ |τξeipij{n|| ď Cτ,
which implies p1 ` Cq´1 ď τ ď p1 ´ Cq´1 and (a) follows. Then, we also have (b)
because τ ď 2 by (a) and, thus,
|ϕpτq ´ a´ ξeipij{n| ď |ϕpτq ´ a´ τξeipij{n| ` |´ τ | ď 2Cτ ď 4C2.
By Lemma A.2.4, for z P Dpa, r{2q,ˇˇˇˇ
fpzq ´ fpaq ´ f
pnqpaq
n!
pz ´ aqn
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2
n`2|z ´ a|n`1
rn`1
sup
Dpa,r{2q
|f |
ď 2|f
pnqpaq|K0
n!
|z ´ a|n`1. (A.2.34)
Then, by the triangle inequality,
|fpzq ´ fpaq| ě |f
pnqpaq|
n!
p1´ 2K0qn. (A.2.35)
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for z P Dpa, q. Using this, we derive the following lower bound for τ ď t ă T`
|upϕptqq ´ upaq| ě |upϕpτqq ´ upaq| “ |fpϕpτqq ´ fpaq| ě |f
pnqpaq|
n!
ˆ
1´ 2K0
˙
n
ě 7
8
|f pnqpaq|
n!
n (A.2.36)
claimed in (c). Here, the first inequality comes because t ě τ and u ˝ ϕ is decreasing,
and the equality is a consequence of ϕ being a stationary curve of v, see Lemma A.2.3.
Also, for z P Dpa, {2q, using (A.2.34) again,
|upzq ´ upaq| ď |fpzq ´ fpaq| ď |f
pnqpaq|
n!
n
2n
ˆ
1`K0
˙
ď 5
8
|f pnqpaq|
n!
n. (A.2.37)
Now (d) follows from (A.2.36) and (A.2.37).
A.2.4 The time spent in a compact set
The next proposition bounds the time ϕ can spend on a compact set on which ∇u is
nonzero.
Proposition A.2.12. Let K Ă V be nonempty and compact. Suppose that tt P I : ϕptq P
Ku is nonempty and decompose it uniquely as the disjoint union of closed (relative to
I) intervals Jk for 0 ď k ă N , where N P NYt8u. Then Jk “ rt2k, t2k`1s for some
t2k, t2k`1 P I for 0 ď k ă N andÿ
0ďkăN
pt2k`1 ´ t2kq ď
2 max
K
|u|
min
K
|∇u| . (A.2.38)
Proof. We may assume that ϕ is a steepest-descent curve of u. To obtain a contradiction,
suppose that the right endpoint of Jk is T
` for some k. Then, by Theorem A.2.1b,
T` “ 8. Choose s P Jk. Since ϕprs,8qq Ă K and |ϕ1| “ 1, we obtain
´2 max
K
|u| ď upϕptqq ´ upϕpsqq “ ´
tż
s
|∇upϕpσqq|dσ (A.2.39)
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ď ´pt´ sqmin
K
|∇u| (A.2.40)
for t ě s. Letting t Ñ 8 makes (A.2.40) arbitrarily large negative, which is a contra-
diction. Similarly, Jk cannot have T
´ as its left endpoint.
Now set s “ t2l and t “ t2m`1, where t2l ď t2m`1 for some 0 ď l,m ă N . Then
ϕpsq, ϕptq P K and repeating (A.2.39) yields
´2 max
K
|u| ď ´
ÿ
0ďkăN
t2lďt2k
t2k`1ďt2m`1
ż t2k`1
t2k
|∇upϕpσqq|dσ ď ´min
K
|∇u|
ÿ
0ďkăN
t2lďt2k
t2k`1ďt2m`1
pt2k`1 ´ t2kq.
(A.2.41)
Taking the infimum of the far right-hand side over l,m and rearranging terms leads to
(A.2.38).
A.2.5 Limit behavior
We now turn to the behavior of ϕptq as t Ñ T`. As the next proposition shows, there
are only a few possibilities if there are finitely many singularities of u and |upzq| Ñ 8
as z approaches any of these singularities.
Proposition A.2.13. Let k, l P Z` with k` l ą 0 and P “ tp1, . . . , pk`lu Ă C. Suppose
that u is a harmonic function on CrP such that
lim
zÑpi
upzq “
$’’&’’%
´8 if 1 ď i ď k
`8 if k ă i ď k ` l.
(A.2.42)
Let Z denote the set of zeros of ∇u. Then either T` “ 8 and limtÑ8 |ϕptq| “ 8, or
T` ă 8 and limtÑT` ϕptq “ b for some b P P Y Z r tau.
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As an example of a harmonic function satisfying (A.2.42), consider
upzq “
k`lÿ
i“1
ci log |z ´ pi| ` u0pzq for z P CrP, (A.2.43)
where u0 is a harmonic function on C, and coefficients ci ą 0 for 1 ď i ď k and ci ă 0
for k ă i ď k` l. It follows from Boˆcher’s theorem characterizing the positive harmonic
functions on a punctured disk [3, Theorem 3.9] that all examples are, in fact, of the form
(A.2.43).
We now derive a string of auxiliary results that will culminate in the proof of Propo-
sition A.2.13. We begin with the observation that ϕ eventually stays outside of any
annulus in V .
Proposition A.2.14. Let b P C, 0 ă r1 ă r2 and suppose that the closed annulus
Apb, r1, r2q Ă V . Then there exists T1 P r0, T`q such that either |ϕptq ´ b| ă r1 for
t P rT1, T`q or |ϕptq ´ b| ą r2 for t P rT1, T`q.
Proof. We first show that there exists T0 P r0, T`q such that either |ϕptq ´ b| ą r1 for
t P rT0, T`q or |ϕptq ´ b| ă r2 for t P rT0, T`q. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that
there exists an increasing sequence of time points pskqkPN such that |ϕps2kq´ b| ď r1 and
|ϕps2k`1q´b| ě r2 for k P N. Apply Proposition A.2.12 with the compact set Apb, r1, r2q.
By continuity of ϕ, at least one of the intervals Jlk “ rt2lk , t2lk`1s described in the
proposition must satisfy s2k ă t2lk ď t2lk`1 ă s2k`1, |ϕpt2lkq| “ r1 and |ϕpt2lk`1q| “ r2 for
k P N. Then, by (A.2.2), t2lk`1´ t2lk ě r2´ r1 ą 0 for k P N. Then, since Jlk are distinct
for various k P N, the left hand-side of (A.2.38) is infinite, a contradiction. Hence, there
exists T0 P r0, T`q with the claimed property.
Consider the case when |ϕptq ´ b| ą r1 for t P rT0, T`q. We can choose δ ą 0 small
such that Apb, r2, r2 ` δq Ă V . Repeating the argument of the preceding paragraph, we
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find T1 P r0, T`q such that either |ϕptq´ b| ă r2` δ for t P rT1, T`q or |ϕptq´ b| ą r2 for
t P rT1, T`q. The former would imply ϕptq P Apb, r1, r2 ` δq for t P rT0 _ T1, T`q, which
is ruled out by Proposition A.2.12. Similarly, |ϕptq´ b| ă r2 for t P rT0, T`q implies that
|ϕptq ´ b| ă r1 for t P rT1, T`q for some T1 P r0, T`q.
Corollary A.2.15. Suppose that Dpb, δqr tbu Ă V . Then either there exists 0 ď T1 ă
T` such that |ϕptq ´ b| ą δ for t P rT1, T`q, or limtÑT` ϕptq “ b.
Proof. Let 0 ă δ1 ă δ. By Proposition A.2.14, there exists T1 such that either |ϕptq´b| ą
δ for t ě T1 or |ϕptq ´ b| ă δ1 for t ě T1. In the latter case, repeating the preceding
argument with any 0 ă δ11 ă δ yields |ϕptq ´ b| ă δ11 for t ě T 11 for some T 11 P r0, T`q.
Hence, limtÑT` ϕptq “ b.
We next show that if ϕptq converges as tÑ T` to a point in U then the limit point
is a zero of ∇u and the convergence occurs in finite time. The finiteness of T` can
be reasoned informally as follows. If limtÑT` ϕptq “ b for some b P U then, in a small
neighborhood of b, ϕ is given by the reversal of one of the steepest-ascent curves that
emanate from b. Therefore, in the case ∇upbq “ 0, ϕ reaches the boundary of V in finite
time. The proof of the next lemma makes the foregoing argument more precise.
Lemma A.2.16. Suppose that limtÑT` ϕptq “ b for some b P U . Then ∇upbq “ 0 and
T` ă 8.
Proof. To show that a contradiction arises, suppose that ∇upbq ‰ 0 i.e. b P V . Choose
δ ą 0 such that Dpb, δq Ă V . Then, by Proposition A.2.12, we have |ϕptkq ´ b| ą δ for
a sequence ptkqkPN in r0, T`q with limkÑ8 tk “ T`, which contradicts limtÑT` ϕptq “ b.
Hence, ∇upbq “ 0.
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Now choose t0 P r0, T`q such that ϕptq P Dpb, δq for t P rt0, T`q. Since ϕ is a
stationary curve of v and vpbq “ limtÑT` vpϕptqq, we have vpbq “ vpϕptqq for t P rt0, T`q.
Therefore, by Lemma A.2.7, ϕpt0q “ ψps0q “ z0 for some stationary curve ψ of v passing
through b. Since limtÑT` ϕptq “ b and ϕ is a steepest-descent curve of u, we have
upbq ă upz0q. We consider two cases now. Suppose that s0 ą 0. Then ψ` (defined in
as in (A.2.24) but for b) is a steepest-ascent curve of u emanating from b. Then, since
∇upz0q ‰ 0, the unique steepest-descent curve passing through z0 at time t0 is given by
ψp´t` t0` s0q for time values t0 ď t ď t0` s0. Then, since ∇upbq “ 0 and ψp0q “ b, we
have T` “ t0 ` s0 ă 8. Now, suppose that s0 ă 0. Then ψ´ is a steepest-ascent curve
emanating from b, and the unique steepest-descent curve passing through z0 at time t0
is given by ψpt´ t0 ` s0q for time values t0 ď t ď t0 ´ s0. Hence, T` “ t0 ´ s0 ă 8.
Lemma A.2.17. Suppose that Dpb, δqrtbu Ă V and limtÑT` ϕptq “ b and limzÑb |upzq| “
8. Then T` ă 8.
Proof. If ϕ is a steepest-descent curve then the hypotheses imply that limzÑb upzq “ ´8.
It follows from Boˆcher’s theorem characterizing the positive harmonic functions on a
punctured disk [3, Theorem 3.9] that
upzq “ c log |z ´ b| ` u0pzq for z P Dpb, δqr tbu
for some c ą 0 and harmonic function u0 on Dpb, δq. Hence,
∇upzq “ c
z ´ b ` f
1
0pzq for z P Dpb, δqr tbu,
where f0 P HpDpb, δqq with <f0 “ u0. Then, for z P Dpb, δ1qr tbu with 0 ă δ1 ă δ,
pz ´ bq ¨∇upzq
|z ´ b||∇upzq| “
c` <tpz ´ bqf 10pzqu
|c` pz ´ bqf 10pzq| ě
1´ δ1
c
max
Dpb,δ1q
|f 10|
1` δ1
c
max
Dpb,δ1q
|f 10|
ě 1
4
(A.2.44)
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provided that δ1 ą 0 is chosen sufficiently small. It follows that if ϕptq P Dpb, δ1q then
d
dt
|ϕptq ´ b| “ ϕptq ´ b|ϕptq ´ b| ¨ ϕ
1ptq “ ´pϕptq ´ bq ¨∇upϕptqq|ϕptq ´ b||∇upϕptqq| ď ´
1
4
. (A.2.45)
Since limtÑT` ϕptq “ b, we can pick T1 P p0, T`q with ϕptq P Dpb, δ1q. Because the
derivative of |ϕ ´ b| is negative at T1, there exists a maximal T2 P pT1, T`s such that
|ϕptq´b| is decreasing for t P rT1, T2q. If T2 ă T` then, by (A.2.45) and continuity, |ϕ´b|
has a negative derivative at T2 as well, which contradicts the maximality of T2. Hence,
T2 “ T` and, consequently, ϕptq P Dpb, δ1q for t P rT1, T`q. Therefore, by (A.2.45),
|ϕptq ´ b| ď |ϕpT1q ´ b| ´ t´ T1
4
ă δ1 ´ t´ T1
4
for t P rT1, T`q,
which implies that T` ă 4δ ` T1 ă 8.
Proof of A.2.13. In the present setting Dpa, q Ă CrP and ϕ : r0, T`q Ñ CrP is a
steepest-descent or -ascent curve of u with ϕp0q “ a and ϕpp0, T`qq Ă CrpP Y Zq.
We may assume that u satisfies (A.2.43). Note that
∇upzq “
k`lÿ
i“1
ci
z ´ pi `∇u0pzq for z P CrP. (A.2.46)
Let Z denote the set of zeros of ∇u. Since Z is a set of isolated points (has no limit
point in C), we can enumerate its elements as z1, z2, . . . , such that |z1| ď |z2| ď . . . .
Suppose that sup0ďtăT` |ϕptq| “ 8. Then, by continuity, T` “ 8. There exists
an increasing sequence of priqiPN of positive real numbers such that Aip0, r2i´1, r2iq is
disjoint from Z Y P for each i P N and limiÑ8 ri “ 8. By Corollary A.2.14 and
unboundedness of |ϕ|, there exists Ti P r0, T`q such that |ϕptq| ą r2i for t P rTi, T`q.
Hence, limtÑT` |ϕptq| “ 8.
Now the case sup0ďtăT` |ϕptq| ă 8. Choose R ą 0 such that ϕptq P Dp0, Rq for
t P r0, T`q. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that ϕptq does not converge to any point
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in P Y Z as t Ñ T`. The intersection of P Y Z with Dp0, Rq is finite. Hence, by
Corollary A.2.15 there exist δ ą 0 and T0 P r0, T`q such that |ϕptq ´ b| ě δ for t ě T0
and b P P Y Z with |b| ď R. It follows that ϕptq P K for t P rT0, T`q, where
K “ Dp0, Rqr
ď
bPPYZ|b|ďR
Dpb, δq. (A.2.47)
However, this is not possible by Proposition A.2.12. Hence, we must have limtÑT` ϕptq “
b for some b P P Y Z. Since u ˝ ϕ is decreasing, b ‰ a. Also, T` ă 8 either by Lemma
A.2.16 or by Lemma A.2.17 and (A.2.43).
A.3 Contour integrals over steepest-descent curves
Utilizing the development in the preceding section, we now derive bounds for contour
integrals of certain meromorphic functions on C. Recall that a function F is meromorphic
on C if there exists a discrete set P Ă C such that F is holomorphic on CrP and has
poles at points of P (F has no essential singularities).
We describe the integrand and the contour of integration precisely. Let F be a
nonconstant meromorphic function on C. Write P and Z for the set of poles and zeros
of F , respectively. Suppose that u and u˜ are harmonic functions on CrpP Y Zq such
that
log |F pzq| “ upzq ` u˜pzq for z P CrpP Y Zq.
Choose a P C and r ą 0 such that Dpa, rq Ă CrpP Y Zq. There exist f, f˜ P HpDpa, rqq
such that f “ u` iv and f˜ “ u˜` iv˜ for some harmonic functions v, v˜ on Dpa, rq. Since
Dpa, rq is simply-connected and does not intersect P Y Z, we can define logF pzq on
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Dpa, rq by
logF pzq “
ż z
a
F 1pwq
F pwq dw ` z0 for z P Dpa, rq, (A.3.1)
where the contour can be taken as the line segment ra, zs and z0 P C satisfies exppz0q “
F paq. Because the harmonic conjugate of log |F pzq| on Dpa, rq is unique up to a constant,
the functions v` v˜ and =tlogF pzqu differ by a constant. Hence, absorbing this constant
into v ` v˜, we have the identity
F pzq “ exptfpzq ` f˜pzqu for z P Dpa, rq. (A.3.2)
Assume that u is nonconstant. Hence, there exists a minimal n P N such that
f pnqpaq ‰ 0. Fix an odd j P rns and let Φ : r0, T`q Ñ C denote the curve ϕ`j defined in
(A.2.24). By Propositions A.2.6 and A.2.9, Φ is a (maximal) steepest-descent curve of
u emanating from a. Pick T P r0, T`q. We are interested in approximating the contour
integral
I “
ΦpT qż
a
F pzqdz, (A.3.3)
where the integration is from a “ Φp0q to ΦpT q along the curve Φ.
We need further notation to introduce the approximate value for (A.3.3). Put c “
f pnqpaq
n!
, which is nonzero, and let ξ and N be the direction and absolute value of an nth
root of c. The bounds below are expressed in terms of the parameter N and improve
as N Ñ 8. If u˜ is nonconstant, let k P N be minimal such that f˜ pkqpaq ‰ 0 and set
d “ f˜
pkqpaq
k!
and M “ |d|1{k. Recall the constants from (A.2.14). In addition, define
K˜0 “ 2
k`1
rk`1
sup
zPDpa,r{2q
|f˜ |
Mk
˜0 “ 1
4K˜0
. (A.3.4)
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If u˜ is constant, set k “ M “ d “ K˜0 “ 0 and ˜0 “ 8. We can interchange u and u˜ if
k ą n and work with u` u˜, 0 instead of u, u˜ if k “ n. Hence, it suffices to consider the
case k ă n.
Choose  ą 0 such that
 ď min
"
0
128
,
˜0
4
,
1
4n
*
. (A.3.5)
Let η denote the direction of Φpτpqq ´ a, where τpq is the exit time of Φ from Dpa, q,
see (A.2.33). Define the contour integral
I “
ż
r0,8ηξs
exp
"
un ` dN´kξkuk
*
du. (A.3.6)
The next lemma implies that the integral in (A.3.6) is absolutely convergent and, hence,
I is well-defined.
Lemma A.3.1. <pηnξnq ă ´1{2.
Proof. It follows from Proposition A.2.11b and the choice of that |η´eipij{nξ| ă 2. Then,
since j is odd, |ηnξn ` 1| “ |ηn ´ eipijξn| ă 2n ă 1{2, which implies the conclusion.
We will use the following basic bound.
Lemma A.3.2. Let p ą 0, q ě 0 and x ě 0. Let n, k P Z` with n ą k. Then
8ż
x
exp
"
´ ptn ` qtk
*
dt ď 8
p1{n
exp
"
qn{pn´kq
ˆ
4k
pn
˙k{pn´kq
´ px
n
2
*
. (A.3.7)
Proof. The integral above is less than expt´pxn{2u ş8
0
expt´ptn{2 ` qtkudt. The max-
imum over t P r0,8q of the function t ÞÑ ´ptn{4 ` qtk occurs at t0 “ n´k
c
4qk
pn
. Hence,
the last integral does not exceed
expp´ptn0{4` qtk0q
8ż
0
expp´ptn{4qdt “ exp
"
qn{pn´kq
ˆ
1´ k
n
˙ˆ
4k
pn
˙k{pn´kq*
41{n
p1{n
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¨
8ż
0
expp´tnqdt,
which implies the result.
Split (A.3.3) into two parts
I 1 “
Φpτpqqż
a
F pzqdz (A.3.8)
I2 “
ΦpT qż
Φpτpqq
F pzqdz, (A.3.9)
Proposition A.3.3. ˇˇˇˇ
ξNI 1
F paq ´ I
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
ˆ
1
N
` exp
"
´ 
nNn
4
*˙
,
where
C “ 128pn` 1q!pK0 ` K˜0MkN´k ` 1q exptp2MkN´k ` 1qn{pn´kqp16k{nqk{pn´kqu.
(A.3.10)
To see the utility of the preceding bound, imagine that u and u˜ are rescaled such
that M,N Ñ 8 with bounded ratio M{N . Note also that K0, K˜0 and 0, ˜0 are invariant
under rescaling of u and u˜. Then the constant C above remains bounded as N Ñ 8
and the right-hand side decays like 1{N .
Proof of Proposition A.3.3. Since Dpa, rq is disjoint from P Y Z, we can deform the
contour in (A.3.8) into the line segment ra,Φpτpqqs “ ra, a` ηs. Also, for z P Dpa, rq,
we have
fpzq “ fpaq ` cpz ´ aqn ` f1pzq f˜pzq “ f˜paq ` dpz ´ aqk ` f˜1pzq,
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where f1, f˜1 P HpDpa, rqq. By Lemma A.2.4,
|f1pzq| ď 2K0Nn|z ´ a|n`1 |f˜1pzq| ď 2K˜0Mk|z ´ a|k`1 (A.3.11)
for z P Dpa, q. Change the variables in (A.3.8) by setting z “ a` ξN´1u. We obtain
I 1 “
ż
ra,a`ηs
F pzqdz
“ F paq
ż
ra,a`ηs
exp
"
cpz ´ aqn ` f1pzq ` dpz ´ aqk ` f˜1pzq
*
dz
“ F paqξ
N
ż
r0,Nηξs
exp
"
un ` dN´kξkuk ` Epuq
*
du, (A.3.12)
where E P HpDp0, rNqq is given by
Epuq “ f1
ˆ
a` ξN´1u
˙
` f˜1
ˆ
a` ξN´1u
˙
(A.3.13)
Bounds in (A.3.11) imply that
|Epuq| ď 2
N
ˆ
K0|u|n`1 ` K˜0MkN´k|u|k`1
˙
for u P Dp0, |c|1{nq. (A.3.14)
To complete the proof, it suffices to bound suitably the difference of I and the integral
in (A.3.12). We accomplish this in two steps. First, by Lemmas A.3.1 and A.3.2,ˇˇˇˇ ż
rNηξ,8ηξs
exp
"
un ` dN´kξkuk
*
du
ˇˇˇˇ
“
8ż
N
expt´tn{2`MkN´ktkudt (A.3.15)
ď 16 exp
"ˆ
M
N
˙nk{pn´kqˆ
8k
n
˙k{pn´kq
´ 
nNn
4
*
.
(A.3.16)
Second, using the bound |ez ´ 1| ď |z|e|z| for z P C, we haveˇˇˇˇ ż
r0,Nηξs
exp
"
un ` dN´kξkuk
*
pexptEpuqu ´ 1q du
ˇˇˇˇ
(A.3.17)
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ď
Nż
0
expt<rηnξnstn `MkN´ktk ` |Epηξtq|u|Epηξtq|dt. (A.3.18)
For 0 ď t ď N , by (A.3.5) and (A.3.14),
|Epηξtq| ď 2
N
ˆ
K0t
n`1 ` K˜0MkN´ktk`1
˙
ď 2
ˆ
K0t
n ` K˜0MkN´ktk
˙
ď 1
8
ptn `MkN´ktkq. (A.3.19)
From tn`1 ` tk`1 ď 2pn` 1q! expptkq and (A.3.19), we also have
|Epηξtq| ď 4pn` 1q!
N
pK0 ` K˜0MkN´kq expttku. (A.3.20)
Now combine (A.3.19), (A.3.20) with Lemmas A.3.1 and A.3.2 to bound (A.3.18) by
4pn` 1q!
N
pK0 ` K˜0MkN´kq
Nż
0
expt´tn{4` p2MkN´k ` 1qtkudt (A.3.21)
ď 1
N
27pn` 1q!pK0 ` K˜0MkN´kq exptp2MkN´k ` 1qn{pn´kqp16k{nqk{pn´kqu (A.3.22)
Observe that the claimed result is a consequence of (A.3.16) and (A.3.22).
Proposition A.3.4. Let k “ 1 (then n ą 1) and a P R. Suppose that
fpzq “ fpzq and f˜pzq “ f˜pzq for z P Dpa, rq. (A.3.23)
Furthermore, suppose that d<teipij{nξu ă 0 and  ă |<te
ipij{nξu|
4p1` K˜0q
. Then
|=I 1| ď 32 |F paq|
N
exp
„
´min
"
M |<teipij{nξu|
4
,
1
12
ˆ
M |<teipij{nξu|
N
˙n{pn´1q*
.
Proof. It follows from (A.3.23) that f and f˜ are real-valued on Dpa, rq X R. Hence,
c, d P R and, by (A.3.2), F is also real-valued on Dpa, rq X R. Change variables in
(A.3.12) via u “ ξv and use ξn “ sgnpcq. We obtain
I 1 “ F paq
N
ż
r0,Nηs
exp
"
sgnpcqvn ` dN´1v `Rpvq
*
dv, (A.3.24)
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where Rpvq “ f1pa`N´1vq ` f˜1pa`N´1vq for v P Dp0, Nq, see (A.3.13). By (A.3.17),
|Rpvq| ď 2
N
ˆ
K0t
n`1 ` K˜0MN´1t2
˙
ď 2pK0tn ` K˜0MN´1tq (A.3.25)
By (A.3.23) and since a P R, we have Rpvq “ Rpvq. Using this, (A.3.24) and that
F paq P R leads to
I¯ 1 “ F paqη
N
Nż
0
exp
"
sgnpcqηntn ` dN´1ηt`Rpηtq
*
dt
“ F paq
N
ż
r0,Nηs
exp
"
sgnpcqvn ` dN´1v `Rpvq
*
dv,
which implies that
2iN
F paq=I
1 “ N
F paqpI
1 ´ I¯ 1q “
ˆ ż
r0,Nηs
`
ż
rNη,0s
˙
exp
"
sgnpcqvn ` dN´1v `Rpvq
*
dv.
(A.3.26)
Let y P r0, N s. By Cauchy’s theorem, the contour in (A.3.26) can be replaced with
rNη, yηs ` ryη, yηs ` ryη, Nηs.
For v “ y<η`it with |t| ď y|=η|, use bounds |v| ď y, |<η´<teipij{nξu| ď 2 (Proposition
A.2.11b) and (A.3.25). We obtain
<
"
sgnpcqvn ` dN´1v `Rpvq
*
ď yn ` dN´1<tηuy ` 2K0yn ` 2K˜0MN´1y
ď p1` 2K0qyn ` pd<teipij{nξuN´1 ` 2MN´1p1` K˜0qqy
ď 2yn ´ M |<te
ipij{nξu|
2N
y. (A.3.27)
The condition on  comes in for the last inequality. Since ryη, yηs has length less than
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2y and log y ď yn, the last bound leads toˇˇˇˇ ż
ryη,yηs
exp
"
sgnpcqun ` dN´1u`Rpuq
*
du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2 exp
"
3yn ´ M |<te
ipij{nξu|
2N
y
*
.
(A.3.28)
To optimize, set
y “ min
"
N,
n´1
d
M |<teipij{nξu|
6nN
*
, (A.3.29)
and then the exponent of the right-hand side in (A.3.34) is bounded from above by
´min
"
M |<teipij{nξu|
4
,
1
12
ˆ
M |<teipij{nξu|
Nn
˙n{pn´1q*
. (A.3.30)
We next estimate the contribution from the piece rNη, yηs`ryη, Nηs. For v “ ηt with
y ď t ď N , using |v| ě y and Lemma A.3.1 yields
<
"
sgnpcqvn ` dN´1v `Rpvq
*
ď <tηnξnutn ` dN´1<tηut` 2K0tn ` 2K˜0MN´1t
ď ´1
4
tn ´ M |<te
ipij{nξu|
2N
y, (A.3.31)
where the coefficient of y in (A.3.31) is obtained as in (A.3.27). Then, it follows from
Lemma A.3.2 and (A.3.29) thatˇˇˇˇ ż
rNη,yηs`ryη,Nηs
exp
"
sgnpcqun ` dN´1u`Rpuq
*
du
ˇˇˇˇ
(A.3.32)
ď 2 exp
"
´ M |<te
ipij{nξu|
2N
y
* 8ż
0
expt´tn{4udt (A.3.33)
ď 64 exp
„
´min
"
M |<teipij{nξu|
2
,
1
12n1{pn´1q
ˆ
M |<teipij{nξu|
N
˙n{pn´1q*
(A.3.34)
Note that, up to constants, the last exponent matches (A.3.30). Hence, the claimed
bound.
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Proposition A.3.5.
|I2| ď T |F paq| exp
"
´ 
nNn
2
` max
τpqďtďT
 
u˜pΦptqq ´ u˜paq(*
Proof. By Proposition A.2.11c, upΦptqq ´ upaq ď ´Nnn{2 for t P rτpq, T s. Hence,
|I2| ď
Tż
τpq
|F pΦptqq| dt ď |F paq|
Tż
τpq
exptupΦptqq ´ upaq ` u˜pΦptqq ´ u˜paqu dt
ď T |F paq| exp
"
´ 
nNn
2
` max
τpqďtďT
 
u˜pΦptqq ´ u˜paq(*.
Now suppose that limtÑT` Φptq “ x for some x P Z. There exist unique p, p˜ P R such
that the functions u1, u˜1 defined on CrtP Y Zu by
u1pzq “ upzq ´ p log |z ´ x| u˜1pzq “ u˜pzq ´ p˜ log |z ´ x| (A.3.35)
can be extended as harmonic functions to pCrtP Y Zuq Y txu by setting u1pxq “
limzÑx u1pzq and u˜1pxq “ limzÑx u˜1pzq. Put b “ ΦpT q and let Ψ : r0, Ss be any C1 curve
with unit speed such that Ψp0q “ b, Ψpr0, Ssq is disjoint from P Y Z and |Ψptq ´ x| ď δ
for t P r0, Ss. Define the contour integral
I3 “
ΨpSqż
Ψp0q
F pzq dz. (A.3.36)
Proposition A.3.6.
|I3| ď S|F paq| exp
"
´ 
nNn
2
` max
τpqďtďT
 
u˜pΦptqq ´ u˜paq(*
¨ exp
"
max
0ďtďS
 
u1pΨptqq ´ u1pbq ` u˜1pΨptqq ´ u˜1pbq
(*
.
Proof. Since p` p˜ ě 0 (as x P Z), ΦpT q “ Ψp0q “ b and log |b´ x| “ δ, we have
upΨptqq ` u˜pΨptqq “ pp` p˜q log |Ψptq ´ x| ` u1pΨptqq ` u˜1pΨptqq
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ď pp` p˜q log δ ` u1pΨptqq ` u˜1pΨptqq
“ pp` p˜q log |b´ x| ` u1pbq ` u˜1pbq
` u1pΨptqq ´ u1pbq ` u˜1pΨptqq ´ u˜1pbq
ď upbq ` u˜pbq ` max
0ďtďS
 
u1pΨptqq ´ u1pbq ` u˜1pΨptqq ´ u˜1pbq
(
ď upaq ` u˜paq ´ |c|
n
2
` max
τpqďtďT
 
u˜pΦptqq ´ u˜paq(
` max
0ďtďS
 
u1pΨptqq ´ u1pbq ` u˜1pΨptqq ´ u˜1pbq
(
.
For the last inequality, we use Proposition A.2.11c. Then the result follows because
|I3| ď
Sż
0
|F pΨptq| dt “
Sż
0
exptupΨptqq ` u˜pΨptqqu dt.
A.4 Uniform convergence lemmas
We collect the auxiliary lemmas utilized to obtain the uniform results in Section 4.4.
Lemma A.4.1. Let tfi : i P Iu be a collection of C1 functions on the interval ra, bs. Let
pXjqjPN be an ergodic sequence in ra, bs with marginal distribution µ. Suppose that
sup
iPI
sup
xPra,bs
|f 1ipxq| ă 8. (A.4.1)
Then
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
j“1
fipXjq “
bż
a
fipxqµpdxq uniformly in i P I a.s. (A.4.2)
Proof. Since pXjqjPN is ergodic,
lim
nÑ8
1
n
nÿ
j“1
1ttďXju “ µprt, bsq for t P ra, bs a.s. (A.4.3)
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Pick an a.s. event E on which (A.4.3) holds for all t in a countable dense subset S of
ra, bs that contains the points of discontinuities of µpr¨, bsq. Then (A.4.3) also holds on E
for t R S by the continuity of the function µpr¨, bsq at t and the monotonicity of 1t¨ďXju.
We have ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
j“1
fipXjq ´
bż
a
fipxqµpdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
1
n
nÿ
j“1
ż Xj
a
f 1iptqdt´
bż
a
xż
a
f 1iptqdtµpdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ bż
a
f 1iptq
˜
1
n
nÿ
j“1
1ttďXju´µprt, bsq
¸
dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
bż
a
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
j“1
1ttďXju´µprt, bsq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dt (A.4.4)
for some constant C ą 0 due to (A.4.1). Note that the integrand in (A.4.4) does not
depend on i, is bounded by 2 and converges to 0 for t P ra, bs on E. Therefore, the result
follows from the dominated convergence.
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